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Executive Summary

Coastal and ocean degradation caused by pollution, industrial and commercial development, and ocean dumping became major environmental issues in the 1960s and early 1970s. Public awareness of ocean problems was heightened by oil spills, “dead seas” created by the dumping of dredge spoil and sewage sludge, and numerous scientific reports detailing the environmental decline of coastal areas. In response, the U.S. Congress considered and approved a number of remedial measures to protect coasts and estuaries including federal assistance to states to develop coastal zone management plans, new water pollution and ocean dumping controls, and the creation of programs to establish estuarine and marine sanctuaries.

The Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA) of 1972 authorized a trio of programs to protect and restore ocean ecosystems. The Act regulated the dumping of wastes in ocean waters, launched a study of the long-term impacts of humans on marine ecosystems, and created a Marine Sanctuaries Program for the “purpose of preserving or restoring [marine] areas for their conservation, recreational, ecological, or esthetic values.” Early proponents of marine sanctuaries envisioned a system of protected ocean areas analogous to those established for national parks and wilderness areas.

The concept of a marine wilderness preservation system was raised in 1966 in Effective Use of the Sea, a report prepared by President Lyndon Johnson’s Science Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee recommended a permanent system of marine preserves similar in purpose and design to that established for terrestrial wilderness areas under the Wilderness Act. Like wilderness areas, marine preserves were to be areas managed for the purpose of maintaining the oceans’ natural characteristics and values, and human uses that were deemed compatible with this standard would be allowed.

Unfortunately, the Sanctuaries Program did not follow the model of the National Wilderness Preserve System, and proved to be highly unstable. For much of its history, the MPRSA has been a work in progress. A fundamental reason for the law’s plasticity has been the ambiguity surrounding the Act’s intent. Is the overriding purpose of the Act the preservation and protection of marine areas, or is it the creation of multiple use management areas in which preservation use has to contend with every other use, even exploitive ones like oil and gas extraction?

Congress failed to clearly and definitively answer this question at the outset, and in fact gave conflicting signals. The original law and accompanying legislative history were incongruous in that the law directed the Secretary of Commerce, acting through the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), to establish sanctuaries for preservation and restoration purposes, but the U.S. House of Representatives’ legislative history encouraged both preservation and extractive uses in sanctuaries. This ambiguity produced confusion and led to implementation difficulties, which in turn triggered periodic efforts by NOAA and Congress to clarify the Act’s purposes and provisions.

Over time, Congress confirmed multiple use as a significant purpose of the Act and diminished the Act’s preservation...
tion mission. Although amended numerous times over 30 years, the statute remains incongruous, calling for both preservation and multiple use. Although some key areas of the oceans and Great Lakes have been protected in varying degrees in the 13 sanctuaries established since 1972, the Sanctuaries Program has yet to produce a comprehensive national network of marine conservation areas that restores and protects the full range of the nation’s marine biodiversity, nor does it have a credible strategy to do so.

Early Sanctuary Bills

In 1967, several members of Congress, including Reps. Hastings Keith (R-Mass.), Phil Burton (D-Cal.), and George E. Brown Jr. (D-Cal.), introduced bills to direct the Secretary of the Interior to study the feasibility of a national system of marine sanctuaries patterned after the wilderness preservation system. A principal factor prompting this legislation was the desire to protect special marine places from harmful industrial development, especially oil and gas development. At the time, the hydrocarbon industry was rapidly expanding its operations offshore.

Sanctuary study bills received a hearing in 1968 by the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee (House MMFC), but were opposed by the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) on grounds that existing law permitted the DOI to manage the ocean for multiple uses, including environmental protection, and that sanctuaries might restrict offshore energy development. Nevertheless, several members of the House continued to promote study legislation in the next two congresses.

A second strategy for protecting ocean places was concurrently advanced by members of the California delegation who proposed to designate areas on the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) of California where oil drilling would be prohibited. In 1968, bills were introduced in the House and the U.S. Senate to ban drilling in a section of waters near Santa Barbara. Following the massive oil spill from a ruptured well in the Santa Barbara Channel in 1969, Sen. Alan Cranston (D-Cal.) became the most vocal advocate of prohibiting drilling at a number of places along the California coast. The DOI opposed these bills as well, claiming that new drilling guidelines and procedures implemented after the Santa Barbara accident would be sufficient to prevent future spills. The Senate and House Interior and Insular Affairs Committees, which had authority over the OCS minerals leasing program, were sympathetic to the DOI’s concerns and declined to set aside no-drilling areas.

A third approach for protecting ocean areas was spawned by concern about the impacts of waste dumping in the ocean, which at the time was virtually unregulated. Oil-covered beaches, closed shellfish beds, and “dead seas” around ocean dump sites prompted the introduction of bills in 1969 and 1970 to regulate ocean dumping comprehensively. A 1970 report of the Council on Environmental Quality called for comprehensive legislation to regulate ocean dumping, but was silent on the need for a marine sanctuary system. Given the DOI’s position on offshore oil development, this was not surprising.

Despite the Nixon Administration’s opposition to marine sanctuaries, the House MMFC forged in executive session. Although the sanctuary title proposed to preserve and restore ocean areas, it did not mirror the Wilderness Act, as had been recommended by the President’s Science Advisory Committee. Furthermore, it lacked any prohibitions on industrial development, including energy development, within designated sanctuaries, one of the principal goals originally sought by Representative Keith and others.

The House MMFC bill provided the Secretary of Commerce with broad discretionary authority to designate marine sanctuaries in coastal, ocean, and Great Lakes waters for the purposes of preserving and restoring an area’s conservation, recreational, ecological, or esthetic values. The Secretary was given two years to make the first designations, and was to make others periodically thereafter. The Secretary also was given broad and complete power to regulate uses within sanctuaries and to ensure they were consistent with the sanctuary’s purposes; no uses were specifically prohibited. The Sanctuaries Program was authorized for three years and given annual budget authority of up to $10 million.

The ocean dumping bill passed the House by a vote of 300 to 4 on September 9, 1971, with the sanctuaries title intact, despite continued opposition of the Nixon Administration. The Senate Commerce Committee was not supportive of marine sanctuaries and deleted the program from its version of the ocean dumping bill. Nevertheless, the House-Senate conference committee on the dumping bill ultimately agreed to accept the House sanctuary title, with only minor changes. President Richard Nixon signed the measure on October 23, 1972.

The Rise of Multiple Use

During floor debate on the 1972 law, members of the House MMFC went to great lengths to explain that the Act was not purely a preservation statute and that multiple use of sanctuaries was expected. Even extractive activities like oil and gas development were seen as potentially compatible with the statute’s preservation and restoration purposes. Taking the cue, NOAA moved the program in the direction of multiple use in the first regulations issued in 1974. Between 1972 and 1979, little money was spent to develop the program. Two small, noncontroversial national marine sanctuaries (NMS) were designated in 1975, the USS Monitor, off North Carolina, and Key Largo, in Florida. Once implementation began in earnest under the Carter Administration,
controversies erupted over the scope, requirements, and impact of the program as NOAA attempted to designate larger areas such as Flower Garden Banks, Channel Islands, Georges Bank, and Farallon Islands. The Carter Administration was ultimately successful in the designation of four sanctuaries (Channel Islands, Gulf of the Farallones, Gray’s Reef, and Looe Key).

Oil and commercial fishing industries in particular developed a growing antipathy toward the Act because of its potential to infringe upon their activities. The oil industry sought to have oil development routinely allowed in sanctuaries as an acceptable multiple use; the fishing industry sought to prevent sanctuaries from restricting their access to fishing grounds. From roughly 1977 to 1986, commercial fishing and oil interests and their congressional allies led a counterattack against the program that challenged the sanctuaries law’s very existence. Battles over individual sanctuary proposals fueled the broader attack against the Act. Barring repeal of the Act, the oil and fishing industries wanted to limit its application and water down its preservation purpose. In this they were largely successful. By 1984, NOAA and Congress had made a series of regulatory and legislative decisions that emphasized balancing preservation with other human uses of sanctuaries. In short, multiple use became the preferred management goal for sanctuaries. As applied by NOAA, the multiple use doctrine has made it extremely difficult to establish use-specific zones for such activities as preservation, recreational fishing, diving, etc.

**Reemphasizing Preservation**

The Sanctuaries Program suffered greatly during President Ronald Reagan’s term:

Beset with the active opposition from the administration, the existing programs suffered. Staff positions went unfilled, and critics charged that management programs at existing sanctuaries languished. Funding levels stabilized at the beginning of the Reagan era but then actually declined during his second term. The levels of funding requested by the administration were even lower; Congress repeatedly allocated more money than the administration estimated was necessary. Most discouragingly for program advocates, NOAA designated no new sites other than Fagatele Bay, allowed the designation process for others to stagnate, and even removed Monterey Bay from the list of proposed sites.6

Meanwhile, a series of marine pollution events continued to highlight the broad need for marine protection. These included algal blooms, mass dolphin deaths, medical waste that washed up on the Atlantic Coast, and the crash of an ore carrier and a car carrier, which resulted in a spill of copper ore and bunker fuel oil adjacent to the Channel Islands NMS.

Of the 29 candidate sites NOAA had identified in 1983, only the tiny Fagatele Bay off American Samoa had been designated as of 1988. Congressional frustration over the lack of designations led to a new phase of the program, in which Congress played an active role promoting new designations. The first congressional designation, Florida Keys NMS (1990), was followed by three designations in 1992: the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale Sanctuary, the Monterey Bay NMS, and the Stellwagen Bank NMS. Ironically, Congress had to bypass the Act in order to legislatively designate the Florida Keys and Monterey Bay sanctuaries, in which oil extraction was prohibited. Congress also legislatively prohibited oil extraction at NOAA-designated sanctuaries: the Cordell Bank NMS (1989) and the Olympic Coast NMS (1992).

Congress amended the Act in 1988, 1992, 1996, and 2000 with the intent of strengthening the Act’s preservation mission. However, because Congress failed to revise other provisions of the law that emphasize multiple use, the impact of these changes has been modest. More recently, with the 2000 Amendments, Congress authorized a temporary moratorium on designation of new sanctuaries until existing ones are better managed and studied. This has thrown a blanket of uncertainty over the system’s growth.

**Unfilled Mandate**

Having precipitated numerous sanctuary designation battles, suffered stop-and-go implementation, and been the subject of repeated regulatory and legislative amendments over three decades, how effective has the Act been in achieving its preservation purpose?

The MPRSA has been used to set aside a number of key places, and to protect them from oil development and certain other harmful activities. Although sanctuaries are managed for multiple use, some preservation zones have been established in a limited number of sanctuaries, e.g., Florida Keys, Fagatele Bay, and Channel Islands. Sanctuaries have also served as focal points for educating the public about marine conservation, and as platforms for further protection initiatives.

Nevertheless, there are still large swaths of the nation’s oceans that have no sanctuaries. A look at a map will show blank spaces off many coastal states. No sanctuaries have been designated in the Caribbean or in the North Pacific. There are just three sanctuaries along the entire Atlantic seaboard, one in South Florida, and one in the Gulf of Mexico. On the West Coast, California has four sanctuaries and Washington one, but Oregon and Alaska have none. Even Georges Bank, the area Representative Keith set out to protect when he introduced sanctuary legislation in 1967, is missing from the system.

Lacking the singular preservation focus of the Wilderness Act, the MPRSA has proved to be an unreliable vehicle for inventorying, identifying, and preserving the full array of the nation’s marine resources and special places in a comprehensive national system. After 32 years, the 13 sanctuaries comprise not even 0.4% of U.S. oceans. Moreover, some of these areas are inadequately protected from degrading or destructive uses such as overfishing, bottom habitat destruction, and pollution.7

**Conclusion**

While it is technically possible that the MPRSA could be employed to designate sanctuaries that are preservationist in nature, in reality the Act’s conflicting goals of preservation and multiple use, its discretionary and open-ended nature, its lack of clear definitions and protection standards, and its

---


7. See Table 1 for more information on the size of each sanctuary and the size of the entire system.
multiple intervention points for stakeholders collectively burdened the program with enormous implementation difficulties and inefficiencies.

At present, the MPRSA is so constrained by its own architecture that it stands little chance of creating the comprehensive system of marine preservation areas envisioned by its earliest proponents, who hoped to create a system of marine wilderness preserves analogous to the National Wilderness Preservation System. Meanwhile, most of the nation’s ocean waters have been left open to extractive and commercial uses of all kinds. As a result, progress toward protecting and preserving America’s ocean resources and ecosystems has been nowhere near what was needed during the last 30 years to prevent the serious degradation and destruction of marine species and ecosystems.

In order to be effective in facilitating the establishment of a comprehensive national system of marine preservation areas, the MPRSA would have to undergo substantial amendment. Alternatively, Congress could provide separate authority for an exclusive system of marine preservation areas to encompass any area of ocean that meets the new system’s preservation and protection criteria. This was precisely the approach taken by the Wilderness Act, which superimposed a wilderness overlay on existing parks, refuges, forests, and public lands to identify qualified wilderness areas. Whichever approach is chosen, a bold, vigorous, and systematic effort will be needed during the next 10 years to identify and preserve America’s significant marine ecosystems and features before they are irretrievably degraded or lost.

Introduction

In 1971, in testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Oceanography, Jacques Cousteau warned Congress that the world faced the destruction of the oceans from pollution, overfishing, extermination of species, and other causes. Cousteau called for immediate action on several fronts to reverse the situation. Cousteau was one of several well-known scientists that helped birth the environmental movement, but as the voice of the ocean, he was without peer. Cousteau’s testimony made an indelible impression on many members of Congress and confirmed the need for ocean protection legislation already under consideration; time after time his views would be mentioned in congressional speeches, testimony, reports, and debate.

The following year, the floodgates of environmental legislation opened. Congress passed a number of environmental laws, among them the MPRSA. The Act regulated the dumping of wastes in ocean waters, launched a study of the long-term impacts of humans on marine ecosystems, and created a Marine Sanctuaries Program for the “purpose of preserving or restoring [marine] areas for their conservation, recreational, ecological, or esthetic values.”

The original MPRSA and its accompanying legislative history were incongruous in that the law directed the Secretary of Commerce, acting through NOAA, to establish sanctuaries for preservation and restoration purposes, but the House’s legislative history encouraged both preservation and extractive uses in sanctuaries. Later amendments codified multiple uses as a major purpose of the Act, notwithstanding language citing “resource protection” as the Act’s “primary objective.” This ambiguity produced confusion and led to enormous implementation difficulties, as ocean users, especially the oil and commercial fishing industries, battled conservationists over candidate sanctuaries, the terms of individual designations, and revisions to management plans.

Not surprisingly under these circumstances, the Sanctuaries Program has failed to achieve a comprehensive national network of marine preservation areas that restores and protects the full range of the nation’s marine resources. While 13 valuable sanctuaries have been established in 30 years, they cover less than 0.4% of U.S. waters. It is well known that many significant marine areas and resources are missing from the sanctuary system.

Meanwhile, the degradation of the oceans that Cousteau warned of and that Congress sought to prevent when it passed the MPRSA and other marine conservation laws is rapidly coming to pass. Although progress has been made on some fronts, such as bans on the dumping of toxic wastes in the oceans and better protection for marine mammals, other problems have worsened. Some examples:

- Thirty percent of U.S. fish populations that have been assessed are considered overfished or are being fished unsustainably;
- New England cod, haddock, and yellowtail flounder populations had reached historic lows by 1989;
- More than 175 alien marine species have invaded San Francisco Bay;
- Deep sea corals and sponges are being pulverized by bottom trawls;
- Many thousands of farmed fish escape from their pens annually, competing with wild fish for food and interbreeding with wild stocks;
- Cruise ships are dumping millions of gallons of sewage, ballast water, and other pollution into the oceans annually;
- Anoxic dead zones have been created in a number of coastal areas;
- Smalltooth sawfish were the first species listed as an endangered marine fish species; and
- Various species of seabirds, sea turtles, and marine mammals have severely depleted populations due to their being caught as bycatch in commercial fisheries.

Although the MPRSA was passed with the intent of preserving places in the sea from destruction, the Act’s multiple use provisions have made it difficult to create inviolate sanctuaries where no extraction of living or nonliving resources is allowed. Scientific thinking about conserving ocean ecosystems was in its infancy at the time the MPRSA was passed, but has evolved substantially since. Today, scientists around the world are calling for the establishment of networks of marine reserves—areas exempt from all extractive or other harmful activities, including commercial and recreational fishing—as a necessary tool for conserving ma-

8. MPRSA, §302.

9. See, e.g., Owen, supra note 6, at 745-47.

rine biodiversity, restoring, and preserving the integrity of marine ecosystems, and maintaining sustainable fisheries. Increasingly, nations are heeding this advice.

Given the law’s multiple use mandate, NOAA has moved cautiously to create fully protected marine reserves in sanctuaries. Prior to 1992, only small areas within a few uncontroversial sanctuaries were protected from all extractive uses. When it established the Florida Keys NMS in 1990, Congress directed NOAA to consider zonings of the sanctuary as a method for creating “no-take” reserves. Although NOAA’s reserve initiative in the Florida Keys drew vociferous opposition from some commercial and recreational fishing interests, agreement was eventually reached to establish 24 reserves covering less than 1% of the sanctuary. A more recent attempt by NOAA in partnership with the state of California to establish no-take reserves comprising 26% of the Channel Islands NMS is still in progress. Marine reserve initiatives at other sanctuaries have not been launched due to hostile political forces and lack of countervailing conservation advocacy.

Today, the MPRSA is again buffeted by the winds of change. As concern about the state of the world’s oceans builds once again, two national commissions, one private and one governmental, have been launched to recommend corrective action. The Pew Oceans Commission, established by the Pew Charitable Trust, issued its report in June 2003. Among other things, the report called for national legislation to create a system of fully protected marine reserves. The National Commission on Ocean Policy’s report is expected to be released in April 2004. In the ensuing debate over the reports’ recommendations, questions invariably will be asked about the role of marine reserves as an ocean conservation strategy. Questions also will be raised about the MPRSA. Should the United States establish a system of fully protected marine reserves? What kinds of uses of the reserves should be allowed? How can this be accomplished? Does the MPRSA provide sufficient authority for marine reserves or preventing conflicting uses? How could the MPRSA be changed or supplemented to meet current conservation needs?

Answering these questions requires an understanding of the history and evolution of the MPRSA. This understanding is not easily obtained. In its relatively short life of 32 years, the Act has been substantively amended six times, changing from a 2-page law to one over 30 pages in length. Successful committee staffs have left an ever-growing body of legislative material to digest. Although many articles and reports have been written about the Sanctuaries Program, none have focused in detail on the Act’s legislative history and evolution.

The purposes of this Article are to provide a broad overview of the MPRSA’s history and preservation provisions, and to hazard an explanation of how and why the MPRSA has fallen short as a preservation measure. We do not attempt an exhaustive explanation of every provision of the Act. Rather, our central focus is on the preservation intent of the law and how it has been advanced or hindered by events and successive amendments.

---

tional uses of the oceans, such as fishing and recreation, as well as to the overall health of the marine environment.

The threat of coastal and ocean degradation helped precipitate several pieces of study legislation. The Clean Water Restoration Act of 1966, whose purpose was to improve the nation’s water pollution control program, mandated a study of estuarine pollution and executive branch recommendations for an “effective national estuarine management program.” As the estuarine pollution study was being conducted, the House Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation, chaired by Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.), considered the need for a national system of estuaries similar to those that protected other national resources like parks and refuges. In 1968, Congress passed the Estuary Protection Act, which required the Secretary of the Interior to study and inventory the nation’s estuaries and to submit recommendations “on the feasibility and desirability of establishing a nationwide system of estuarine areas, the . . . to govern such system, and the designation and acquisition of any specific estuarine areas of national significance which he believes should be acquired by the United States.”

A parallel congressional interest of the time was oceanographic research. Commencing in the 1950s, a small group of scientists and policymakers in Congress and the executive branch began working to strengthen the nation’s oceanographic research program. Spurred by defense concerns, national pride, and recognition that the ocean was a relatively unexplored and untapped resource of immense potential, the oceanographic community engaged in a decade-long debate about how to improve oceanographic research. The major focus of debate was exploration and exploitation of ocean resources, not environmental conservation. However, as public concern about the environment grew, the oceanographic issue expanded to incorporate coastal conservation as a major theme.

The oceanography debate culminated in the enactment of the Marine Resources and Engineering Development Act of 1966. The Act declared a new policy “to develop, encourage, and maintain a coordinated, comprehensive, and long-range national program in marine sciences.” The Act established a Commission on Marine Sciences, Engineering, and Resources (also referred to as the Stratton Commission after its chairman, Julius Stratton) to conduct a study and recommend a plan for a “national oceanographic program that will meet the present and future national needs.” The Act created a temporary National Council on Marine Resources and Engineering Development to advise and assist the president in day-to-day marine policy and program coordination. In its 1969 report, the Stratton Commission recommended establishment of a new oceans agency, which was fulfilled with the creation of NOAA in 1970, and creation of a national coastal zone management program, which was realized with passage of the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972. The President’s Science Advisory Committee, chaired by Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.), considered the need for a national system of estuaries similar to those that protected other national resources like parks and refuges. In 1968, Congress passed the Estuary Protection Act, which required the Secretary of the Interior to study and inventory the nation’s estuaries and to submit recommendations “on the feasibility and desirability of establishing a nationwide system of estuarine areas, the . . . to govern such system, and the designation and acquisition of any specific estuarine areas of national significance which he believes should be acquired by the United States.”

A parallel congressional interest of the time was oceanographic research. Commencing in the 1950s, a small group of scientists and policymakers in Congress and the executive branch began working to strengthen the nation’s oceanographic research program. Spurred by defense concerns, national pride, and recognition that the ocean was a relatively unexplored and untapped resource of immense potential, the oceanographic community engaged in a decade-long debate about how to improve oceanographic research. The major focus of debate was exploration and exploitation of ocean resources, not environmental conservation. However, as public concern about the environment grew, the oceanographic issue expanded to incorporate coastal conservation as a major theme.

The oceanography debate culminated in the enactment of the Marine Resources and Engineering Development Act of 1966. The Act declared a new policy “to develop, encourage, and maintain a coordinated, comprehensive, and long-range national program in marine sciences.” The Act established a Commission on Marine Sciences, Engineering, and Resources (also referred to as the Stratton Commission after its chairman, Julius Stratton) to conduct a study and recommend a plan for a “national oceanographic program that will meet the present and future national needs.” The Act created a temporary National Council on Marine Resources and Engineering Development to advise and assist the president in day-to-day marine policy and program coordination. In its 1969 report, the Stratton Commission recommended establishment of a new oceans agency, which was fulfilled with the creation of NOAA in 1970, and creation of a national coastal zone management program, which was realized with passage of the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972.

B. The Sanctuary Idea

A variety of studies and reports, one of which played a seminal role in the development of marine sanctuary legislation, punctuated the long-running oceanography debate. Contemporary with congressional consideration of the Marine Resources and Engineering Development Act, the President’s Science Advisory Committee formed a Panel on Oceanography to prepare an assessment of marine science and technology needs. The panel’s report, Effective Use of the Sea, was released in June 1966 by President Johnson. The report called for establishment of a national ocean program, the objective of which was “effective use of the sea by man for all purposes currently considered for the terrestrial environment: commerce; industry; recreation and settlement; as well as knowledge and understanding.”

Although much of the Science Advisory Committee’s report focused on exploring, developing, and understanding the oceans, the committee presciently recognized the growing threat of what it called “environmental modification,” and particularly the need to preserve the near-shore environment:

Continuing population growth combined with increased dependence on the sea for food and recreation means that modification of marine environments will not only continue, but will drastically increase . . . . We are far from understanding most short-range and all long-range biological consequences of environmental modification. These considerations suggest that we now need to preserve the quality of as much of the unmodified or useful marine environment as we can and to restore the quality of as much of the damaged environment as possible. Delay will only increase the cost in money, time, manpower, resources, and missed opportunities.

The most pervasive inadvertent modification, the panel concluded, is pollution in all its forms. We have learned from our experience with river and lake pollution, said the panel, that we “should not make similar mistakes as we inhabit and exploit the oceans.”

The report identified habitat destruction as a major issue: “Habitat destruction by improper fishing techniques have [sic] affected our biological resources.” It also recognized the serious problems caused by channel dredging, shoreline modification, and the filling in of marshes. “These modifications are occurring in estuaries which are important natural resources for recreation and food production. These areas are nursery grounds for many marine organisms. How severely these and other environmental alterations affect the biota is unknown.”

In sum, the Panel on Oceanography identified two issues that would grow in importance in following years, and have yet to be adequately resolved: the protection and restoration of estuaries and coastal waters to preserve their natural values, and control of water pollution. The panel
recommended five broad “courses of action” by the federal government, two of which were relevant to subsequent marine sanctuary legislation:

(1) Establish a system of marine wilderness preserves as an extension to marine environments of the basic principle established in the Wilderness Act of 1964 . . . that “it is the policy of the Congress to secure for the American people of present and future generations the benefits of an enduring resource of wilderness.” In the present context, specific reasons for such preserves include:

(a) Provision of ecological baselines against which to compare modified areas.
(b) Preservation of major types of unmodified habitats for research and education in marine sciences.
(c) Provision of continuing opportunities for marine wilderness recreation.

(2) Undertake large-scale efforts to maintain and restore the quality of marine environments. Goals of these efforts should include increasing food production and recreational opportunities and furthering research and education in marine sciences. A multiple-use concept should be evolved for marine environments analogous to that used for many federal land areas . . . . It should be emphasized that this concept includes the recognition that for some areas, such as wilderness, only one use is possible. 28

In referencing the Wilderness Act, the panel explicitly endorsed the preservation of marine areas and resources in their natural condition as a legitimate goal. The Wilderness Act, enacted in 1964, established a National Wilderness Preserve System to be composed of federally owned areas designated by Congress as “wilderness.” 29 Wilderness areas are “administered for the use and enjoyment of the American people in such manner as will leave them unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as wilderness . . . .” 30 The Act defines a wilderness area as a place where the earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man, where man is a visitor who does not remain. An area of wilderness is further defined to mean an area of undeveloped federal land retaining its primeval character and influence, without permanent improvements or human habitation, which is protected and managed so as to preserve its natural conditions . . . . 31

The Wilderness Act prohibits commercial uses of wilderness, but some preexisting commercial uses may be allowed to continue in certain areas. 32 Recreational uses of wilderness deemed compatible with maintaining its primeval character are allowed, including recreational hunting and fishing. 33

The President’s Science Advisory Committee clearly viewed marine wilderness as a distinct type of ocean use within a broader multiple use framework. Although the report was silent on how the recommended marine multiple use management system should work, the concepts of marine wilderness preserve and multiple use management would play significant roles in shaping the debate on marine sanctuaries legislation.


1. Overview

Concurrent with congressional activity on estuaries and marine science issues, several members of the House introduced bills in 1967 to establish marine sanctuaries as a means of protecting their states’ coastal and ocean resources from oil and gas development activities on the OCS. In July, Representatives Burton and Brown proposed identical bills to authorize a feasibility study of a Santa Barbara Channel marine sanctuary to be completed within two years. Their legislation established a moratorium on all “industrial development” in the channel until the study was completed. 34

The citizens of Santa Barbara long had been concerned about the effects on Santa Barbara County’s scenic beauty and tourism economy of offshore oil drilling in the channel. The state of California had banned minerals extraction in state waters off Santa Barbara in 1955 by creating a so-called oil sanctuary where drilling is forbidden. 35 The federal government began selling mineral leases in federal waters in the channel in 1967. In recognition of the coast’s environmental values, the federal government established a no-drilling buffer zone that extended two miles seaward from the Santa Barbara oil sanctuary, but proceeded to offer leases outside the zone. By early 1968, 72 federal leases had been sold for in excess of $600 million. 36 The Burton-Brown bills were clearly an attempt to forestall oil development in federal waters off Santa Barbara.

A few days after the Burton and Brown bills were filed, Representative Keith introduced a bill to authorize a study of the desirability and feasibility of establishing a national system of marine sanctuaries, including a study of Georges Bank as a candidate site. 37 The Keith bill provided for a moratorium on new minerals exploration and development on the OCS in all study areas, and called for voluntary agreements between governmental bodies to prevent “industrial development” while studies were being conducted. 38 Keith became interested in protecting Georges Bank after a seismic explosion detonated in the course of oil exploration caused a large fish kill in September 1966. 39 Keith represented the coastal area of Cape Cod and was particularly concerned about protecting the Georges Bank fishery from energy development. As a member of the House MMFC, he was well positioned to play an active role in shaping sanctuaries legislation.
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Eight more sanctuary study bills were introduced in 1967 by House members from the East and West Coasts.\(^{40}\) Some of the bills were identical to the Keith and Burton-Brown measures; others differed slightly, specifying different areas for sanctuary study, such as Plum Island, New Hampshire, and Point Lobos and Pfeiffer-Big Sur, Monterey County, California. In the Senate, Sen. Edward Brooke (R-Mass.) introduced a measure identical to Keith’s.\(^{41}\)

The 11 House bills were referred to the House MMFC, which became the driving force for marine sanctuaries legislation. The Oceanography Subcommittee, chaired by Rep. Alton Lennon (D-N.C.), held three days of hearings on the study bills in April 1968.\(^{42}\) Representatives Keith, Brown, and 10 other members of Congress testified in support of sanctuary legislation, as did nonprofit conservation organizations, the Massachusetts fishing industry, the state of Massachusetts, and several scientific organizations.

Although the DOI and other executive agencies said they favored the objectives of the bills, they opposed enactment on several grounds.\(^{43}\) The DOI’s most telling objection to the bill, and one that would continue to dog sanctuary legislation, was opposition to restrictions on offshore energy development. The DOI said the moratorium on offshore minerals extraction in sanctuary study areas would deny the government revenue from oil and gas lease sales and the public an energy supply.\(^{44}\) Furthermore, the DOI claimed the bill was not needed because it already had general authority under existing wildlife laws to conduct resource studies like those called for by the sanctuaries bills, and that under the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA) it had the authority to achieve multiple use management of the OCS.\(^{45}\)

Because of the administration’s opposition to sanctuary legislation, and the desire of the chairman of the Oceanography Subcommittee to get the views of the Stratton Commission and the National Council on Marine Resources, Representative Lennon’s subcommittee took no further action in 1968. In the Senate, there was no action on Senator Brooke’s bill.

2. Detailed Provisions of Early Bills
   a. The Problem

The intent of Representative Keith and other sanctuary bill sponsors was to preserve portions of the tidelands and ocean waters for their natural values and to protect these areas from incompatible commercial and industrial uses, particularly oil development. In the statement accompanying his 1967 legislation, Keith said the purpose of his bill was to “save distinctive offshore areas of the United States,” and that as “exploitation of the ocean’s riches progresses, it is essential to give some enduring protection to sections of the offshore marine environment in a natural or near-natural condition.”\(^{46}\) Over the next several years, Keith would repeatedly refer to the need to protect valuable fisheries from the effects of oil and gas development. For example, at the 1968 House hearings, Keith noted that oil drilling “could have a tremendously disruptive effect on the ecology and the present resource use of a vast stretch of ocean.”\(^{47}\)

Similarly, Representative Brown testified:

> We recognize that the quality of our ocean environment can be seriously impaired by unplanned industrial development offshore, and the pollution it creates. It follows that we must dedicate a system of ocean sanctuaries that can preserve a [broad] variety of marine plant and animal communities.\(^{48}\)

Rep. Burt Talcott (R-Cal.), who had introduced one of the study bills, said: “We must set aside some of our abundant marine areas before they are wasted or exploited.”\(^{49}\) In short, marine sanctuaries were needed as an antidote to unrestrained coastal development.

b. Policy Response

To secure the protection they sought for local places, sanctuary sponsors envisioned a national system of sanctuaries set aside for uses they considered compatible with preservation of the natural environment. The Burton-Brown bill directed the Secretary to discuss the applicability of the Santa Barbara sanctuary feasibility study “to other areas along the coastal waters of the United States with similar values and the feasible and desirable means of creating a marine wilderness system as an extension to marine environments of the basic principles established in the Wilderness Act,” language that directly reflected the recommendation of the President’s Science Advisory Committee.\(^{50}\)

Keith’s bill declared that it is the policy of the Congress, through a system of marine sanctuaries, to preserve, protect, encourage balanced use, and where possible, restore, and make accessible for the benefit of all the people, selected parts of the nation’s natural tidelands, OCS, seaward areas, and land and waters of the Great Lakes, which are valuable for sport and commercial fishing, wildlife conservation, outdoor recreation, and scenic beauty.\(^{51}\)

In his bill introduction statement, Representative Keith referred to the system as a “national system of marine wilderness preserves.”\(^{52}\) But instead of establishing a national marine wilderness preserve system outright (as the Wilderness Act did for terrestrial areas), and immediately designating certain areas such as Georges Bank, Keith sought the Secretary of the Interior’s opinion on the most desirable and feasible means of establishing a national sanctuary system.\(^{53}\) In sum, both the Keith and Burton-Brown study bills represented a preliminary step toward the creation of a marine analog to the wilderness system, and the lineage of their bills
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may be traced directly to the President’s Science Advisory Committee’s recommendation.

c. Management of Sanctuaries

Given the study approach taken by the sponsors, it is not surprising that none of the bills specified exactly how sanctuary areas were to be established and managed to preserve desired values. These details were to be studied and decided later. However, to preserve future options, the Keith bill mandated a moratorium on new minerals exploration and development activities in sanctuary study areas until the Secretary submitted the report. A similar development moratorium was specified in the Burton-Brown bill, but it applied only to the Santa Barbara area.

Under the philosophy of the time, it was assumed that the ocean should be managed for multiple uses. Because there was no overarching legal authority or central agency to regulate or zone competing uses within the ocean, it was recognized by sanctuary bill sponsors that industrial and commercial uses would continue to degrade and destroy natural values and resources with impunity and increasing frequency unless action was taken.

None of the sanctuary bills of the 90th Congress explicitly mentioned multiple use as a purpose of sanctuaries. The Keith and Burton-Brown bills directly specified or indirectly implied that in identifying sanctuaries for potential designation, the Secretary should consider the values and alternative uses of an area before deciding which sites should be designated. Keith’s bill declared it the policy of Congress to “preserve, protect, encourage balanced use, and where possible, restore and make accessible” sanctuaries that are “valuable for sport and commercial fishing, wildlife conservation, outdoor recreation, and scenic beauty.” The Burton-Brown bill sought to protect similar values in the Santa Barbara Channel. There was no mention in either bill of industrial or commercial uses being allowed in sanctuaries, except for commercial fishing. Furthermore, the idea that commercial fishing might sooner or later pose a threat to sanctuary resources or conflict with uses like wildlife conservation was not considered.

Keith explained he was not interested in blocking industrial development everywhere in the ocean, noting that “industrial and commercial development can go hand in hand with fishing, recreational, conservation, and scientific uses of the seas—if we are wise enough to see that these uses are made compatible with each other.” In other words, Keith was for rational planned use of the ocean that would avoid some of the mistakes of development on land. Given his expressed desire to protect areas of the ocean from “damage or destruction by industrial exploitation,” Keith seemed to mean that oil development could occur in some areas of the ocean while others—sanctuaries—would be protected from oil.

At the House hearing, Keith characterized his bill as a balanced approach to resource management. The bill

...seeks to encourage balanced, compatible uses of our offshore waters—first by identifying alternative uses, and then by ensuring compatibility among these competing values and resources . . . .

The study called for in the bill would determine the likely impact of new industrial activities on the other natural resources and values of certain marine environments. It would determine whether some kind of “ocean zoning” is necessary to make these various uses compatible, and whether certain portions of our offshore environments should be sanctuary areas, closed to new industrial activities . . . .

However, other statements made by Representative Keith could be interpreted to support multiple use sanctuaries. Noting that his bill did not define the term marine sanctuary, Keith testified:

A marine sanctuary area would be an ocean area which is especially distinctive for its commercial fishing uses, and for its scenic, recreation, and wildlife conservation values. In such an area, the Secretary of the Interior would be authorized to restrict, prohibit, or prescribe the conditions under which industrials [sic] activities could be carried on, including the mining of gas or oil deposits.

The idea that mineral extraction might occur in sanctuaries was inconsistent with the overall thrust of Keith’s introductory statement, and with his bill, which was silent on the issue. Furthermore, Keith’s proposed definition never was included in any of his subsequent bills, and he continued to argue for the protection of the Georges Bank fishery from oil development. Why he offered the definition is not known; it may have been an attempt to dampen DOI opposition by giving agency officials broader discretion to manage a sanctuary, all the while assuming that there was little chance that oil development would be found compatible with valuable fisheries. Alternatively, it may reflect Keith’s thinking at that moment. Regardless of Keith’s reasons, the idea that sanctuaries might include industrial activities within their borders was on the table. Eventually, it would weigh heavily in the shaping of the 1972 law.

d. Relation to Other Laws—Consultation

The argument advanced by the DOI that its existing legal authorities for management of wildlife and the OCS were sufficient to protect the marine environment obviously was not convincing to representatives who already had determined that new preservation authority was needed. The DOI claimed that it could protect marine ecology and develop oil using a multiple use approach to resource management, and that the OCSLA enabled it to do both. At the hearing on the sanctuary bills, Keith specifically noted that existing laws had been considered in the development of his legislation, and that his bill filled a gap. Although sanctuary bill sponsors did not believe the DOI would protect special places from oil development, they did recognize the importance of
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consulting with the DOI, other agencies, and the public on
the design of the Sanctuaries Program, and included consul-
tation and public hearings provisions in their bills. 65

3. An Alternative Ocean Protection Strategy

While the Oceanography Subcommittee was considering
sanctuary proposals, several members of Congress pro-
posed to protect marine areas from oil development on a
site-by-site basis. In April 1968, Sen. Thomas Kuchel (R-
Cal.) and Rep. Charles Teague (R-Cal.) introduced identical
measures to prohibit mineral exploration and development
in the federal no-leasing buffer zone that lay adjacent to the
state’s Santa Barbara oil sanctuary. 66 In the statement ac-
companying his bill, Kuchel said his purpose was to make
the administratively established federal buffer zone “semi-
permanent,” to protect the scenic values of the coast from
the unsightly oil-drilling structures. 67 (Curiously, Kuchel
made no mention of the potential for oil pollution from oil
wells located outside the buffer zone.) The fact that Califor-
نيa legislators saw fit to introduce bills to ban oil develop-
ment in federal waters off Santa Barbara was further evi-
dence of the lack of confidence in the DOI’s ability to pro-
tect the environment under existing laws.

The Kuchel and Teague bills were referred to the DOI
and Insular Affairs committees of the Senate and House
which had jurisdiction over the OCS minerals program. No
hearings were held on either bill in 1968. Similar oil de-
velopment prohibition bills would be introduced in subse-
quent congresses, but ultimately, this line of attack reached
a dead end because neither the House nor Senate Interior
committees were willing to close portions of the OCS to
mineral leasing.

4. Conclusion/Significance

At the close of the 90th Congress, two strategies had been
proposed to protect special marine places from develop-
ment. One was to have the Secretary of the Interior study the
feasibility of a national system of sanctuaries and identify
for further consideration by Congress places that merited
protection. The other was to ban oil development on the
OCS on a site-by-site basis. The intent of the Keith and Bur-
ton-Brown study bills was to eventually establish a marine
analog to the National Wilderness Preserve System, as had
been recommended by the President’s Science Advisory
Committee. Perhaps because they were treading on new and
unfamiliar territory, the sponsors moved cautiously, seeking
a study of the feasibility and desirability of their idea, rather
than establishing a permanent national system outright as
Congress did under the Wilderness Act.

By creating sanctuaries, the sponsors sought to prevent
industrial development from harming resources and con-
flicting with uses of the sea they deemed acceptable. The
uses the sponsors wished to protect included sport and com-
mercial fishing, wildlife conservation, recreation, main-
tenance of scenic beauty, and ecological research. For the
most part, these uses were the same kinds of uses allowed in
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Pollution Control Administration identified 180 significant oil spills.  

In addition to oil pollution, degradation of the ocean from the unregulated dumping of sewage, dredge spoils, and toxic and radioactive wastes gained major attention during the late 1960s and 1970s. At the time, the ocean served as a cost-free dumping zone for government and industry. In story after story, the media catalogued a host of pollution incidents and impacts, such as the “dead sea” off New York and New Jersey created by waste dumping, mercury contamination in fish and related poisoning of humans, the closure of ocean beaches and shellfish beds because of bacterial contamination, diseased estuaries, thermal pollution of Biscayne Bay, and the dumping of nerve gas and oil wastes off Florida. “The oceans are in danger of dying,” Cousteau told Time magazine. The following year, Cousteau testified before the Senate that “we are facing the destruction of the ocean by pollution and by other causes.”

3. Coastal Management Reports

The startling and graphic nature of environmental catastrophes during the period underscored the conclusions of several reports that Congress had commissioned on marine sciences and resources. In January 1969, the Stratton Commission released Our Nation and the Sea. The report focused on the wise and orderly use of the oceans, but also recognized growing environmental problems. The commission recommended the consolidation of federal ocean activities in a new agency, NOAA, whose mission would be to coordinate and implement a national oceans program. The report also recommended creation of a new system for protecting and managing the coastal zone with states having lead responsibility. “The guiding principles” for coastal zone management, said the report, “should include the concept of fostering the widest possible variety of beneficial uses so as to maximize net social return.”

There was no mention of marine sanctuaries in the Stratton Commission’s report, but as part of the new coastal management system, the commission recommended that the DOI, through the two estuary studies then in progress, “identify areas to be set aside as sanctuaries to provide natural laboratories for ecological investigations.” Spurring this recommendation was recognition of the diminishing number of relatively unaltered areas where natural processes can be observed. Thus, the commission envisioned estuarine sanctuaries as research sites “for conduct of studies necessary to establish a proper base from which the effects of man’s activities can be determined and ultimately predicted.”
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In November 1969, the DOI submitted the National Estuarine Pollution Study to Congress. The report concluded that the nation’s estuaries were being degraded and destroyed because of institutional failures and society’s inability to recognize the noncommercial values of estuaries such as fish and wildlife habitat, recreation, and esthetics. The DOI recommended new legislation to promulgate a national policy and program to deal with the situation, again with states in the lead. The DOI recommended

. . . achievement of the best use of the values of the estuarine and coastal zones through a balance between:

(a) multi-purpose development;
(b) conservation; and
(c) preservation over the short and long-range. Priority consideration should be given to those resources and uses which are estuarine-dependent.

Noting the failure of governments to achieve “a proper balance” between development and preservation and conservation of estuary resources, the DOI concluded that

[the principle goal of the national program is the use of the estuarine and coastal zone for as many beneficial purposes as possible, and where some uses are precluded, to achieve that mix of uses which society . . . deems most beneficial.

The report also called for

. . . maximum multiple use of the estuarine resource. The primary objective of technical management is to achieve the best combination of uses to serve the needs of society while protecting, preserving, and enhancing the biophysical environment for the continuing benefit of present and future generations.

Although the report highlighted the need to “reduce to an acceptable minimum the adverse effect of man’s use of the estuaries and coastal areas” and cited the need to “accept preservation” as one means to that end, there was no mention of either estuarine or marine sanctuaries as desirable preservation tools. Nor did the report identify particular estuaries that should be set aside for research purposes as the Stratton Commission had recommended.

The DOI’s second report, the National Estuary Study was released in January 1970. Prepared by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the report recommended that the DOI “should initiate a program designed expressly to provide for the protection and restoration of the natural values of estuaries . . . . We should proceed now to halt and reverse the grim trend of estuary degradation.” The “principal thrust of the report” was to “focus attention on the urgent need to preserve and restore” the natural values of estuaries. The report endorsed the DOI’s earlier conclusion that states should be primarily responsible for establishing coastal zone manage-
ment programs, but did not make specific recommendations for federal actions to help states establish protective programs for estuarine resources. 89

In response to its statutory mandate to provide Congress with recommendations on a national estuary system, possibly to include federally acquired sites, the DOI dodged, saying that it needed more time to develop suggestions. 89 It also declined to identify “significant” estuaries, arguing instead that all estuaries were important for one or more reasons and deserved better management and protection. 89 The DOI did not identify estuarine sanctuaries for research purposes, nor did it address the concept of marine sanctuaries in its summary volume of the report.

Collectively, the three studies served to justify the need for a new system of coastal management in which states would be the lead actors. All three reports recommended a policy of balanced multiple use of the coastal zone, but recognized that establishment of preservation areas was part of the multiple use approach. Congress responded by passing the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, authorizing federal assistance to states for managing their coasts. 92 However, the House MMFC did not see state coastal zone management plans as sufficient in themselves to preserve ocean places. Thus, despite the Nixon Administration’s lack of interest, consideration of marine sanctuaries legislation continued on a parallel track with the CZMA.

4. Sanctuary Bill—Approaches

a. Study Bills and Designation Bills—House

Several days after the Santa Barbara well rupture in 1969, Representative Keith reintroduced his marine sanctuary study bill, noting that had his legislation been enacted in the 90th Congress, the spill might have been prevented. 93 Also reintroduced was Representative Brown’s bill to study a sanctuary in the Santa Barbara Channel, and a Representative Talcott measure to study other coastal areas in California for possible designation. 94

The national focus on oil spills prompted a tactical maneuver by Representative Keith. On Feb. 20, 1969, a few days before the House MMFC was to conduct hearings on oil pollution, Keith introduced a bill to control oil pollution from vessels which included his sanctuary study proposal as a separate title. 95 At the hearings, Keith again noted that the Santa Barbara spill might have been prevented had the Santa Barbara area been studied and set aside “for a higher purpose than oil exploration and the operation of oil wells.” 96 Keith emphasized the need to protect the Georges Bank fishery, already depleted by Russian fishing, from further harm by oil pollution. 97 He also made clear that his study bill called for cessation of new oil activities in sanctuary study areas, but left it up to Congress to decide which areas to protect permanently and how to protect them. In response to Secretary Hickel’s decision to create a no-drilling ecological reserve off Santa Barbara, Keith suggested to the Secretary that other coastlines of the country comparable to Santa Barbara’s in value also might deserve sanctuary status to protect established uses such as fisheries and recreation. 98

Keith’s idea of attaching the sanctuary study to oil pollution control legislation went nowhere. Furthermore, no House hearings were held on any sanctuary study bills during the 91st Congress. A major reason for the lack of action was the continuing opposition by the DOI and the oil industry. The DOI counseled delay on the bills until various reports on marine and estuary issues were received, including a study on ocean dumping that the Nixon Administration had initiated. 99

Undeterred, Keith came up with yet another proposal. In October 1970, during the waning months of the 91st Congress, Keith introduced a bill to congressionally designate a Cape Cod National Marine Sanctuary in waters adjacent to the Cape Cod National Seashore. 100 Keith’s bill came down solidly against oil development. It prohibited mineral extraction and the erection of any structure within the sanctuary. 101 It also prohibited “any . . . activity which would seriously alter or endanger the ecology or the appearance of the ocean, or of the land beneath the water.” 102 The bill allowed commercial fishing and sport and recreational activities within the sanctuary “as long as they are carried on in accordance with sound conservation practices” as determined by the Secretary of the Interior. 103 No hearings occurred on the bill.

b. Study Bills and Designation Bills—Senate

Sanctuary study legislation drew little interest in the Senate. Senator Brooke had again introduced the Keith measure early in the session. 104 In June 1969, Sen. Edward Muskie (D-Me.), chairman of the Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution, after being contacted by Keith, introduced a modified version of the Keith bill. 105 Muskie’s bill, The Marine Resources Preservation Act, called for the study of sites as potential “marine preserves.” 106 The Muskie bill differed from Keith’s in that it did not prohibit oil exploration and development in study areas, but did prohibit minerals exploration and development in preserves subsequently designated by Congress. 107

In the spring of 1970, the Senate Subcommittee on Oceanography, chaired by Sen. Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.), held hearings on several coastal zone management bills and
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the Muskie bill. However, the hearings focused on the creation of a grant program for states to better manage their coastal zones, as recommended by the Stratton Commission, and paid scant attention to the Muskie legislation. Senator Brooke’s sanctuary study bill, which had been referred to the Senate Commerce Committee, was not considered at the hearing.

c. Sanctuaries From Oil Drilling

With the need for action heightened by the Santa Barbara oil spill, members of the California delegation continued to refine their strategy of protecting ocean places by prohibiting oil and gas development on the OCS. Senator Cranston, who replaced Kuchel, became the lead champion for stopping federal oil and gas leasing along the California coast. One month after the Santa Barbara spill, Cranston introduced legislation to terminate drilling for oil and gas on all federally leased areas in the Santa Barbara Channel, and to suspend drilling on all other leased areas off California pending completion of a study “to determine methods of drilling for, producing, and transporting oil . . . which will remove the threat of pollution and other damage to the environment and the ecological community.”

Sen. George Murphy (R-Cal.) and Representative Teague also introduced lease prohibition bills.

On May 19, 1969, the Senate Subcommittee on Minerals initiated what would turn into a series of hearings on the Cranston bill and similar legislation. Calling the Santa Barbara blowout an example of a general and growing threat of pollution, Cranston said he sought to preserve the unique beauty of the Santa Barbara coastline and to prevent further repetitions of the Santa Barbara disaster by banning further offshore oil development. Besides, he noted, if a national emergency arose in the future, the channel’s oil could be tapped, hopefully with greatly improved technology.

Like the sanctuary bills, Cranston’s measure was opposed by the DOI as “unnecessary.” Secretary Hickel already had created a permanent ecological preserve and a new buffer zone of some 34,000 acres, and was taking steps to prevent future incidents. DOI officials also expressed concerns about compensation costs for terminated leases and the loss of an energy supply at a time of shortage. Testifying for the Administration, Assistant Secretary of the Interior Hollis Dole noted that the DOI had an obligation to develop the mineral resources of the nation and to consider “environmental factors . . . . The balance of national needs guides all of our decisions,” testified Dole.

In October 1969, Cranston took another tack, introducing the California Marine Sanctuaries Act. The measure, co-sponsored by Senators Murphy, Muskie, and Sen. Gaylord Nelson (D-Wis.), declared it the policy of Congress to preserve, protect, and restore portions of the California shoreline and coastal waters. The bill directed the Secretary of the Interior to suspend further minerals leasing in federal waters adjacent to any area of state territorial waters where California had by law prohibited exploration and extraction of oil, gas or any other mineral. 


In his statement accompanying the bill, Cranston argued that federal law should be at least as stringent as local laws designed to protect the environment, “for without federal conformity, [s]tate laws may be useless . . . .” As California already had set aside seven so-called oil sanctuaries in state waters in which oil drilling was prohibited, he argued, the federal government should respect these actions and not undercut them by leasing the OCS areas contiguous to the state sanctuaries. Federal leasing could still occur along other portions of the California coastline.

Yet another approach for protecting Santa Barbara was offered by Senator Muskie. In February 1970, Muskie introduced legislation to terminate oil production in the Santa Barbara Channel, establish an ecological reserve for “scientific, recreational, fish and wildlife conservation, and other similar uses,” and to withdraw all other OCS lands in the channel from minerals production, holding them in reserve until Congress decided otherwise.

The Senate Subcommittee on Minerals held more hearings on the various Santa Barbara protection bills on March 13 and 14, 1970, in Santa Barbara, and again on July 21 and 22 in Washington, D.C. Sen. Frank Moss (D-Utah), the subcommittee chairman, playing, he said, the Devil’s Advocate, expressed three concerns about stopping oil production off California: (1) the dilemma of balancing demands on natural resources with environmental preservation, and more specifically the nation’s need for energy supplies; (2) loss of revenue to the federal Treasury; and (3) the large number of existing laws that control offshore oil and gas exploration and whether additional place-specific authority was really needed. By and large, witnesses from the state, federal, and academic communities supported Senator Muskie’s proposals.
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local governments, environmental organizations, and private citizens supported the Cranston measures. By the July hearing, the Nixon Administration had developed a compromise proposal. Introduced by Senator Murphy, the bill established a national energy reserve of approximately 198,000 acres in the federal portion of the OCS and terminated 20 existing leases. Drilling in the reserve could only be authorized by the president. The Union Oil Company, one of the leaseholders and operator of the ruptured well, opposed all bills. Ultimately, no action was taken on Cranston’s or Murphy’s bills by the Senate. As Senator Moss had hinted, the Senate Interior Committee was simply not willing to prohibit offshore oil development and pay compensation for terminated leases.

In the House, hearings were held in September 1970 on the Administration’s bill and on related measures, including a Teague bill. But the House Interior Committee was no more inclined to act than the Senate committee, and the measures died.

d. Ocean Dumping Bills

A third ocean protection strategy that emerged during the 91st Congress was to designate areas where ocean dumping is prohibited in order to protect ocean wildlife and ecology. Ocean dumping, which was basically unregulated, had become a high priority issue for the Nixon Administration and the Congress, along with other forms of pollution. In his environmental message of April 15, 1970, President Nixon directed the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to prepare a study of the dumping issue.

While the study was being prepared, the House MMFC considered a variety of ocean dumping measures, some of which incorporated the sanctuary concept. In March 1970, Rep. John Murphy (D-N.Y.), a member of the committee, introduced a bill to require the Secretary of the Interior to establish “marine sanctuaries” in areas “which he determines should be preserved and protected as necessary to a balanced marine ecology and in particular those waters and submerged lands areas necessary in connection with the mating and spawning of species of fish, shellfish, and marine animal and plant life.” Waste discharges of all kinds would be prohibited in the designated sanctuaries.

Later that year, Murphy introduced another bill to amend the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act to require the Secretary of the Interior to conduct a two-year study to identify areas in navigable, coastal, and offshore waters where wastes could be “safely discharged.” Dumping would be prohibited outside the discharge areas. In determining which areas to designate as safe discharge sites, the Secretary was to “consider all ecological and environmental factors, including...the effect of such discharging on the marine and wildlife ecology.” Other members introduced measures to ban all dumping in the New York Bight and to establish national standards for the dumping of ocean wastes that might be harmful to wildlife or the ecology of coastal waters.

Hearings were held by the House Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation, chaired by Representative Dingell, on July 27-28 and September 30, 1970, on Murphy’s safe discharge bill and other measures to protect ocean wildlife. Although the subcommittee did not review sanctuary study bills, the hearings highlighted that there are places in the sea worth protecting for their ecological values. Concurrent with the hearings, Rep. Paul Rogers (D-Fla.), another member of the House MMFC, introduced legislation to require the Secretary of the Interior to designate areas of waters and submerged lands where, because of ecological considerations, waste materials “cannot be safely discharged,” the mirror opposite of Murphy’s approach.

e. CEQ Report

On October 7, 1970, President Nixon forwarded the CEQ’s report, Ocean Dumping, A National Policy, to Congress. In his accompanying message, President Nixon wrote: “Pollution is now visible on the high seas—long believed beyond the reach of man’s harmful influence. In recent months, worldwide concern has been expressed about the dangers of dumping toxic wastes in the ocean.” President Nixon promised to submit legislation to the 92d Congress “to ban the unregulated dumping of all materials in the oceans and to prevent or rigorously limit the dumping of harmful materials.” This legislation was seen as complementary to other administration legislation submitted in November 1969 “to provide comprehensive management by the states of their coastal zone land and waters.”

The CEQ’s report identified 246 disposal sites in the ocean, of which 50% were in the Atlantic, 28% in the Pacific, and 22% in the Gulf of Mexico. The CEQ recommended that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) be given authority to set up a permit process for the transportation and dumping of wastes, ban the dumping of certain materials and designate safe dumping sites, and establish penalties for violators. The report did not discuss marine sanctuaries, but it did recommend that EPA protect biologically valuable areas in the process of regulating dumping: “High priority should be given to protecting those portions of the marine environment which are biologically most active, namely the estuaries and the shallow nearshore areas in which many marine organisms breed or
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spawn. These biologically critical areas should be delimited and protected.”

In discussing research needs, the CEQ recommended that “marine research preserves should be established to protect representative marine ecosystems for research and to serve as ecological reference points—baselines by which man-induced changes may be evaluated.” This echoed the Stratton Commission’s call for the establishment of “representative coastal and estuarine sites . . . as natural preserves for conduct of studies necessary to establish a proper base from which the effects of man’s activities can be determined and ultimately regulated.”

f. Combination Bills

With so many ocean protection strategies on the table, it was only a matter of time until they began to be combined and blended. Shortly after the release of the CEQ’s report, Rep. Louis Frey (R-Fla.) introduced legislation to regulate ocean dumping, prohibit oil development, and establish a “system of marine sanctuaries.” Frey’s bill declared that “many estuaries of the nation are being subjected to severe ecological degradation through unregulated dumping,” and that portions of the tidelands and ocean waters “should be preserved as marine sanctuaries where industry development and extraction of the nonliving resources of the seabed and subsoil thereof and dumping of any kind should be prohibited.” The Frey bill directed the Secretary of Commerce to “designate as marine sanctuaries those areas . . . which the Secretary determines should be preserved or restored for their recreation, conservation, ecologic, or esthetic values,” and to make initial designations within two years and periodically thereafter.

Frey explained his bill as follows:

Most dredge spoil is dumped relatively inshore, where it may contaminate valuable breeding grounds for shellfish and fish species generally. In view of this, it seems entirely logical to relate the problem of ocean-dumping to the broader problem of preserving certain eco-systems within the coastal zone areas . . . while a number of bills currently being considered . . . provide for the designation of safe areas where dumping may be conducted, it seems to me more reasonable to concentrate on determining which areas of our marine environment are most valuable and setting them aside as sanctuaries. This approach is somewhat analogous to the wilderness system, which attempts to preserve in their natural state the most valuable of our remaining untouched land areas.

As if to underscore Frey’s point, on December 2, 1970, a large quantity of oil sludge was dumped 50 miles off Florida’s Atlantic Coast by the U.S. Navy, occasioning yet another congressional hearing, this one in the Senate.

5. Conclusion

At the close of the 91st Congress, multiple approaches for protecting the oceans lay on the table. The sanctuary study bills proposed by Representatives Brown and Keith to save ocean places from industrial development and manage them for compatible uses had not advanced. The Senate Committee on Commerce had shown little interest in sanctuary legislation. Its efforts were focused on coastal zone management legislation, which included a modest program to create estuarine sanctuaries where research would be conducted in support of coastal management needs.

Following the Santa Barbara oil spill, the drive to ban oil development along parts of California’s coast had grown in intensity, but to the frustration of Senator Cranston and others, hearings had not resulted in action by either the Senate or House Interior committees.

Intensifying concern about ocean pollution generated yet another rationale for conserving ocean places: protecting ecologically important areas and their wildlife from waste dumping. It was probably inevitable that the various strategies to protect ocean places would be combined, as they were in Representative Frey’s bill.

Regardless of approach, the basic intent of sanctuary proponents was essentially the same: to preserve the natural values (and related compatible uses) of special marine places by protecting them from industrial development and pollution. In particular, the bills sought to protect cherished areas like George’s Bank and Santa Barbara for their scenic, wildlife, fishery, ecological, scientific research, and recreational values. Representatives Keith, Brown, Frey, and others envisioned a marine sanctuary system analogous to that established for terrestrial wilderness areas by the Wilderness Act. Without a marine preservation system, proponents feared the destruction of unique ocean resources as had occurred to America’s forest and prairies.

However, the analogy between sanctuaries and wilderness areas was not a perfect one. Whereas the Wilderness Act generally prohibits commercial activities in wilderness areas, marine sanctuary study bills treated commercial fishing as a compatible use that should be allowed in sanctuaries. There was little, if any, recognition that overfishing was or might become a threat to sanctuary resources or could conflict with other uses.

The major obstacles to sanctuary legislation continued to be the DOI and the oil industry, both of whom opposed restrictions on offshore oil development. Although the Santa Barbara blowout and other oil spills had drawn attention to the dangers of offshore energy development, there was no consensus on remedies. A strong countervailing concern at the time was the need to develop more domestic energy supplies. Other factors contributing to the lack of action included the referral of sanctuary legislation to two different committees in each congressional body, always a recipe for delay; the sheer volume of marine studies and recommendations that had emerged at roughly the same time and that had to be digested and harmonized; and the flowering of other environmental issues that demanded congressional attention.

Although the Nixon Administration continued to oppose marine sanctuaries, many House members, including some on the House MMFC, were determined to act. As it turned out, the ocean dumping crisis gave them the opportunity
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they needed. As the 91st Congress drew to a close, ocean dumping legislation moved to center stage.

II. The MPRSA of 1972

A. Background

With the release of the CEQ report on ocean dumping, momentum for an ocean dumping law became unstoppable. On the first day of the 92d Congress, 17 bills to regulate ocean dumping were introduced in the House.150 President Nixon’s draft ocean dumping bill, an outgrowth of the CEQ’s report, was forwarded to Congress on February 8 and introduced in both houses.151

Meanwhile, sanctuary proponents continued to act on several fronts. Early in the session, Representative Keith introduced his sanctuary study bill (unchanged from previous versions) and his Cape Cod sanctuary designation measure.152 Representatives Murphy and Rogers reintroduced bills to protect marine ecology from waste dumping.153 And Representative Frey introduced a new version of his bill to regulate dumping and establish marine sanctuaries.154

In the Senate, Senator Cranston continued his campaign to ban oil and gas development in the Santa Barbara Channel and other areas along the California coast. On January 27, 1971, he introduced legislation to terminate oil leases in the Santa Barbara Channel and to establish a permanent Federal Ecological Preserve.155 In April, he introduced a series of bills to establish “marine sanctuaries from leasing” in federal waters at six other areas along the California coast.156 All of Cranston’s bills were referred to the Senate Interior Committee, which dutifully gave him a hearing, but took no action.157

B. House Action

The House MMFC held hearings on ocean dumping bills in early April 1971.158 Although the principal focus of the hearings was the regulation of ocean dumping, the Murphy, Rogers, and Frey bills were formally considered. Representative Keith did not testify, but did ask a few questions about sanctuaries, as did other committee members.

The Administration’s witnesses urged passage of the president’s ocean dumping bill, which aimed to put EPA in charge of issuing permits for the dumping of certain wastes. Russell Train, chairman of the CEQ, told the panel that the Administration’s bill gave the EPA Administrator authority to identify areas where dumping would not be permitted, implying this achieved the same objective as sanctuaries.159 He also noted that the sanctuary concept involved more than just dumping considerations, and urged that sanctuaries be considered in separate legislation.160 William Ruckelshaus, the EPA Administrator, testified that EPA was in complete accord that certain critical marine areas should be protected from dumping.161

The DOI did not raise concerns about sanctuaries in its submitted written views, but other agencies did.162 The U.S. Department of State expressed concern about the designation of sanctuaries in international waters, and the Navy over conflicts sanctuaries might pose for military activities.163 In general, however, the Administration raised no concerted defense against sanctuaries, a position that would change as sanctuary legislation progressed.

Shortly after the hearings ended, the House MMFC commenced a series of executive sessions to develop a final ocean dumping bill. It was during the course of these deliberations that a marine sanctuaries provision was added. A preview of the sanctuary title came on June 17, when Representative Lennon, chairman of the Oceanography Subcommittee, introduced a measure to establish a National Coastal and Estuarine Zone Management Program and a Marine Sanctuaries Program; Representative Keith cosponsored the Lennon measure.164 The sanctuaries provision of Lennon bill’s was almost identical to that included in Title III of the committee’s ocean dumping bill, H.R. 9727, which was introduced a few days later on July 13 by Rep. Leonard Garmatz (D-Md.), chairman of the House MMFC.165

The Garmatz bill, entitled the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act, was a three-part measure that established a regulatory scheme for ocean dumping, a comprehensive research program to investigate the short- and long-term effects of pollution on the ocean, and a marine sanctuaries program.166 The committee viewed the three titles as complementary.167

The sanctuaries title (Title III) was an amalgam of old and new concepts. Title III provided the Secretary of Commerce with broad discretionary authority to designate in coastal, ocean, and Great Lakes waters those marine sanctuaries he determined were necessary for the purposes of preserving
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and restoring an area’s conservation, recreational, ecological, or esthetic values. The Secretary was given two years to make the first designations, and was to make others periodically thereafter. In established sanctuaries, the Secretary had broad and complete power to regulate uses and ensure they were consistent with the sanctuary’s purposes. The Sanctuaries Program was authorized for three years and given annual budget authority of up to $10 million.

Title III was a decided shift away from earlier sanctuary concepts. The committee bill did not mirror the Wilderness Act by establishing a marine wilderness preserve system, as had been recommended by the President’s Science Advisory Committee. Perhaps more striking, it lacked any prohibitions on industrial development, including oil development, in sanctuaries, one of the principal goals of Representatives Keith, Frey, and others.

The committee unanimously reported H.R. 9727 on July 17. House floor debate began September 8, and the bill passed the House by a vote of 300 to 4 on September 9. Members unhappy with the way the sanctuaries title treated offshore oil raised two significant challenges to the bill on the floor. One group, led by Rep. Norman Lent (R-N.Y.) and Representative Teague, objected to the absence of prohibitions on oil development, while the other, led by DOI Committee chairman, Rep. Wayne Aspinall (D-Colo.), and supported by the Nixon Administration, feared the bill would restrict offshore energy development, even though it contained no prohibitions on oil drilling. Aspinall also claimed the bill infringed upon his committee’s jurisdiction because it affected the OCS leasing program. A Lent-Teague Amendment to expressly prohibit oil drilling in sanctuary study areas and designated sanctuaries was defeated. Aspinall’s attempt to delete the entire sanctuaries title also failed.

C. Action in Senate

The Senate Commerce Committee, which had shown little interest in marine sanctuaries legislation prior to the 92d Congress, remained unengaged. The committee’s top ocean priorities in the 92d Congress were research, control of ocean pollution, and coastal zone management. In March and April 1971, the Senate Subcommittee on Oceans and Atmosphere, chaired by Senator Hollings, held hearings on the Administration’s ocean dumping bill and a Hollings measure to foster oceanic research and development programs. The Hollings bill included a provision to authorize grants to coastal states for acquisition, development, and operation of estuarine sanctuaries for research purposes as had been recommended by the Stratton Commission. Marine sanctuaries were not considered at the hearing.

The House-passed ocean dumping bill was received in the Senate on September 10 and referred jointly to the Committees on Commerce and Public Works, both of which claimed jurisdiction over water pollution in the oceans.

Commencing September 15, and continuing into October, the Senate Commerce Committee marked up its version of the bill and engaged in discussions with the Public Works Committee to harmonize the bill’s content with other pollution laws.

The sanctuaries title was deleted at the outset of the Commerce Committee’s mark-up process. The Commerce Committee’s version of the ocean dumping bill was reported with the concurrence of Public Works Committee on November 12.

In its report on the bill, the Commerce Committee acknowledged the value of marine sanctuaries for certain purposes:

The [committee] believes that the establishment of marine sanctuaries is appropriate where it is desirable to set aside areas of the seabed and the superjacent waters for scientific study, to preserve unique, rare, or characteristic features of the oceans, coastal, and other waters, and their total ecosystems. In this we agree with the members of the House of Representatives. Particularly with respect to scientific investigation, marine sanctuaries would permit baseline ecological studies that would yield greater knowledge of these preserved areas both in their natural state and in their altered state as natural and manmade phenomena affected change.

However, the committee explained it had deleted the sanctuaries title because “the principal purposes for which marine sanctuaries should be established would not be accomplished by the proposed [House] legislation.” The committee rejected the bill because: (1) the United States did not have authority under international law to establish sanctuaries beyond its territorial limits; (2) marine sanctuaries in international waters would be ineffective as the United States could not control the actions of foreign nationals on the high seas portion of a sanctuary; (3) new authority was not needed to regulate the exploitation of seabed resources because OCSLA already provided this authority; and (4) assertion of authority over portions of the high seas for sanctuaries undermined the nation’s self-interest in maintaining narrow geographical claims over the world’s oceans as a tenant of its foreign policy.

The Senate’s ocean dumping bill passed on November 24 by a vote of 73 to 0, but not without controversy over its lack of a marine sanctuaries title. Senator Nelson offered an amendment to restore the House sanctuary language and to invoke a moratorium on oil and gas leases off the East Coast until the Secretary of the Interior made his first sanctuary designations. Nelson wished to avoid Santa Barbara-like disasters from harming the East Coast.

Both the Nixon Administration and the Senate Commerce Committee opposed Nelson’s Amendment to restore the sanctuaries title, using many of the same arguments the DOI and other agencies had raised against the House bill. Senator Hollings reiterated the committee’s concerns about
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marine sanctuaries, particularly the extension of U.S. jurisdiction into international waters.\textsuperscript{183} That, he said, was the Nelson Amendment’s “fatal flaw.”\textsuperscript{184}

Hollings bolstered his opposition with another argument: The amendment was not needed because the Commerce Committee already had acted to establish estuarine sanctuaries when it approved legislation to create a Coastal Zone Management program.\textsuperscript{185} Estuarine sanctuaries complied with international law in that they were only to be established within the three-mile territorial limit of the United States. Estuarine sanctuaries were needed, said Hollings, to provide a “rational basis for intelligent management of coastal and estuarine areas.”\textsuperscript{186} The Commerce Committee, explained Hollings, envisioned “such sanctuaries as natural areas set aside primarily to provide scientists with the opportunity to make baseline ecological measurements . . . . Such sanctuaries should not be chosen at random, but should reflect regional differentiation and a variety of ecosystems so as to cover all significant natural variations.”\textsuperscript{187} This view echoed the Stratton Commission and the CEQ’s recommendations for a system of marine research reserves.

Sen. Gordon Allott (R-Colo.), the ranking minority member of the DOI Committee, supported the Commerce Committee and administration views that ample authority existed under the OCSLA to regulate minerals leasing on the OCS.\textsuperscript{188} Furthermore, he argued that giving the Secretary of Commerce the authority to lock up offshore energy resources in sanctuaries before the DOI Committee’s pending national energy study was completed, said Allott, was premature.\textsuperscript{189}

Nelson withdrew his amendment after considering the objections of the Commerce Committee and receiving assurances from the chairmen of the Commerce Committee, the DOI, and Public Works Committees that a joint committee hearing would be held on the subject the following year.\textsuperscript{190} Shortly before the Congress adjourned, Nelson introduced his withdrawn amendment as a separate bill, but the promised hearings were never held.\textsuperscript{191} Nelson also introduced another bill that provided for a two-year study of the probable effects of new or additional mineral leasing and development in the OCS and Great Lakes on the “ecological, esthetics, recreation, resource, and scientific values of and related to such areas.”\textsuperscript{192} Until the report was submitted, the bill would prevent minerals leases from being issued in the OCS.\textsuperscript{193}

1. Conference Committee

The Conference Committee named to resolve differences between the House and Senate ocean dumping bills immediately hit a snag that tied up action for almost a year. The issue in disagreement concerned which agency would regulate dredge spoil dumping, EPA or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps).\textsuperscript{194} It took until late 1972 to resolve the issue and issue the conference report.\textsuperscript{195} The compromise bill that finally emerged included Title III as passed by the House with a few changes. Among other things, these included an expansion of the waters subject to sanctuary designation and changes in the enforcement provisions. The conference report was approved October 13 by both the Senate and the House.\textsuperscript{196} The MPRSA of 1972 was signed by President Nixon on October 23, 1972, despite the Administration’s unhappiness with the sanctuaries title.

D. Provisions of the Sanctuary Title

The sanctuaries title that ultimately passed the Congress was a hybrid of various legislative concepts that preceded it and compromises forged in the committee’s executive sessions. Title III did not fully implement the recommendation of the President’s Science Advisory Committee for a national marine wilderness preserve system modeled after the standards and principles of the Wilderness Act. For example, the Act did not formally establish a national sanctuary system or designate the first set of sanctuaries, as did the Wilderness Act for terrestrial wilderness areas.

Furthermore, the Act did not define what a marine sanctuary is, provide specific guidance on how the system was to be developed or how big it should be, or specify the uses that would be allowed or prohibited. Rather, Title III gave the Secretary of Commerce broad discretion authority to preserve ocean places on a case-by-case basis if the Secretary determined sanctuary designations were “necessary for the purpose of preserving or restoring” marine areas for their “conservation, recreational, ecological, or esthetic values.” The Secretary was directed to make the first designations within two years and periodically thereafter, and to manage sanctuaries consistent with their designated purposes.

At least some members considered the program experimental. Representative Dingell, one of the bill’s floor managers, said that the program may be extended after its three-year authorization period, “depending upon how effectively it has been carried out.”\textsuperscript{197} The life of the program was limited to two fiscal years (FYs) after the FY in which it was enacted, meaning the program would require periodic reauthorization.\textsuperscript{198} In contrast, the Wilderness Act had permanent authority.

1. Problem Addressed

The problem Title III attempted to address was fundamentally the same as that identified in the earliest sanctuary bills—the need to preserve places in the ocean with special values from industrial development. In its report on the bill, the committee stated:

Title III deals with an issue which has been of great concern to the [c]ommittee for many years: the need to cre-
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ate a mechanism for protecting certain important areas of the coastal zone from intrusive activities by man. This need may stem from the desire to protect scenic resources, natural resources or living organisms; but it is not met by any legislation now on the books. . . . The pressures for development of marine resources are already great and increasing. It is never easy to resist these pressures and yet all recognize that there are times when we may risk sacrificing long-term values for short-term gains. The marine sanctuaries authorized by this bill would provide the means whereby important areas may be set aside for protection and may thus be insulated from the various types of “development” which can destroy them. 199

Representative Dingell referred to Title III as a “badly needed” tool “with which we may begin to repair some of the damage that has been done to the oceans in the past, and can protect important areas from further impairment.” 200 In short, preservation and restoration was professed to be the Act’s primary goal.

2. Purpose and Policy, Goals and Deadlines

Consistent with the committee’s preservation intent, Title III authorized the Secretary of Commerce, after consulting with other federal agencies, to “designate as marine sanctuaries those areas . . . which he determines necessary for the purpose of preserving or restoring such areas for their conservation, recreational, ecological or esthetic values.” 201 Sanctuaries could be designated within ocean, coastal, and other waters “as far seaward as the outer edge of the Continental Shelf . . . other coastal waters where the tide ebbs and flows,” and the Great Lakes and their connecting waters. 202

No specific marine areas were identified for designation or inventory, as had occurred for wilderness areas under the Wilderness Act, and no size limits were specified. Although the Secretary could designate as many or as few sanctuaries as he or she saw fit, Congress clearly expected the Secretary to execute the program with dispatch because it directed him to make his initial designations within two years and periodically thereafter. According to the committee:

The reasons for designating a marine sanctuary may involve conservation of resources, protection of recreational interests, the preservation or restoration of ecological values, the protection of esthetic values, or a combination of any or all of them. It is particularly important therefore that the designation clearly states the purpose of the sanctuary and that the regulations in implementation be directed to the accomplishment of the stated purpose. 203

The bill’s preservation purpose was not as strongly reflected in the Act’s policy and provisions as it could have been. For example, unlike earlier sanctuary bills, the Act did not expressly prohibit oil drilling, pollution discharges or other development uses within sanctuary study areas or designated sanctuaries. Neither was there any language specifying the particular uses to be allowed in sanctuaries once established. Instead of precise guidance, the Act gave the Secretary broad discretionary authority to decide exactly what kind of preservation was to be afforded each area (see following discussion on management). To a large degree, the committee intended the Secretary to resolve existing or potential use conflicts through required consultations with federal agencies prior to a sanctuary’s designation. “In any case where there is no way to reconcile competing uses, it is expected that the ultimate decision [to designate a sanctuary or not] will be made at a higher level in the [e]xecutive branch.” 204

More significantly, during House floor debate, committee members described the Act as giving dual or balanced emphasis to preservation and multiple use of sanctuaries, including exploitative uses, even though the Act was silent on multiple use. 205 But if sanctuaries were to be multiple use areas, preservation and restoration could hardly be the Act’s singular goal. Thus, from the start, the Act’s preservation purpose was muddled by the House’s interpretive guidance. Because of its long-term importance to the evolution of the Act, the preservation versus multiple use debate is dealt with extensively here.

3. Preservation Versus Multiple Use Focus

In explaining the bill and opposing the amendments offered by Representatives Lent and Aspinall, the House bill’s floor managers and other committee members made extensive remarks about the bill’s purpose and management provisions. The debate was confusing. Statements were made that were incomplete, ambiguous, internally contradictory, contradictory of other statements, and at times at odds with the plain meaning of the statute and committee report. The overall thrust of the argument put forth by the bill’s managers was that although Title III intended to protect special places in the ocean to preserve long-term values, the Secretary was to pursue this goal with a balanced approach, meaning that both preservation and development uses could occur within the same sanctuary if the Secretary decided they should.

Especially important are the statements made by the bill’s floor managers: Representatives Dingell and Lennon on the Democratic side and Representative Pelly and Rep. Charles Mosher (R-Ohio) for the Republicans. Representative Dingell spoke first. Citing the Santa Barbara spill, Dingell noted the human propensity to “sacrifice long-term values for short-term gain.” 206 Representative Dingell called Title III “an expeditious means of protecting important values . . . In Title III we do no more than provide the tools with which to preserve important assets for generations yet unborn.” 207 Representative Lennon, the chairman of the Oceanography Subcommittee, which helped shape the bill, said that Title III “provides a scheme whereby areas may be preserved or restored in order to insure their maximum overall potential, and would in effect provide for rational decisions on competing uses in the offshore waters.” 208

Representative Mosher, the floor manger for the Republicans, addressed the multiple use issue head on. Mosher said
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that the purpose of Title III “is to insure the highest and best use of this national asset [the oceans].” Mosher assured his colleagues that he was not against using the sea’s resources, living or mineral, but that “development must be conducted with an understanding and awareness of its consequences.” He went on to say:

These various uses of the oceans, the water column, and the seabed can exist in harmony. They are not mutually exclusive nor [sic] incompatible. Experience with offshore platforms in the Gulf of Mexico has proven, for example, that a net increase in the fish population generally results.

The report of your committee makes it abundantly clear that the designation of a marine sanctuary is not intended to rule out multiple use of the sea surface, water column or seabed. Any proposed activity must, however, be consistent with the overall purpose of this title. An inconsistent use, in my opinion, would be one which negates the fundamental purpose for which a specific sanctuary may be established.

This title . . . is intended to insure that our coastal ocean waters are utilized to meet our total needs from the sea. Those needs include recreation, resource exploitation, the advancement of knowledge of the earth, and the preservation of unique areas. All are important.

This title is not designed to terminate the use of our coastal waters to meet any of these needs.

Representative Keith, who had sought to protect Georges Bank from oil development since 1967, explained that “the original marine sanctuaries concept [which he had championed] has been changed from one which would have called for a complete oil drilling moratorium to one which would permit drilling within the purposes of this title.” Elaborating further on multiple use, Keith argued that preservation and development uses should be “balanced”:

Certainly we do not intend, here, to punish consumers by denying them the necessary food and energy of the sea and seabed. Neither do we intend to be so responsive to the mineral interests that we adversely affect the essential protein resources of the sea.

I certainly believe in the dual usage concept for our coastal ocean waters. But I also believe such dual usage must be balanced. Neither usage should be permitted to destroy the other. In short, we need the oil and gas and we need the fish. Our bill recognizes this key fact. And it provides the proper safeguards to preserve that balanced basis.

I must admit that the word, “sanctuaries,” carries a misleading connotation. It implies a restriction and a permanency not provided in the title itself.

Title III simply provides for an orderly review of the activities on our Continental Shelf. Its purpose is to assure the preservation of our coastal areas and fisheries, and at the same time assuring such industrial and commercial development as may be necessary in the national interest . . . . It provides for multiple usage of the designated areas. It provides a balanced, even-handed means of prohibiting the resolution of one problem at the expense of the other. It guards against “ecology of the sake of ecology.” It also guards against the cynical philosophy that the need for oil is so compelling that it justifies the destruction of the environment.

In sum, Keith explained the Act as one providing for multiple uses within sanctuaries, including oil development, but with “proper safeguards,” referring presumably to the Act’s provision that requires the Secretary to regulate sanctuary uses and to certify that uses authorized under other laws are consistent with the purposes of the title and with individual sanctuary regulations.

In responding to Representative Aspinall’s fears that Title III would lock up the oceans from oil and gas development, Representative Pelly backed Mosher’s and Keith’s claims that the Act was not intended to be used to block oil development.

Let me reemphasize the fact that marine sanctuaries . . . are not intended to prevent legitimate uses of the sea. They are intended to protect unique areas of the ocean bordering our country. How many such marine sanctuaries should be established remains to be determined. It is likely that most of them will protect sections of our national seashores. A sanctuary is not meant to be a marine wilderness where man will not enter. Its designation will ensure very simply a balance between uses.

Pelly went on to argue that mere designation of a sanctuary did not prohibit current or prospective oil development. While oil and gas activities could conceivably be banned under the provision allowing the Secretary to regulate uses inconsistent with sanctuary purposes, Pelly did not envision that this would “frequently be the case.”

Later in the debate, an amendment was offered by Representatives Lent and Teague to prohibit new oil and gas exploration and development activities in areas being studied for sanctuary status and all energy development in designated sanctuaries. Lent argued that Title III was only a partial solution to coastal degradation because it did not specifically deal with offshore oil development, the biggest threat to the coastal areas and values the bill sought to protect. “If there is any activity that can be judged more totally incompatible with the concept of marine sanctuaries . . . it must be the offshore drilling of oil,” argued Lent. In response, Pelly said:

Your committee considered this most carefully and rejected the concept [of proscribing oil development]. We are, as I have indicated, in favor of a balanced and rational use of the oceans, not an exclusive use for any one industry or group.

Offshore oil can be produced safely, and it is needed to meet our growing energy requirements. It is not a sacred cow, however, and is subject to the National Environmental Policy Act. Moratoriums are not the answer. We cannot bury our heads in the sand.
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Representative Keith explained that although his constituents were adamantly opposed to further oil and gas activities off the Massachusetts coast, he could not support the Lent-Teague Amendment, which was similar to one he had advanced in his own bills, because the president would veto the Act if it restricted oil development. Lennon also spoke advanced in his own bills, because the president would veto the Act if it restricted oil development.220 Lennon also spoke against the Lent-Teague Amendment, saying that the Secretary should not be constrained from deciding that oil drilling is “consistent with sanctuary designation.” Toward the end of the debate, Lennon submitted for the record a list of committee-prepared questions and answers to “clarify certain points on the bill.” These represent perhaps the most carefully crafted expression of the House MMFC’s legislative intent:

(1) Title III was included to extend “protections to specific areas which need preservation or restoration by providing a process through which rational choices as to competing uses of those areas may be made.”

(2) The committee opposed prohibitions on oil and gas development in study areas because studies could take a long time and might not result in a designation; thus restriction on industrial development or oil exploration would be “undesirable.”

(3) Oil development in sanctuaries should not be prohibited by the Act. The Secretary of Commerce should have the flexibility to certify oil development as consistent with the sanctuary’s purpose:

While in most cases oil exploitation activities would probably be inconsistent with the purpose of a sanctuary and, therefore, could not be certified under present language as consistent, there might be some instances where this would not necessarily be the case . . . . Therefore, to automatically forbid oil exploration in any sanctuary no matter whether it really violated the purposes of the sanctuary, would be inconsistent with the purposes of the Act and would remove from the Secretary the desirable flexibility now provided.223

In sum, during floor debate, members of the House MMFC infused a sparsely drawn Act with added meaning beyond its plain meaning. Despite the statute’s clear preservation and restoration purpose, and the “safeguard” provision enabling the Secretary to prohibit uses inconsistent with these purposes, the Act was explained on the House floor as one intended to encourage or even actively promote multiple use of sanctuaries for both preservation and resource exploitation purposes.

4. Designation Process

In contrast to the Wilderness Act, which provides explicit guidance on the survey, identification, nomination, and designation by Congress of wilderness areas, the MPRSA delegated most of these details to the executive branch. The committee report stated that the Secretary may develop “preliminary information” on potential sanctuaries “in any manner he sees fit; however a scheme for processing preliminary information is considered necessary if the process is to be responsive to the public interest and need, and the Secretary is expected to publish such a scheme.”224

Whereas the Wilderness Act requires wilderness areas to be designated by Congress, the sanctuaries law gives that power to the Secretary. There is no discussion in the record of why Congress delegated the power to designate to the Secretary. However, creating a program whose implementation rested heavily with the executive branch put the program’s fate in the hands of the power that opposed the program, and was thus most likely to go slowly. Another factor may have been that the House MMFC gave the designation authority to the executive branch because this followed the model of how national wildlife refuges were created.225

The Sanctuaries Act required the Secretary to consult with federal agencies and allow them to comment on proposed designations, and to hold public hearings to solicit the views of interested parties before making a designation. In the case of sanctuary proposals that encompass state territorial waters, the Secretary was to consult with state officials. Governors had the power to veto inclusion of any portion or all of state waters within a sanctuary within 60 days of its designation. For sanctuaries that included extraterritorial waters (waters outside three miles) the Secretary of State was directed to enter into negotiations with foreign governments to conclude protection agreements and “promote the purposes” for which the sanctuary was established.229

The sanctuary designation process would prove to be a problem once implementation got underway. Congress later would spend a good deal of time providing further guidance and clarifying its own role in the process.

5. Management and Protection Standards

The Act gave the Secretary broad regulatory power for the management and protection of designated sanctuaries:

[T]he Secretary . . . shall issue necessary and reasonable regulations to control any activities permitted within the designated marine sanctuary, and no permit, license, or other authorization issued pursuant to any other authority shall be valid unless the Secretary shall certify that the permitted activity is consistent with the purposes of this title and can be carried out within the regulations promulgated under this section.230

In other words, under the plain meaning of the statute, the Secretary had clear authority to establish sanctuaries that preserved resources for specified preservation and restoration purposes, and regulate or ban uses that were inconsistent with the Act’s purposes.231

Although the Secretary of Commerce’s powers were broadly cast and clearly preservationist in intent, the Secretary’s potential to block development uses of the ocean, such as offshore oil development, helped generate opposition to
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the Act by the Nixon Administration and members of Congress who supported the offshore oil development program. In the floor debate on multiple use, House MMFC members frankly acknowledged the provision to certify uses as a “safeguard,” but simultaneously undermined its future use by advising executive branch implementers of the law to focus on creating sanctuaries where preservation and development uses were balanced; hence, no conflicts would theoretically exist and the provision would not need to be applied. Even so, the floor guidance was insufficient to save the Act from controversy. The safeguard provision would be one of the first provisions of the law to be changed.

6. Relation to Other Laws

Title III contained no specific provisions regarding its relationship to other federal laws. Despite the objection of the DOI that it had authority under the National Environmental Policy Act and OCSLA to protect the environmental values of the ocean that were to be protected under Title III, the committee clearly believed the sanctuaries title filled a gap in ocean protection. Noting that the House MMFC had considered sanctuary bills for several years, Dingell said: “The Congress has been continually impressed with the fact that we have had no policy for the protection of these areas in the offshore lands which have significant ecological, environmental, and biological values.”

In terms of the Act’s effects on existing federal programs, the committee assumed that the required consultation among federal agencies and states would resolve any conflicts and provide coordination:

The consultation process is designed to coordinate the interests of various Federal departments and agencies, including the management of fisheries resources, the protection of national security and transportation interests, and the recognition of responsibility for the exploration and exploitation of mineral resources. It is expected that all interests will be considered, and that no sanctuary will be designated without complete coordination in this regard.

In response to charges by the DOI and members of the DOI Committee that Title III would interfere with energy production under the OCSLA and lock up offshore oil deposits, Dingell disagreed, saying it “is not the intent of the [House MMFC] to halt drilling or other mineral exploration.”

Several other House members made the same point during discussion of multiple use. Although the DOI and the Nixon Administration were unable to derail passage of the Act, the issue of the law’s relationship to the offshore leasing program would arise over and over again.

E. Conclusion

As enacted, the sanctuaries law only partially achieved the preservation intent of its original legislative champions. Representatives Keith, Brown, and others initially envisioned a system of marine wilderness preserves analogous to that of the National Wilderness Preservation System.

Sanctuaries were proposed as a tool for preserving the environmental integrity of special marine areas and managing them for human uses deemed compatible with the natural environment, such as wildlife conservation and commercial and sport fishing. Industrial and commercial development that conflicted with the preservation purposes and desired uses of sanctuaries would be precluded.

But the analogy was not a perfect one. Whereas the Wilderness Act allowed only recreational hunting and fishing in wilderness areas, sanctuary proponents saw no problem with allowing commercial fishing in sanctuaries even though it potentially posed a significant threat to sanctuary resources and might conflict with other uses. Preservation of fishery resources was one intended outcome of the Act, and the potential for conflict was simply never raised.

The Sanctuaries Act that passed in 1972 represented a significant modification of the original vision. Although drafted as a preservation and restoration measure, the House floor debate signaled that sanctuaries were to be multiple use areas in which all uses could be considered, even industrial ones, as part of the designation process. Furthermore, rather than establish a national sanctuary system outright with attendant guidance on how the system was to be built, Congress instead created a three-year program under which the Secretary of Commerce had discretion to designate as few or as many sanctuaries as he or she saw fit. In short, the Act gave enormous power to the executive branch to invent a place-based ocean conservation program underpinned by congressional guidance that was both ambiguous and sketchy.

What constitutes a marine sanctuary? What specific resources or places does the Act attempt to preserve? How would they be identified? What exactly does multiple use mean? Can any uses be excluded from a sanctuary? These and other questions would arise again and again as the law evolved over the next 30 years and as interest groups josted with conservationists over virtually every major sanctuary proposal.

III. The Rise of Multiple Use 1973-1986

A. Background

Implementation of the National Marine Sanctuaries Act (NMSA), as Title III of the MPRSA came to be known, was slow to gain momentum. NOAA, the agency in the U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC) to which the program was delegated, was scarcely two years old and still getting its sea legs when the Sanctuaries Act was passed. The Nixon Administration’s opposition to the Act was still warm, particularly at the DOI. Equally problematic was the lack of clear and specific guidance from Congress on key points such as designation priorities and which uses to allow in sanctuaries. The inherent difficulty of getting a new, unwanted program off the ground was compounded by a statute that emphasized preservation, but whose legislative history stressed multiple use sanctuaries. In which direction was NOAA supposed to lean, and how far?

In its first program regulations, issued in 1974, NOAA signaled its intent to follow the House’s lead and move the program in the direction of multiple use sanctuaries. Initially, designations were few, as little money was spent to develop the program. Once implementation be-
gan in earnest under the Carter Administration, controversies erupted over the scope, requirements and impact of the program as NOAA attempted to designate areas such as Flower Garden Banks, Channel Islands, Georges Bank, and Farallon Islands.

Some observers and members of Congress became frustrated in general with the workability of the regulations. Oil and commercial fishing industries in particular developed a growing antipathy toward the Act because of its potential to infringe upon their activities. The oil industry sought to have oil development allowed in sanctuaries as an acceptable multiple use and the fishing industry did not want sanctuaries to restrict their customary practices. From roughly 1977 to 1986, these industries and their congressional allies led a counterattack against the program that challenged the law’s very existence. Barring repeal of the Act, the oil and fishing industries sought to limit the law’s application by infringing upon their activities. The oil industry sought to have oil development allowed in sanctuaries as an acceptable multiple use and the fishing industry did not want sanctuaries to restrict their customary practices. From roughly 1977 to 1986, these industries and their congressional allies led a counterattack against the program that challenged the law’s very existence. Barring repeal of the Act, the oil and fishing industries sought to limit the law’s application by watering down its preservation purpose. In this they were largely successful. By 1984, NOAA and Congress had made a series of decisions that essentially refocused the Act’s purpose from preserving and protecting places for their distinct natural values to balancing preservation with other human uses. In short, multiple use sanctuaries became the defining paradigm of the program.

B. First Regulations—1974

As a new agency cobbled together with units from other departments, NOAA had little experience managing ocean places for preservation purposes. In late 1973, NOAA hosted a national workshop to obtain advice on how to implement both the Marine Sanctuaries Program and the estuarine sanctuaries program, which had been authorized by the CZMA. The workshop brought together members of state and federal agencies, conservation organizations, and industry/user groups. Participants generally felt that the marine sanctuary legislation provided less guidance and focus of purpose than the more narrow and specific estuarine sanctuary provisions of the CZMA. Among other things, the workshop explored the need for different kinds of marine sanctuaries, including a multiple use class; the desirability of frequent review of each sanctuary to determine if the purposes for which it was designated were still valid; and the need for regulated activities to be declared prior to designation so that cooperating states would understand what they were agreeing to.

Building off of the workshop’s results, regulations for the Marine Sanctuaries Program were issued in June 1974. The regulations established the policy and objectives of the program, the kinds of areas that could be designated, a designation process, and procedures to enforce sanctuary regulations.

1. Program Purpose and Multiple Use

The regulations reaffirmed the 1972 Act’s clearly stated purpose of preserving or restoring certain areas for their conservation, recreational, ecological, or esthetic values. The regulations identified five types of sanctuaries: habitat areas, species areas, research areas, recreational and esthetic areas, and areas with “unique or nearly one of a kind geological, oceanographic, or living resource feature[s].” This provision appears to have originated in the 1973 workshop, which had suggested that NOAA create a range of sanctuary types.

NOAA’s regulations did not elaborate on the Act’s restoration purpose. Under what circumstances and how would degraded marine areas be restored and to what condition? The failure to address restoration was a curious omission, given the fact that restoring coastal and ocean areas was a major theme of congressional discussions of the period, as well as a specific purpose of the Act. The restoration purpose was never seriously addressed by NOAA before being repealed by Congress in 1984.

Instead of establishing a sanctuary category for multiple use, as had been discussed in the workshop, the 1974 regulations specified that “multiple use of marine sanctuaries . . . will be permitted [in all sanctuary types] to the extent the uses are compatible with the primary purposes of the sanctuary.” Multiple use was defined to mean the contemporaneous utilization of an area or reserve for a variety of compatible purposes to the primary purpose so as to provide more than one benefit. The term implies the long-term, continued uses of such resources in such a fashion that one will not interfere with, diminish, or prevent other permitted uses.

In responding to public comments about the multiple use provisions, NOAA explained:

The question of multiple use will need to be examined on a case-by-case basis. The legislative history of the Title clearly indicates that multiple use of each area should be maximized consistent with the primary purpose. Additionally, the statute clearly indicates, as a safeguard that “no permit, license, or other authorization issued pursuant to any other authority shall be valid unless the Secretary (Administrator) shall certify that the permitted activity is consistent with the purposes of this title and can be carried out within the regulations promulgated.”

There are two points to be drawn. First, while several statements made on the House floor clearly pushed implementation in the direction of multiple use, nowhere does the record show that multiple use was to be maximized consistent with the Act’s stated purposes. Rather, the maximization emphasis was NOAA’s interpretation of how it was supposed to implement the Act. One of the early managers of the Sanctuaries Program, Robert Kifer, summarized his understanding of Congress’ concept of sanctuaries as follows:

There are areas of the ocean that should be preserved for various purposes and once a purpose has been identified for a given sanctuary, the ensuing regulations should not reach beyond controlling those activities that will inter-


fere or destroy the values of the primary purpose. Thus, multiple compatible use should be encouraged.\textsuperscript{244} Kifer’s use of “encouraging” rather than “maximizing” multiple use is a subtle but significant difference of emphasis. Encouragement implies support or stimulation of compatible uses, whereas maximization connotes that the agency would permit uses to their fullest extent and assign them the “highest possible importance.”\textsuperscript{245} Even within NOAA, therefore, there can be seen disagreement about what the Act intended regarding multiple use. An alternative interpretation of the House debate record is that while multiple use could be allowed, it was not mandated or required to be “maximized,” and therefore was not intended to trump or diminish the Act’s preservation and restoration purposes.

Second, NOAA acknowledged that multiple use was constrained by the so-called safeguard provision of the Act which specified that the Secretary had the power to regulate any activities in sanctuaries and that all uses authorized under other authorities were considered invalid unless the Secretary took reasoned action to certify them as “consistent” with the purposes of the Act and sanctuary regulations. This default provision on other uses, when combined with the Secretary’s broad regulatory authority over sanctuaries, gave the Secretary complete authority to decide sanctuary uses. As it turned out, the 1974 regulations represented the high watermark of the Secretary’s preservation and protection powers under the Act. Proposals to reduce these powers began appearing as early as 1978 (see below).

As David Tarnas notes: “The conflicts between the agency’s multiple-use management approach and the program’s goal of preservation” raised “an important controversial issue for the program,” one that remains to this day.\textsuperscript{246} NOAA’s regulations clearly reflected Congress’ own ambiguity about the program, but leaned toward embedding multiple use. The Act’s preservation and restoration purposes were now deemed “primary” by NOAA. Multiple uses were to be maximized consistent with the primary purposes, subject only to the Secretary’s power to restrict inconsistent uses. In short, multiple use had been subtly upgraded to being a purpose of the program, albeit a secondary one.

2. Nomination and Designation Process

The 1972 Act directed the DOC to develop guidelines for designating sanctuaries, but was silent on the number and location of sanctuaries and other details. One of the few clues given about the scope of the program was Representative Pelly’s remark that sanctuaries are “intended to protect unique areas of the ocean bordering our country,” and that most sanctuaries would likely “protect sections of our national seashores.”\textsuperscript{247} The lack of definitive congressional guidelines for the program proved to be a significant problem for NOAA, which struggled to invent a coherent and efficient designation process that could survive local pressure from economic interest groups.

NOAA established a loose system whereby nominations could be made by any member of the public or government official.\textsuperscript{248} Only the barest of information on an area was required and there were no specific standards a nomination had to meet. A nomination was subject to preliminary review by interested agencies to determine feasibility, but again no criteria were provided. No mention was made of justifying the need for a designation or showing that it would achieve stated purposes. If a nomination were deemed feasible, a more in-depth study would be made. Among other things, the in-depth study was to include an analysis of “how the sanctuary will impact on the present and potential uses, and how these uses will impact on the primary purpose for which the sanctuary is being considered.” If the study were favorable, a draft environmental impact statement (DEIS) and proposed regulations would be prepared, a public hearing held, and a consultation undertaken with other federal agencies before designation. Finally, the Secretary would designate the area with a clear statement of the sanctuary’s purpose, and issue regulations and guidelines for its management. A “revision” of a sanctuary could only be made by the same procedure as the nomination.

The open-ended nature of the nomination process fueled early concern by industry that “overly large areas of the coastal waters” might become marine sanctuaries.\textsuperscript{249} In responding to this concern, NOAA stated: “It is not expected . . . that large areas of the oceans and coastal waters will be designated as marine sanctuaries, and all activity prohibited or drastically reduced. It is expected that sanctuaries will be only large enough to permit accomplishment of the purposes specified in the Act.”\textsuperscript{250} Nevertheless, concern about the number and size of marine sanctuaries would soon intensify.

C. Designation of USS Monitor and Key Largo NMS

With regulations in place, nominations began to trickle in. Two small sanctuaries were designated by the Ford Administration in 1975, an area one mile in diameter surrounding the wreck of the USS Monitor off North Carolina, on January 30, and about 75 square nautical miles of threatened coral reefs off Key Largo, Florida, on December 18. Neither of these sites had a major impact on ocean users; hence they drew no significant opposition.\textsuperscript{251} The Monitor designation prohibited activities likely to damage the wreck, such as anchoring, salvage, diving, seabed drilling, trawling, or discharging of waste.\textsuperscript{252} The regulations for the Key Largo sanctuary controlled or prohibited uses within the following categories: removal or destruction of natural features and marine life; dredging, filling, excavating, and building activities; discharge of refuse and polluting substances; archaeological and historic substances; damage to markers and other signs; fishing; scuba diving, and skin diving; operation of watercraft; photography; ad-
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vertising, or publicity; and explosives and dangerous weapons. Within the category of fishing, hook and line fishing and some trap fishing was allowed, while poisons, electric charges, and similar methods were prohibited. Additionally, the regulations stated that no more than 20% of the sanctuary would be completely closed to fishing or “set aside as control areas for research.”

D. President Jimmy Carter’s Sanctuary Initiative

Although NOAA had begun review of a few additional sites, the program was largely dormant until President Carter took office. Congress had authorized appropriations of $10 million per FY for the program, but the funds were neither requested by the Secretary of Commerce nor appropriated. After seven years of minimal funding from other NOAA sources, the program finally received a line-item appropriation of $0.5 million in 1979.

Shortly after taking office, President Carter significantly raised the program’s profile. In his 1977 Message to Congress on the Environment, President Carter instructed the Secretary of Commerce “to identify possible sanctuaries in areas where development appears imminent, and to begin collecting the data necessary to designate them.” He also directed the Secretary of the Interior to cooperate with the Secretary of Commerce’s effort in areas where offshore “leasing appears imminent.”

During President Carter’s tenure, the nation was faced with an energy shortage and dwindling commercial fish stocks. Both situations prompted increased congressional concern for the needs of the oil and fishing industries. The 1973 oil embargo and the 1979 Iran hostage crisis and oil cutoff resulted in significant fuel shortages, which in turn led to a national push for self-sufficiency in oil production. The number of offshore oil and gas leases on the OCS more than doubled between 1972 and 1978. In 1978, Congress amended the OCSLA to authorize preparation and implementation of a five-year plan for oil and gas leasing, putting the oil industry on a collision course with the fledgling Sanctuaries Program.

The U.S. commercial fishing industry was in crisis due to obsolete technology and the overfishing of stocks. For example, “by 1975, all the major commercial species of the Bering Sea region were considered fully exploited or over-exploited, including the two most abundant species—pollock and yellowfin sole—as well as King crab and shrimp.”

New England catches also were in decline. The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act was passed in 1976 to address fish population declines caused in large part by fishing by foreign fishing fleets in U.S. waters. The goals of the Magnuson Act included the phaseout of foreign fishing, expansion of U.S. fleet capacity, and improved management of fish populations under the leadership of newly created regional fishery management councils composed of industry and government representatives. Although the Sanctuaries Act had originally been advanced by Representative Keith and others as a mechanism for protecting fisheries, fishing interests soon determined that the Act could be a double-edged sword capable of reducing their fishing, as well as protecting fishing grounds from harmful industrial development.

Meanwhile, several marine pollution events continued to highlight the need to protect ocean and estuarine areas. These included kepone contamination of Chesapeake Bay, dolphin die-offs along the New Jersey coast, and sewage washing up on Long Island beaches. There were also two oil tanker spills, one in the Gulf of Mexico and one off of France, which reconfirmed the threat offshore oil operations and tanker traffic posed to the marine environment.

NOAA reorganized in 1977 and transferred the Sanctuaries Program from the Office of Coastal Zone Management to a newly created Office of Ocean Management, whose sole purpose was managing the program. In the wake of President Carter’s message, NOAA issued a Plan to Implement the President’s Mandate to Protect Ocean Areas From the Effects of Development, solicited sanctuary recommendations, and issued draft site selection criteria by which the nominations would be judged. By February 1, 1978, 169 nominations had been received, including those for Monterey Bay, Channel Islands, and Point Reyes-Farallon Islands.

Forty-five of the nominations were for sites in Alaska, none of which were smaller than 7,550 square nautical miles in size. An additional 100 nominations were submitted by various Regional Fishery Management Councils, but were withdrawn because two councils opposed the action.

E. The 1978 Reauthorization

The gush of nominations and NOAA’s renewed vigor in proposing candidate sanctuaries brought the program under scrutiny from the public at large, ocean industries, and Congress. Depending on the area involved, commercial fishing interests or the oil industry viewed the program as a serious threat, and began agitating to limit its scope. Both the House and Senate conducted hearings in 1978 on the program’s reauthorization and reported amendments to the Act, which, though not enacted, set the stage for changes in NOAA’s regulations in 1979 and congressional amendments in 1980. Among the issues considered during the 1978 hearings were: the role of public apathy in the dormancy of the program, multiple use, the effects of designa-
tions on extractive industries, who should designate sanctu-
aries, and the consultative role of the Regional Fishery Man-
agement Councils.

1. Public Involvement

Influencing the reauthorization debate was an article by two 
attorneys with the Center for Natural Areas summarizing 
the history of the program and analyzing its strengths and 
weaknesses. The article gained currency on Capitol Hill and 
and was reprinted in full in the Senate Commerce Committee’s 
1978 reauthorization hearing.266 Attorneys Michael Blumm 
and Joel Blumstein concluded that one of the reasons for the 
program’s dormancy in its first five years was lack of signif-
ificant public involvement, which in turn was in part due to a 
lack of clear prescribed standards for assessing whether 
nominated sites were worthy of designation.267 They argued 
that the lack of standards meant that the public had been dis-
interested in submitting nominations and distrustful of the 
designation process.

Attempts by NOAA to regulate current and future uses of 
particular areas naturally generated both concern and inter-
est among affected agencies and user groups. To deal with 
concerns that the designation process was flawed because 
other agencies and parties were not being consulted on the 
final draft of the designation document, from which they 
could ascertain its actual effects, the House and Senate 
reauthorization bills268 required the Secretary to identify in 
the designation document: the geographic area to be in-
cluded, the characteristics of the area that give it special 
value, and the types of activities that would be subject to 
regulation.269 These provisions, explained a House commit-
tee report, will

provide for the [p]resident, other [f]ederal agencies, and 
and the [g]overnor of an affected [sic] State a specific indica-
tion of the purposes of a marine sanctuary and the nature 
of the regulations which will be adopted by the Secretary 
of Commerce, including all activities which neces-
sarily will be regulated within the marine sanctuary, 
priory to the designation.270

2. Multiple Use

Blumm and Blumstein applauded the June 1974 regula-
tions’ choice of the term “compatible use,” opining that it 
“not only serves to carry out the congressional intent, as ex-
pressed in the legislative history of Title III, it also serves to 
mitigate the concerns of development interests and others 
for whom the term ‘sanctuary’ connotes the restriction of 
all uses.”271

Contrary to the Blumm and Blumstein conclusion that the 
multiple use debate was totally settled, Senator Hollings, 
chairman of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, 
and Transportation, engaged Samuel Bleicher, the director 
of NOAA’s Office of Ocean Management, in a strongly 
worded debate on the role of multiple use. Bleicher testified 
that the goal of the office was:

to help assure that ocean resources are used for the maxi-

mum public benefit with minimum conflict among re-
source uses or environmental damage . . . . Nor are ma-
"ine sanctuaries pristine areas where human uses are se-
verely restricted or excluded. This inference has often 
drawn from the term “sanctuary,” although the law 
itself contains no such limitations . . . . Inevitably [there 
will be] multipleuse [sic] areas where even hard mining, 
and oil and gas development may be allowed in varying 
degrees.”272

Hollings, who had been a member of the congressional con-
ferece committee that approved the House version of the 
1972 Act, vehemently argued against comprehensive or 
multiple use activity in sanctuaries, going so far as to say, 
“we used the word ‘sanctuary’ and we did not intend it to 
mean multiple use, or oil and gas development. If we were-
’nt going to protect the environment and its distinctive na-
ture, there wasn’t any need to have the sanctuaries.”273 Ne-
evertheless, no formal clarification of the Act’s purposes or 
the role of multiple use management emerged from the Senate.

3. Safeguard Provision

Also considered during the deliberations of 1978 was the 
Act’s so-called safeguard provision, which enabled the 
Secretary to regulate uses in sanctuaries permitted under 
other authorities by treating these uses as invalid until the 
Secretary declared them consistent with sanctuary pur-
poses. No congressional guidance was given in 1972 on the 
way this power was to be exercised. Did it, for example, 
mean that upon designation all uses had to cease until ruled 
on by the Secretary?

Both the House and Senate bills reversed the safeguard 
provision by providing that “all permits, licenses, and other 
authorizations issued pursuant to any other authority shall 
be valid unless such [designation] regulations otherwise 
provide.”274 While in theory the new language still allowed 
the Secretary to invalidate any permits he chose at the time 
he designated a sanctuary, the burden of proof had shifted. 
The Secretary would have to demonstrate why a permit or 
other authorization was invalid and should be disallowed, 
rather than which permits were consistent with the sanctu-
ary’s purpose and therefore valid.275 The possibility was 
therefore greater that harmful uses could slip through the 
and be allowed because the Secretary was under-
funded, overworked, or had misjudged the impacts of uses. 
The precautionary principle, based on taking no action un-
less it is determined the action would cause minimal or no 
harm, was therefore reversed.

The Senate Commerce Committee explained its action as 
follows:

[O]ne problem with the original [T]itle III is that in des-
ignating a sanctuary the Secretary of Commerce auto-
matically and perhaps inadvertently may assume author-
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ity to regulate all activities within a sanctuary: all other statutes may be superseded within the designated site. While the committee believes the Secretary should have the authority necessary to regulate activities within a marine sanctuary, it also believes the Secretary should have discretion to select which activities to propose regulating under title III and which one [sic] to propose exempting from this regulation.276

This comment seems to highlight a two-fold committee concern: that the Secretary had been given authority over all uses and would have to make decisions to return that authority to the pertinent agencies; and that the Secretary had been given power over numerous other authorities, which was viewed as excessive control over other programs. The proposed reversal of the safeguard provision was heavily influenced by concerns that sanctuaries might adversely affect commercial fishermen. Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.) went so far as to suggest eliminating altogether the Secretary’s power over commercial fishing in sanctuaries.277 However, Sen. Ted Stevens (R-Alaska), who also sought to protect commercial fishing, acknowledged that there are places where fishermen should be “shut out,” such as areas of tropical coral where boat anchors could cause damage, and that the Sanctuaries Program should therefore retain some power to regulate fishing.278 Under the new Senate proposal, the Secretary could only regulate activities that he declared he needed to regulate at the time a sanctuary was designated.

4. Power to Designate

An issue addressed by the Senate, but not the House, was whether the Secretary of Commerce, as provided in the Act, or Congress should formally designate marine sanctuaries. There had been little recorded discussion of why Congress did not retain the designation power for itself when the Act was passed in 1972, as it did for national parks and terrestrial wilderness areas. As the potential scope and impact of the program became known, some members of Congress became alarmed. Program Director Bleicher testified that he hoped the Marine Sanctuaries Program would designate 5 sanctuaries during 1978 and a total of 25 to 30 sanctuaries by 1983.279 Many of these intended sanctuaries were in oil and gas rich areas, such as the Gulf of Mexico and off California and Alaska, or encompassed significant fishing grounds.

The Senate-reported bill would have required all designations larger than 1,000 square nautical miles to be authorized by Congress because large designations involve “major policy issues with wide-ranging environmental and economic implications.”280 Senator Stevens was the proponent for this change, modeling the Senate’s provision after the Wilderness Act, which requires Congress to designate all wilderness areas.281 At a May 1978 hearing that preceded the reauthorization hearing, Senator Stevens said he was “disturbed about the size” of many of the nominations, including the 17,000 square nautical miles on George’s Bank, 4,530 square nautical miles around the Channel Islands, and 5,588 square nautical miles off San Diego, all of which paled in comparison to Alaska nominations, which ranged from 7,550 to over 75,000 square nautical miles.282 Senator Stevens feared that human uses, particularly commercial fishing, would be prohibited in the sanctuaries even when they were compatible with the purposes for which a sanctuary was designated.283 Sen. Harrison Schmitt (R-N.M.) noted that such large sanctuaries also could shut out oil development.284 Senator Magnuson offered another solution to reign in the Secretary which, though not adopted, ultimately won out in the next Congress.285 Senator Magnuson suggested that Congress do “what we have been doing on a lot of the bills, that the Secretary shall report to the Congress [on his intent to designate a sanctuary], and if either House doesn’t disapprove, within a 60-day period, it becomes effective.”286

5. Consultation by the Regional Fishery Management Councils

A final provision of the Senate bill required NOAA to consult with the Regional Fisheries Management Councils concerning proposed designations.287 The councils, almost completely composed of government officials and fishermen, were charged under the Magnuson Fishery Management and Conservation Act with conserving and managing federal fisheries. Stevens raised an amendment to include consultation with the councils after hearing that the Act “require[ed] consultation with the Secretaries of Transportation, the DOI and other agencies,” including the Secretary of Commerce.288 There was no discussion of Stevens’ proposal, and it was approved by the committee without objection.

6. Conclusion

The 1978 reauthorization bills failed to be enacted “for reasons beyond the control of either authorizing committee.”289 Many of the ideas developed during hearings, however, remained influential. The problems and ideas raised during the 1978 discussion signaled congressional discontent with the direction of the program. As the program picked up interest and momentum, Congress began backpedaling from the preservation purposes they had approved in 1972. NOAA, sensing that the tide had turned, continued to do what it could through the regulatory process to deal with the issues raised in the reauthorization process and implement changes that tracked Congress’ desires.
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F. Flower Garden Banks Controversy

While the 1979 regulations were in the public comment phase, NOAA published proposed regulations and a draft environmental impact statement for the Flower Garden Banks marine sanctuary, a 0.6-square-nautical-mile area of coral reefs about 100 miles off the coasts of Texas and Louisiana.\(^1\) The NOAA proposal included a moratorium on new oil and gas development for five years within the sanctuary, an idea that was vigorously argued against by both industry and the DOI. In response, Rep. John Breaux (D-La.), a member of the House MMFC, introduced a bill to repeal the Marine Sanctuaries Program title of the MPRSA, citing NOAA’s handling of Flower Garden Banks as an example of why the Act should be repealed.\(^2\) NOAA’s proposed oil and gas moratorium was seen by Representative Breaux as “inconsistent with a well-conceived program for increased domestic hydrocarbon development.”\(^3\) Breaux asserted that the DOC had failed to look at relevant, authoritative studies about the effects of oil exploration and development, and had instead relied on personal communications and unpublished documents in reaching its decision.\(^4\) Breaux’s opposition to the Flower Garden Banks sanctuary led to the stagnation of its designation, until it was removed in 1982 from the list of areas under consideration.

Breaux also criticized the program because of what he saw as: its redundancy with other authorities such as that provided by the [OCSLA], the Clean Water Act [CWA], and the Fishery Conservation and Management Act (FCMA), among many others; its failure to provide additional protections to those already available under other laws; its overly broad language that accomplished no goal other than duplicative effort and regulation; and the lack of congressional guidance to lead the program in a clear direction.\(^5\) Although Breaux’s bill to shut down the entire program went nowhere, it signaled his role in coming years as one of the most vocal and influential opponents of the program.

G. 1979 Regulations

NOAA finalized its new program regulations in July 1979. The regulations were a significant departure both from the 1974 regulations and from the language and intent of the 1972 Act, in that they gave those with an economic stake in use of sanctuaries’ resources significant leverage. As implemented by the 1979 regulations, the Act was no longer viewed as a preservation statute, but rather as a statute that balanced preservation and human uses in sanctuaries. Among other things, the regulations reformulated NOAA’s approach to uses of sanctuaries; altered the way the Act’s safeguard provision was applied; revised the site selection criteria proposed in 1977 to screen nominations; and created a list of recommended areas (LRAs) from which to select candidate sanctuaries.\(^6\)

1. Program Purposes and Multiple Use

The program purposes set forth in the 1979 regulations were not all that different from those in the 1974 regulations. NOAA stated that “protection of natural and biological resources” was the primary emphasis of the program.\(^7\) Although the definition of multiple use was dropped, the concept was very much alive in another guise:

Human activities will be allowed within a designated sanctuary to the extent that such activities are compatible with the purposes for which the sanctuary was established, based on an evaluation of whether the individual or cumulative impacts of such activities may have a significant adverse effect on the resource value of the sanctuary.\(^8\)

This language was broad and vague enough to support an array of interpretations as it was applied, but clear enough that in order to exclude uses, NOAA would have to prove likely adverse effects. A big difference between the new compatibility standard and the 1974 definition was that the new standard only restricted uses that may have a “significant adverse” impact, whereas the 1974 multiple use definition called for “long-term, continued uses of . . . resources in such a fashion that one will not interfere with, diminish, or prevent other permitted uses.”\(^9\) Whereas the 1974 definition merely required NOAA to show some level of interference with, or diminution of, another use in order to disallow a proposed use, the 1979 standard required proof of a significant, adverse impact. Under this narrower definition, more uses could be allowed.

The issues of the Act’s redundancy and the appropriateness of oil and gas development within sanctuaries continued to simmer. Industry opposition to NOAA’s proposed blanket bans on oil and gas development at several candidate sites (including Channel Islands, Flower Garden Banks, and Georges Bank) in the late 1970s was so intense that a 1983 article by a NOAA employee in Coastal Zone Management Journal suggested that “the controversy provoked by the original proposal [to ban oil and gas in the Channel Islands sanctuary] may effectively ward against future regulatory proposals which impose a blanket prohibition on an individual activity.”\(^10\)

Facilitation of multiple use in sanctuaries also was enhanced by NOAA’s interpretation of the Act’s provision concerning what uses the Secretary could regulate. The 1979 regulations adopted the language of the un-enacted 1978 House and Senate bills, which limited the Secretary’s power of regulation to those activities specifically included in the terms of the designation document.\(^11\) While this technically left intact the Secretary’s ability to regulate or pro-
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hibit any or all uses when a sanctuary was designated, it opened the door to the future erosion of the safeguard by requiring the Secretary to name upfront all activities that he wished to regulate. A lack of foresight on the part of the Secretary as to what uses might need regulation or prohibition could lead to damaging delays in protection, because the 1979 regulations specified that the entire time-intensive designation process needed to be repeated in order to amend any of the sanctuary’s terms of designation.

NOAA explained that the new language “clearly provides that compatible activities may take place in a sanctuary [NOAA] does not agree . . . that no human activities should be allowed. NOAA’s interpretation is supported by the legislative history of the Act.” 301 NOAA further explained that it saw the change as advantageous “in terms of providing clarity to potential users and, generally, of reduced bureaucracy, in not [restricting uses] unless necessary.” 302

2. Site Selection Criteria and the LRAs

Another major change in the 1979 regulations was a new set of criteria and procedures for the nomination and designation of sanctuaries. In response to calls for clear standards and more public notification and input, NOAA created an LRA to catalog nominated sites that had been selected by NOAA for potential further study. 303 As before, anyone could nominate an area for sanctuary status. NOAA would then screen the nomination and include it on the LRA only if it contained one or more of the following:

1. The significance of the site’s resources;
2. The extent to which the means are available to conduct the required Public Workshop(s) within six months of selection as an Active Candidate;
3. Severity and imminence of existing or potential threats to the resources including cumulative effect of various human activities that individually may be insignificant;
4. The ability of existing regulatory mechanisms to protect the values of the site;
5. The significance of the area to research opportunities;
6. The value of the area in complementing other areas of significance to public or private programs with similar objectives, such as the coastal zone management programs;
7. The esthetic qualities of the area;
8. The type and estimated economic value of the natural resources and human uses within the area which may be foregone as a result of marine sanctuary designation, taking into account the economic significance to the nation of such resources and uses and the probable impact on them of regulations designed to achieve the purposes of sanctuary designation; and
9. The economic benefits to be derived from protecting or enhancing the resources within the sanctuary. 304

These requirements undercut the program’s preservation purpose in several ways. Even if a site’s resources were judged significant, NOAA could avoid responsibility for protecting the area by claiming lack of budget (factor 2) or determining that the area or its resources were able to be protected by other agencies (factor 4), as they did in 1981 with Georges Bank (see below) and subsequently with Norfolk Canyon, Ten Fathom Ledge/Big Rock, and Flower Garden Banks, among others. The 1979 regulations also threatened to turn the designation process into a cost-benefit analysis (factor 8) that explicitly allowed negative economic impacts of a designation potentially to trump the need for protection. While the Act gave broad discretion to the Secretary to determine whether to designate a sanctuary and how to do it, the Act itself made no mention of balancing economic use with preservation or prohibiting the designation of areas that would negatively impact economic uses or benefits. Both the legislative history and the VIMS workshop had raised the balancing concept in the context of multiple use. NOAA’s 1979 regulations were the first to implement the concept.

H. Controversy Over the Act’s Purpose and Scope

Concerns raised during the 1978 reauthorization debate about the Sanctuaries Program’s purpose and scope continued to percolate. The first LRA was published in October 1979. Although NOAA had reduced the number of recommended sites to 69 from the more than 170 nominations, industry saw the LRA as a threatening blueprint for the Sanctuaries Program, and there was concern that some sites had been nominated solely to stop potential or planned oil and gas development. 306 Additionally, seven sites were identified as active candidates: Flower Garden Banks, Channel Islands and Santa Barbara Island, Monterey Bay, Point Reyes/Farallon Islands, Looe Key, St. Thomas, and Gray’s Reef. 307

The very end of Carter’s presidency saw publication of proposed rules for a 1,258-square-nautical-mile Channel Islands sanctuary, 308 Point Reyes/Farallon Islands sanctuary
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(later renamed the Gulf of the Farallones), Looe Key sanctuary, and Gray’s Reef sanctuary, and the proposed designation of a St. Thomas sanctuary. Fishing was regulated in Looe Key, where fish traps, spearguns and poisons were banned and regulations were placed on lobster traps in one area of the sanctuary, and in Gray’s Reef, which required sanctuary permits in order to trawl, use wire fish traps, or explosives. The proposed Channel Islands regulations prohibited exploration or development on new oil and gas leases, and those for the Farallones prohibited all oil and gas activity. NOAA’s proposed moratorium on new oil and gas exploration in the proposed Flower Garden Banks site also remained unresolved.

Between September 1980 and January 1981, when he left office, President Carter designated four sanctuaries: Channel Islands NMS (1,258 square nautical miles) on September 22, 1980, Gulf of the Farallones NMS (948 square nautical miles), Gray’s Reef NMS (17 square nautical miles), and Looe Key NMS (5.32 square nautical miles, which is now part of the Florida Keys NMS) all on January 16, 1981. Industry uproar led to the new Reagan Administration requiring a regulatory impact analysis before the oil ban provisions of the proposed regulations could become effective. Finally, in March 1982, the final regulations for both Channel Islands and Farallon Islands were issued with the oil and gas prohibitions intact.

At about the same time, NOAA removed Georges Bank from active status. Georges Bank had been elevated to active candidacy a mere two months prior to it being removed. The 15,100-square-nautical-mile site had been nominated by the Conservation Law Foundation and a number of fisheries conservation organizations in response to the offering for the sale of an OCS lease on the bank by the DOI. NOAA worked out a deal with DOI and EPA that “added a variety of environmental safeguards to protect the [b]ank.” The safeguards, however, were far less than the protections that NOAA had been touting as necessary. The stated reason given by NOAA for removing the site from active status was that existing management programs were adequately protecting the site’s resources. Thus, Georges Bank became the first casualty of the 1979 site selection criteria, particularly the site selection factor concerning the “ability of the existing regulatory framework to protect the resources” and the provision requiring consultation with other agencies. There is some evidence that the site was removed from active candidacy because President Reagan had indicated that he would not approve the designation. Although temporarily sidetracked, Georges Bank would reemerge as an active candidate a few years later.

The battles over Georges Bank, Channel Islands, Flower Garden Banks, and Farallon Islands demonstrate how controversial the issues of oil and gas development within marine sanctuaries were, the success of NOAA in influencing policies of other agencies, and the role of multiple use within sanctuaries. The battles also show how the new regulatory designation procedures could be used to excuse inaction by the agency under certain circumstances. Finally, these cases demonstrated the varied power of conservation coalitions. At Channel Islands and Farallon Islands, they defeated the oil industry, but could not keep oil development completely out of Flower Gardens.

I. 1980 Amendments

With the start of the 96th Congress, and as controversies over sanctuary proposals raged, Congress renewed its attempt to amend the Act. According to Rep. Gerry Studds (D-Mass.), the “agency has amended its regulations to implement the intended changes [of the failed 1978 bills] as much as possible under existing law, while the Congress has not yet completed amending the law to require the new regulations.” Studds’ goal was to reconcile the two. The 1978 House bill, as amended by Studds, was the basis for a Senate bill introduced by Sen. Howard Cannon (D-Nev.) in late 1979 and for Studds’ new bill, introduced in early 1980. A final version of the two bills was enacted in August 1980.

The 1980 Amendments complemented NOAA’s actions to facilitate multiple uses of sanctuaries and codified several of NOAA’s 1979 regulations. Among other things, the amendments altered the designation process to require that more and earlier information be given about the area under consideration, including the reason for designation, and the types of activities subject to regulation; required any changes to the terms of a designation to go through the lengthy designation process anew; reversed the safeguard provision, making all sanctuary uses authorized under other laws valid unless the Secretary enacted regulations to restrict or prohibit them; and gave Congress the power to formally disapprove of designations.

1. Terms of Designation

The 1980 Amendments required any revision of a sanctuary’s designation terms to follow the same process as a new designation. While there was no recorded discussion of the provision by Congress, it seems to address concerns about informing the public, other agencies, and state governors.
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about what a sanctuary would mean to them. 325 Without this requirement, there was a lack of assurance to a party that designation negotiations and compromises would not be disregarded at the last instant by NOAA. The 1980 Amendments, therefore, ensured the continued participation of those consulted for the original designation proposal and helped to increase accountability and accurate expectations. However, by requiring changes to go through the entire process rather than a simplified, shortened version, the provision has been a significant deterrent to changing the terms of designation. The provision has increased public “buy-in” of the Sanctuaries Program, but has also created a disincentive for NOAA to promptly address changes in circumstances or knowledge, because of the expensive and time-consuming process required for any changes to a sanctuary’s designation terms.

2. Multiple Use and the Safeguard Provision

As the authorizing committees had debated but failed to achieve in 1978, the 1980 Amendments reversed the “safeguard provision” over multiple use, giving other agencies a greater sense of security that their programs would not necessarily be affected by the Secretary of Commerce’s designation of sanctuaries. The provision now read:

The Secretary, after consultation with other interested Federal and State agencies, shall issue necessary and reasonable regulations to implement the terms of the designation and control the activities described in it, except that all permits, licenses, and other authorizations issued pursuant to any other authority shall be valid unless such regulations otherwise provide. 326

The House Report on the bill from which the 1980 Amendments were derived emphasized the appropriateness of multiple use, as opposed to more restrictive management methods such as “total management,” and the need to inform people in advance of designation about which uses would be regulated. 327 The committee also expressed the intent that the Secretary, in carrying out the program

avoid duplicative regulatory authority and additional layers of bureaucracy where existing law and regulations provide sufficient protection . . . . While current law requires the Secretary to assume authority for total management of marine sanctuaries, the amendments provide for more sophisticated techniques, including multiple-use management, dominant-use management, and partial management. 328

Although the committee did not define the various management techniques mentioned, it seems to have meant that, whereas the safeguard provision of the 1972 Act had placed all authority on the Secretary unless he renounced it (total management), the revised safeguard provision allowed him to choose which uses to regulate without having to act to renounce those he wanted to ignore. There were intense interagency fights occurring during this time period, e.g., with regard to anchoring and oil development in the Flower Garden Banks and oil and gas development in Georges Bank.

The reversal of the safeguard provision seems to have been viewed as a means of reducing secretarial involvement in other agencies’ decisionmaking, unless warranted by the needs of a particular sanctuary. By reducing the Secretary’s involvement, the committee seemed to view the new provision as reducing the layers of bureaucratic control over marine resources.

3. Congressional Power of Disapproval

The debate over whether Congress should designate sanctuaries was addressed in 1980 when Congress gave itself the express power to formally object to a designation, as Senator Magnuson had suggested in 1978. 329 If Congress disagreed with a designation, it could pass a joint resolution of disapproval within 60 days of the designation’s publication in the Federal Register. 330 The resolution, however, was still subject to the approval of the president. 331 This power went unused, and was dropped from the Act in 1992. Apparently, by then, a resolution of disapproval was seen as redundant to Congress’ ability to disapprove or amend sanctuary designations and management plans through traditional legislative procedures. 332

4. Conclusion

Once NOAA got down to implementing the 1972 Act, the difficulty of protecting ocean places and regulating conflicting uses became apparent. NOAA proposals to prohibit new oil development in several sanctuaries generated intense controversies on the East, Gulf, and West Coasts. Fishermen also quickly came to see the Act as a threat after numerous large areas were nominated. Instead of defending the Act’s preservation mandate and clarifying the program’s scope and objectives, Congress facilitated multiple uses of sanctuaries and increased oversight of the program to achieve greater acceptance by users, the public, the states, and other agencies. This process of accommodation would continue until the late 1980s.

J. 1982-1983 Further Program Revisions: The Program Development Plan (PDP)

The 1979 regulations and the LRA, in combination with the 1980 Amendments, failed to quiet controversy. NOAA therefore undertook yet another overhaul of the designation process in an attempt to gain more support for the program. In January 1982, NOAA completed a PDP for sanctuaries.

“In many ways, the sanctuary program’s PDP and emphasis on representative sites, for instance, reflected the most progressive thinking among marine protected area scientists at the time.” The PDP, according to another observer, represented “a shift in emphasis from curtailment of activities within a sanctuary by regulation to promotion of sanctuary resources via comprehensive management. The concept of management has been broadened to include research activ-
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ties, public access, and interpretive programs within sanctuary boundaries.” With small modifications, the process set up by the PDP is still in use today.

1. Program Goals

The PDP declared four goals which “expand on the [program’s] mission by establishing specific designation purposes”:

(1) enhancement of resource protection through the implementation of a comprehensive, long-term multiple use management plan tailored to the specific resources;

(2) promotion and coordination of research;

(3) enhancement of public awareness, understanding, and wise use of the marine environment; and

(4) provision for multiple compatible public and private uses of special marine areas.

While resource protection “is primary and will be the principal focus in each designated sanctuary,” the other goals would not all be emphasized at every site, with a sanctuary perhaps only responding to one or two of the goals.

2. Designation

In a further attempt to tighten the nomination process, the PDP replaced the LRA with a site evaluation list (SEL). Under the SEL process, NOAA assigned eight regional resource evaluation teams, one to each fishery management region, “to assist in the identification, evaluation, and recommendation of suitable sites for inclusion.” After further review, the Secretary would determine which sites to add to the list and publish them in the Federal Register. Active candidates could only be drawn from the published list. New sites may be added only at periodic reviews or if new information comes to light about why a site should be included on the SEL.

Each regional team was to recommend three to five sites per region from those nominated by the public or identified by the teams “which represent the most significant marine resource areas in the region.” More specifically, the teams were:

(1) to identify significant marine and coastal ecological processes or features which are characteristic of the region;

(2) to delineate discrete sites in which these major systems, processes, or features occur; and

(3) to describe these areas in terms of resource and human use value and potential user impacts.

There is no mention of the teams considering either imminent threats to an area or an area’s importance to particular species or an entire ecosystem. The 1979 regulations had considered the value of a site’s resources, regardless of how representative it was to the biogeographical region of which the site was a part. The PDP, on the other hand, required areas to be identified based on the inclusion of regional characteristic features and processes. While important to ensure coverage of as many regional characteristics as possible in the program, this meant that sites with resources already represented in other sanctuaries might be disregarded as duplicative.

Site identification criteria employed by the teams to make their recommendations included four categories: (1) natural resource values; (2) human use values; (3) potential activity impacts; and (4) management concerns. In considering “management concerns” (criterion 4), the teams were required, “in cases where certain economic values are reduced or foregone,” to weigh the negative economic impact of designation “against the long-term benefits to society.” While it was consistent with the original preservation intent of the Act to consider the long-term benefits to be conveyed by a sanctuary designation, the PDP’s emphasis on considering and weighing economic impacts, which were acknowledged to be difficult to quantify and estimate, was a far cry from the intent of the 1972 Act’s preservation and restoration purposes. Additionally, “several factors . . . complicate the ability to make a concise determination between costs and benefits,” including long-term time scales, a black and white “either/or” dichotomy that made it difficult to assess the benefits to some uses of restricting others, and the high potential for incorrect assumptions that led to incorrect economic conclusions.

Sites on the SEL must undergo additional scrutiny during an active candidate stage prior to designation. The priority in which they are “selected as active candidates and evaluated by NOAA for possible sanctuary designation . . . involves not only the initial site evaluation [results], but also a balancing of relevant policy considerations including: ecological factors; immediacy of need; timing and practicality; and public comment.” The open-ended nature of selection, combined with a lack of deadlines, made the process highly susceptible to special interest influence and delay. It was entirely possible that a recommended site might never be studied.

As part of its “ecological factors” analysis to choose active candidates,

NOAA considers a site’s contribution to the overall system of national marine sanctuaries. Consideration of representation ensures that the system not only includes sites which adequately represent the diverse coastal, marine, and Great Lakes ecosystems in the United States, but also contains the “best” examples among representative sites. A consideration of diversity ensures that the system is illustrative of a variety of ecosystem types.
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Although areas that duplicate existing sanctuaries may be given lower priorities than areas not yet represented, Ray (1975b) notes that “redundancy of sites is important in the establishment of a reserve system and is essential from the genetic and ecological points of view...to circumvent loss from natural catastrophes or the inadvertent activities of man.”347

Consideration of a site’s representativeness marked the first time that this factor was included in the designation process.

The intent of the SEL was to “resolve weaknesses in the use of the existing LRA,” which received recommendations that “are accompanied by limited information on the site and may or may not represent the ‘best’ candidate for sanctuary consideration.”348 The SEL specified clear site identification and evaluation criteria, public participation in the pre-designation process, and identification of “significant marine and coastal ecological processes or features which are characteristic of the region.”

The theory behind the SEL was that it would include the sites with the most important resources, and those in most need of protection, and would provide scientific support for candidate sites. The restrictions on the number of sites that each team could suggest meant that some sites that perhaps should have been included had to be left off the list. Additionally, sites have repeatedly been dropped from the list for financial rather than ecological reasons. Despite intentions in 1989 to update the list, no sites have been added to the SEL since its creation.350

The consultation requirements and the detailed list of factors to consider were drafted to ensure that positive and negative impacts of setting an area aside were considered prior to a designation. Required consideration of the factors also resulted in an administrative record to clarify what information NOAA used or why it disregarded or overrode other information while making its decision. These amendments were therefore partly intended to increase the transparency of designation decisionmaking and to ensure that impacts to communities or industries would be considered, though not necessarily directive. It was hoped that such consideration and delineation of basic qualifications would increase public trust in the program by offering better explanations, e.g., for why oil and gas development were prohibited in some sanctuaries and not others. A hostile administration could also easily use the provisions to hold up designations. This is in fact what happened to the program.

K. Implementing the SEL

The changes in the designation process created by the PDP were formalized in new regulations that were made final in May 1983, two months after the first proposed SEL was published in the Federal Register and just as Congress was gearing up for another round of amendments to the NMSA.351 The regulations formalized the new program goals and the SEL process, including the economic requirements, but dropped reference to weighing impacts of designation against the long-term benefits. The failure to formal-
years. NOAA “acknowledge[d] that the Monterey site does have outstanding marine resources” but removed it from further consideration for three reasons: (1) “two other [NMS] in California (Channel Islands and Point Reyes-Farallon Islands) which protect similar marine resources and the [p]rogram’s policy established in 1980 to consider a diverse array of similar marine resources”; (2) “the proposed area’s relatively large size and the surveillance and enforcement burdens this would impose on NOAA”; and (3) “the wealth of existing marine conservation programs already in place in the [proposed] sanctuary area.”358 NOAA took the position that this rejection of the Monterey site meant that it would not be reconsidered until all other sites on the SEL had been considered.359

L. 1983-1984: Renewed Congressional Attacks

Continued controversy over the program’s scope and site designation terms at places like Flower Garden Banks provided the backdrop for a further dilution of the Act’s preservation purpose in the 1984 reauthorization process. As a result of the receptivity of some Congressmen to the fears of the oil and gas and fishery industries, the opponents of the program had significantly more power than they had wielded during previous reauthorizations. This was all the more true because Representative Breaux, who had previously introduced bills to abolish the NMSA, had become chairman in 1979 of the House Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation and the Environment, which shared jurisdiction over sanctuaries with the Oceanography Subcommittee.

That the Act was in for more change was foreshadowed by the introduction in early 1983 by Rep. Don Young (R-Alaska) of a bill to delete Title III of the MPRSA in its entirety.360 Young stated that the Sanctuaries Program was “showing signs of turning into a monster,” and focused on the potential of the NMSA to “disrupt all maritime activities in the [Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)].”361 He also said that, contrary to the congressional intent of the original bill for “a small system of marine sanctuaries,” numerous areas around the country had been proposed, including 18 sites in Alaska that “would have nearly surrounded Alaska’s coast,” and that “designation of significant numbers of marine sanctuaries, as proposed in the past, could seriously disrupt the continued development of the U.S. fishing industry.”362 The arguments raised by Representatives Breaux and Young could be summarized as: (1) existing laws can provide sufficient protection for the marine environment, therefore the Act is redundant; and (2) the law is so broad and lacking in clear standards and legislative history that it runs the risk of becoming a behemoth, withdrawing large parts of marine territory from oil and gas development or commercial fishing.

1. The Charge of Redundancy

Breaux, as chairman of the House Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation and the Environment, had commissioned the U.S. Government Accounting Office (GAO) in 1979 to investigate the Act’s redundancy.363 Ironically, the results of the GAO report were completely contrary to the arguments that Breaux, Young, and others had voiced.

The GAO report, issued in March 1981, concluded that the NMSA fills “gaps” in [f]ederal regulatory authority affecting the protection of marine resources: that is, it can offer benefits not available under other [f]ederal laws [including the OCSLA, the Antiquities Act, the Magnunson-Stevens FCMA, the CWA, the ESA, and the Marine Mammal Protection Act]. These include:

—Protecting shipwrecks, marine artifacts, and underwater historical landmarks beyond the territorial sea . . .
—Protecting coral and coral resources from damage or disturbance (such as might be caused by recreational vessels anchoring on coral reefs).
—Protecting marine life or habitat not protected under wildlife protection laws but [which], because of their unique characteristics or locations, may be deemed worthy of special treatment.
—Protecting ocean waters beyond the territorial sea from the dumping of common trash and other substances not regulated under other laws.364

In addition to providing protection not afforded by other laws, the GAO cited the importance of the NMSA to “comprehensive area management” and in providing for “evaluation of overall impact from all activities in a particular area.”365 A similar conclusion had been reached by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit, in a decision involving the proposed Georges Bank sanctuary:

While under the Marine Sanctuaries Act the land use options of the Secretary of Commerce are much the same as those of the Secretary of the Interior under the [OCSLA], the management objectives are different. It is thus possible that different environmental hazards would result depending on which program was invoked. Under the latter Act, the emphasis is upon exploitation of oil, gas, and other minerals, with, to be sure, all necessary protective controls. Under the Sanctuaries Act, the prime management objectives are conservation, recreation, or ecological or esthetic values. Drilling and mining may be allowed, but the primary emphasis remains upon the other objects. 16 U.S.C. §1432. The marked differences in priorities could lead to different administrative decisions as to whether particular parcels are suitable for oil and gas operations.366

The differences between the OCSLA and the Sanctuaries Act highlighted by the court are applicable between the NMSA and other laws that tend to focus on a particular resource or use:
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Title III authorizes the only federal program to comprehensively manage and protect marine areas as units. Only under Title III may an area of the ocean or other coastal waters be set aside for preservation and the activities in the area be limited to those that are consistent with and compatible to the basic preservation purpose. 367

2. Scope of the Program

The second argument for the abolition of the NMSA, that it risks becoming an unwieldy “monster,” was driven by reactions to the LRA and the SEL, which some saw as blueprints for prohibiting uses of vast areas of the ocean. 368 Representative Young, in introducing his bill to repeal the Act, referred to the danger evidenced by

... a private contractor working for [NOAA who] proposed establishing 18 marine sanctuaries off Alaska that would have nearly surrounded Alaska’s coast. Although the Alaska proposal was dropped temporarily, NOAA is continuing to work on numerous sanctuaries throughout the rest of the country. Obviously, instead of looking at discrete areas that might merit some protection, NOAA is interested in creating a huge new federal enclave, complete with attendant bureaucracy. 369

That fear has never become a reality. In the over 30 years of the program, only 13 sanctuaries have been designated, covering about 0.4% of the U.S. EEZ, and the restrictions on uses in these sanctuaries are, on the whole, minimal.

M. 1984 Amendments

Regardless of the questionable validity of the arguments to abolish the program, Representative Breaux’s new position of power and a Reagan Administration that would later be described by many, including Reps. Leon Panetta (D-Cal.) and Dennis Hertel (D-Mich.), as unsupportive of or hostile, led to more amendments. 370 Representative Young’s repeal effort did not carry the day, but did influence the ultimate result. The House MMFC had to resolve divergent bills introduced by Representatives Young, Breaux, and Rep. Norman D’Amours (D-N.H.). 371 The Senate bill, which was modeled after the D’Amours bill, was introduced by Sen. Robert Packwood (R-Or.) and the bill was ultimately enacted in October 1984. 372

The 1984 Amendments to the MPRSA significantly rewrote the law, changing it from an Act focused on preservation and restoration into one arguably equally interested in weighing “resource protection” with human uses. 373 The continued backslide with regard to the Act’s preservation purpose was due in part to significant concessions won by commercial fishermen and the oil and gas industry: NOAA was limited by the amendments in its ability to regulate these industries’ activities. Among the most significant changes, the amendments altered the program’s purpose from preservation and restoration to five newly stated purposes; abolished the “safeguard provision” over multiple use by removing the Secretary’s power to prohibit uses previously authorized under other laws; made the SEL the required designation process, with four standards that must be met and nine factors that must be considered prior to designation; required earlier and more thorough notification to the public and Congress of impending designations; gave the Regional Fishery Management Councils the power of drafting fishery regulations for sanctuaries; and enhanced enforcement authorities.

In addition, Congress again considered giving itself the power to designate sanctuaries, but ultimately rejected the idea. Given the intensity of dislike for the NMSA by some of Congress’ leaders, the fact that the Act was not further eroded or terminated can only be credited to the hard work of many members of Congress and the advocacy of the Center for Environmental Education and Defenders of Wildlife. 374 Passage of the amendments appears to have been facilitated by language that was ambiguous enough to be considered a gain both by those who supported the Sanctuaries Program’s attempt to protect natural marine resources and by those who were pushing for minimally restricted or outright appeal of industrial, commercial, and recreational uses of the sanctuaries. Arguably the program’s supporters could not have done better during these most difficult of years for the Act, and should be credited with keeping the program functioning. Nevertheless, the 1984 Amendments weakened several key areas of the NMSA.

1. Program Purposes

The 1984 Amendments mimicked the program’s purposes and policies as stated in the “goals” section of NOAA’s 1983 regulations. The new purposes and policies were:

(1) to identify areas of the marine environment of special national significance due to their resource or human use values;
(2) to provide authority for comprehensive and coordinated conservation and management of these marine areas that will complement existing regulatory authorities;
(3) to support, promote, and coordinate scientific research on, and monitoring of, the resources of these marine areas;
(4) to enhance public awareness, understanding, appreciation, and wise use of the marine environment; and
(5) to facilitate, to the extent compatible with the primary objective of resource protection, all public and private uses of the resources of these marine areas not prohibited pursuant to other authorities. 375
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All but the first of the new purposes were influenced by NOAA regulations, and the final new purpose was lifted verbatim from Breaux’s bill.\textsuperscript{376}

Taken together, the new purposes are very weak: none specify that the primary purpose of the program is to preserve special marine areas. Preservation is left out entirely, replaced by the fifth purpose’s “primary objective of resource protection.”\textsuperscript{377} While the preservation goal was sidelined, multiple use was raised to the forefront with the clear mandate to facilitate all public and private compatible uses.

2. Abolishment of the Safeguard Provision Over Multiple Use

The reauthorization hearings and committee reports gave extensive treatment to the role of multiple use in the Sanctuaries Program. The result was that the 1984 Amendments abolished the safeguard provision over multiple use. Whereas the 1980 Amendments had reversed the safeguard, meaning that all previous authorizations were valid unless the Secretary chose to regulate or prohibit them, the 1984 Amendments no longer allowed the Secretary to prohibit previously authorized uses at all.\textsuperscript{378} While the Secretary could \textit{regulate} such uses even if not mentioned in the designation terms, he \textit{could not longer completely protect a sanctuary} from a particular use even if the use was known to be generally detrimental to achieving the purposes for which a sanctuary was designated, unless the designation terms gave him control over the use. The provision provided some assurance to oil and gas leaseholders and fishing permit holders that they would be able to pursue their extractive industries unmolested.

President Carter’s designation of the Channel Islands sanctuary, with a prohibition on new oil activity, and the Gulf of the Farallones sanctuary, which prohibited all oil activity, was a loss for the oil and gas industry, which had been defeated by local alliances of conservation groups and fishing interests.\textsuperscript{380} When President Reagan took office in January 1982, he appointed a new head of the agency in which the Sanctuaries Program resided, choosing Peter Tweedt, an official from the DOI’s offshore oil drilling office in southern California. At one point, Tweedt confessed to conservationists that his mission was to terminate the Sanctuaries Program.\textsuperscript{380} Industry now felt comfortable making such statements as the following one it gave in a Senate hearing:

\begin{quote}
Our association believes it is a splendid idea to preserve the conservation, recreational, ecological, and aesthetic values for which the act was intended. In fact, the evolution of our society, I think, requires consideration of these values. At the same time, we believe it is an equally splendid idea to seek to find new accumulations of oil and gas . . . as a means of sustaining our economy . . . and further, to guarantee our national security . . . we believe we can operate in the marine environment safely without damage to environmental values.\textsuperscript{381}
\end{quote}

In view of fierce pressure against the Act, conservation groups sought to keep the Sanctuaries Program alive and to maintain to the extent feasible its preservation objective. Conservationists also had to oppose efforts that would have completely turned the program into an ocean area multiple use program, as the testimony of Michael Weber, representing the Center for Environmental Education, shows:

Regarding the multiple use of sanctuary areas, the oil and gas industry, for instance, has consistently maintained that the program has impeded its ability to explore and develop petroleum reserves on the outer continental shelf. Yet what I said to these subcommittees two years ago still holds true. Oil drilling prohibitions resulting from national marine sanctuary designation affect less than one-tenth of one percent of the outer continental shelf. The industry has been very successful in having its concerns addressed in this program. They successfully halted consideration of sanctuary nominations for the Georges Bank, Flower Garden Banks, and the Beaufort Sea. In concert with the DOI, they also succeeded in suspending the oil drilling prohibitions at the two California sanctuaries in a legally questionable manner (CRS) and subjected these prohibitions to a lengthy and expensive regulatory impact analysis. Therefore, we submit that there is very little, if any, actual effect upon the offshore oil and gas industry from the marine sanctuaries program.

The fishing community has also expressed concerns that the designation of a marine sanctuary will preclude them from important fishing areas. Currently only the Looe Key sanctuary regulates commercial fishing to any extent . . . . To our knowledge, this prohibition . . . has not proved to be burdensome . . . . Similar concerns were expressed by California fishermen when the proposal for two California sanctuaries first surfaced. As they have gained greater experience with the program, these fishermen have become supporters of the program and have recognized it as a means of providing protection of habitat critical to commercial fisheries.\textsuperscript{382}

In discussing the purpose of the Sanctuaries Program, House and Senate floor and committee debates fairly consistently stated that the primary goal of sanctuaries is conservation and management of resources to be achieved by \textit{controlling the allowed mix of uses}, despite little congressional consensus or clear direction regarding what uses were compatible. Rep. John McKernan (R-Me.) agreed with Representative Breaux that “[w]e have not created another wilderness area system in which man’s activities are to be uniformly excluded. Instead, man’s activities are to be permitted, and in some cases, encouraged in marine sanctuaries to the extent that such activities do not detract from the integrity of the sanctuary.”\textsuperscript{383} Other members of Congress argued that the overriding objective is resource protection.
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and that management should be conducted through multiple use.384 Representative Young said that the idea that nothing in the NMSA guarantees the continuation of commercial fishing in a sanctuary—a position expressed by the Secretary—would be seriously disruptive to the continued development of the U.S. fishing industry if, as proposed in the past, significant numbers of sanctuaries were designated.385 Rep. Barbara Boxer (D-Cal.) noted that only a miniscule fraction of the OCS had been designated and that she continued to support the “historical emphasis on resource protection by excluding disruptive activities such as oil and gas development.”386 Senator Packwood opined that the interests of a particular user group must never come above conservation of special areas, and that the Secretary must only listen to, but in no way give assurances to, user groups.387

In addition to Young and Stevens, the fishing community, outraged over the attempted implementation of the SEL in Alaska, also had a champion in Representative McKernan. McKernan joined the fight over the program when fishermen in his state became angered by NOAA’s consideration of the Frenchman’s Bay area. “The downeast fishermen believe that a marine sanctuary means another layer of fishermen in his state became angered by NOAA’s consideration of the Frenchman’s Bay area. “The downeast fishermen believe that a marine sanctuary means another layer of fisheries management. I am convinced that their beliefs are justified because of some loose language that is contained within Title 3.”388 It was this “loose language” and the avoidance of “disrupting on-going programs” with which the 1984 Amendments sought to deal.389

In line with its emphasis on multiple use of sanctuaries, Congress wanted to make sure that existing leases, permits, licenses, rights of subsistence use, and rights of access were respected “in recognition of the variety of uses within marine areas.”390 As of the 1984 Amendments, the Secretary had the authority to regulate uses authorized by other authorities prior to the date of a sanctuary’s designation, but could not prohibit them.391 The impact of the provision was to grandfather in certain uses even if they conflicted with resource protection. Again, the focus of the 1984 Amendments was on facilitating uses rather than preserving natural resources and ecosystems.

3. Changes to the Designation Process

The 1984 Amendments substantially broadened the Act’s guidance on the designation process. The SEL designation process was codified with minor changes in the 1984 Amendments, and is the process followed today. Congress added four standards that the Secretary must apply to proceed with the designation process, nine factors to consider, and explained that the required consultations with “interested parties” meant that the Regional Fishery Management Councils must be included.392 The factors and consultations, like NEPA analyses, only require consideration of the listed elements or stated views/concerns of those consulted with, and do not mandate a particular conclusion.

In order to proceed with a designation, the Secretary was required to determine that “the designation will fulfill the purposes and policies” of the Act by finding that

- “the area is of special national significance due to its resource or human use values”;
- “existing [s]tate and [f]ederal authorities are inadequate to ensure coordinated and comprehensive conservation and management of the area, including resource protection, scientific research, and public education”;
- “designation of the area as a national marine sanctuary will facilitate the objectives” in (3); and
- “the area is of a size and nature that will permit comprehensive and coordinated conservation and management.”393

The nine factors required by the amendments to be considered by the Secretary in determining if a site met the above standards were:

- the area’s natural resource and ecological qualities, including its contribution to biological productivity, maintenance of ecologically or commercially important or threatened species or species assemblages, and the biogeographic representation of the site;
- the area’s historical, cultural, archaeological, or paleontological significance;
- the present and potential uses of the area that depend on maintenance of the area’s resources, including commercial and recreational fishing, subsistence uses, other commercial and recreational activities, and research and education;
- the present and potential activities that may adversely affect the factors identified in subparagraphs [(1), (2), and (3)];
- the existing state and federal regulatory and management authorities applicable to the area and the adequacy of those authorities to fulfill the purposes and policies of this title;
- the manageability of the area, including such factors as its size, its ability to be identified as a discrete ecological unit with definable boundaries, its accessibility, and its suitability for monitoring and enforcement activities;
- the public benefits to be derived from sanctuary status, with emphasis on the benefits of long-term protection of nationally significant resources, vital habitats, and resources which generate tourism;
- the negative impacts produced by management restrictions on income-generating activities such as living and nonliving resources development; and
- the socioeconomic effects of sanctuary designation.394

As Senator Packwood noted, citing the Senate report on the bill, “the factors . . . are not themselves standards which must be met, but are only guidelines for the Secretary’s consideration.”395 The factors were intended to be considered in combination to help in determining whether the standards are met, and whether the Secretary could therefore make the determination that the designation would accomplish the program’s goals. While these standards and factors pro-
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vided more guidance than had previously existed on what types of areas Congress considered appropriate for designation, their layered structure, additional undefined terms, and many focuses further entangled the designation process.

4. Resource Assessment Report

As part of the designation process, the Secretary was required to submit to relevant House and Senate Committees draft regulations and an environmental impact statement, including a resource assessment report “documenting present and potential uses of the area, including commercial and recreational fishing, research and education, minerals and energy development, subsistence uses, and other commercial or recreational uses.” This description of the new reporting requirement was the first time that Congress mentioned energy activities in the Act. While the description did not say that present or potential uses were appropriate in marine sanctuaries, this provision furthered the weighing of resource protection versus resource extraction by ensuring that an area’s use for oil and gas were considered prior to designation.

5. Size of Sanctuaries

The debate on the appropriate size of a sanctuary, which had waged for years, finally received some direction in the 1984 Amendments. NOAA’s PDP stated and Representatives Young and Breaux agreed, that the upper size limit should approximate that of the 1.258-square-nautical-mile Channel Islands NMS. The 1984 Amendments, however, left out such explicit language and merely required designations to be “discrete,” and that the Secretary consider the “manageability of the area.” Representative Young in particular was concerned about size limits because one site that had been considered for the SEL was an almost 81,000-square-nautical-mile area in the Bering Straits. The Senate Committee on Resources “viewed [this] as an unrealistic size for effective conservation and management.”

Rep. Walter Jones (D-N.C.), chairman of the House MMFC, tried to bring reality back into the discussion by emphasizing that “while the broad mandate has led to certain misunderstandings, it has not led, as some have suggested, to widespread misuse. In the program’s 10-year history, only six sites have been designated, encompassing 1.5 million acres, or 0.15% of the entire [OCS].” Representative Jones also reminded his colleagues that “[w]hile an area may be too large for comprehensive management, it is also possible that an area may be too small, and therefore, insufficient to control activities affecting sanctuary resources.” According to Representative Jones, “discrete” did not refer to size. Instead, Jones argued that the plain meaning of the word, “constituting a separate entity or individually distinct,” was intended. He also stated that the term referred to “ecological considerations and to the stated preference that the sanctuary constitute an ecological unit with clearly definable boundaries.” The Act itself remained silent on what was meant by the term.

6. Consultations Prior to Designation

The 1984 Amendments clarified that consultations with agencies and other “interested parties” must occur prior to a decision to designate. Additionally, the amendments expanded the consultation requirement to include House and Senate committees of jurisdiction and appropriate state and local government entities, Regional Fishery Management Councils, and other interested persons. The 1984 Amendments further involved the Secretary of the Interior in drafting the resource assessment section of the resource assessment report, garnering input on “any commercial or recreational resource uses in the area under consideration that are subject to the primary jurisdiction of the [DOI].” In reality, these consultations have meant that the designation process has been held up in negotiations as powerful agencies such as EPA and the DOI try to convince NOAA to do their bidding.

7. Regional Fishery Management Council Drafting of Fishery Regulations

In a move to mollify the concerns of the fishing industry over the impacts of sanctuaries on their freedom to fish where they pleased, the 1984 Amendments required that the Regional Fishery Management Councils have the opportunity to prepare draft fishing regulations for the sanctuaries. The industry had sought to exempt fishing entirely from regulation within sanctuaries but were held in check by conservation groups and their Capitol Hill allies. The regulations “shall be accepted and issued as proposed regulations by the Secretary unless the Secretary finds that the council’s action fails to fulfill the purposes and policies of this title and the goals and objectives of the proposed designation.”

The councils’ role had been raised in Sen. Stevens’ concerns about the 1978 Senate bill. The heated Alaskan emotions resulting from the SEL debacle apparently led to the return of this provision, which had failed to gain traction during the 1980 Amendments. The fishing industry was the only user group to receive such preferred consultative treatment.

8. Enhancement of Enforcement Authority and Capability

The 1984 Amendments expanded the enforcement authorities of the Secretary. The amendments allowed the Secretary to make agreements with other federal departments, agencies, and instrumentalities to assist in enforcement of marine sanctuary regulations, on a reimbursable basis. The
amendments also established set civil penalties of up to $50,000 for violating regulations, and allowed vessels used in the violation to be held in rem, and sold to help pay any penalty assessed. These provisions replaced the Act’s previously vague enforcement authorizations, enhanced the capacity of the Secretary to ensure that law enforcement vessels were enforcing the regulations, and provided a strong financial incentive not to violate the regulations.

9. Congressional Designation

The one significant provision of Representative Breaux’s bill that was not enacted by the 1984 Amendments would have required Congress, rather than the president, to designate sites based on the Secretary’s recommendations.411 The reasons given for congressional designation were that all terrestrial special areas are designated by Congress, Congress would be better able to ensure public participation by holding hearings, and the administration had been stepping away from Congress’ intent by looking at potential sites that were too numerous and too large.412 Representatives Boxer and D’Amours were the only people to give any recorded response to this provision of the bill. They expressed concern about politicizing the process with greater involvement of Congress, lengthening the designation process by an additional few years, and not adding any new power, given that Congress already had a veto power.413 In any event, the power of designation remained with NOAA.

10. Conclusion

Program supporters in Congress and the conservation community were successful in preventing the program’s demise with the 1984 Amendments, which were the last push by the program’s critics to abolish it. In summary, the 1984 Amendments focused on expanding the input and consideration of industrial and commercial uses of sanctuaries, while diminishing the preservation purpose to one of “resource protection,” and completely dropping reference to restoration. The purpose/policy to facilitate all compatible uses, the abolishment of the safeguard provision by restricting the Secretary’s power to prohibit activities, and the required study of the socioeconomic impacts that a designation would cause, all led to a further dilution of the preservation goal.414 The focus of the program was now linked to a cost-benefit analysis focused on human use and benefit rather than to a precautionary approach of preservation of important areas for their environmental values and characteristics.

N. Program Results From 1984-1986

In keeping with the Reagan Administration’s desire to scuttle the program, NOAA’s designation efforts were slow and often redundant. The only sanctuary designated during President Reagan’s eight years was the tiny Fagatele Bay off American Samoa in 1986.415 The final regulations for the sanctuary prohibited several types of recreational fishing methods and all commercial fishing.

While there was action taken to study sites such as Ten Fathom Ledge/Big Rock, North Carolina, and Norfolk Canyon, Virginia, results were minimal. In 1986, Norfolk Canyon, which had been studied for designation for years, joined Flower Garden Banks in the Gulf of Mexico (first considered for designation in April 1979) and Cordell Bank, California (declared an active candidate on June 30, 1983) as an active candidate, where it languished until finally withdrawn in 1997 due to financial constraints on the program.417 Ten Fathom Ledge/Big Rock was studied for active candidacy in 1985, but in 1986 was put back on the SEL waiting list due to a lack of staff time and resources to deal with it.418

O. Conclusion

If there had ever been any doubt about congressional intent on multiple use under the MPRSA, it was laid to rest during the 15-year period following enactment. Working in tandem, Congress and NOAA changed the direction of the program by adding new goals and purposes that muddied the new primary purpose of protection, without providing clear requirements on how to assure that protection was actually achieved. The focus on multiple use, discussed by Congress prior to passage in 1972 but first included in implementation by NOAA in the 1974 regulations, enhanced the confusion over the program’s direction. The Act was significantly weakened, but kept from total abolishment, in 1984, when the safeguard over multiple use was all but destroyed by removing the power of the Secretary to terminate existing rights; by granting the fishery management councils unprecedented power through the ability to draft fishing regulations for sanctuaries; by the inclusion of a purpose requiring facilitation of compatible public and private uses; and by the consideration of economic impacts in the decision about whether to designate an area.

Additionally, the provision requiring any changes to the original terms of designation to go through the entire consultation and public input process has acted as a serious deterrent to addressing new problems in the sanctuaries. After the 1984 Amendments, the terms of designation were required to list all uses that might be regulated within the sanctuary. The combination of these two provisions means that sanctuaries are virtually unable to manage uses that the Secretary had not foreseen would be a problem at the time of designation. For example, commercial fishing was often exempted from sanctuary regulation. As more information has become available about the destruction done to seafloor habitats by fishing methods such as bottom trawling, sanctuaries are unable to protect their resources because they are unable to regulate fishing. An attempt to change the terms of designation to allow such regulation would be very time-and-money-consuming, in a program already tight on both.
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The result has been a reluctance to change the terms of designation once they have been finalized.

As noted in the Congressional Research Service report:

The [NMSP] has undergone a complex evolution of both [c]ongressional intent (evidenced in the original Act and subsequent reauthorization and amendment) and [a]dministrative conduct (evidenced in the variety of statements of goals, purposes, mission, and philosophy of this program). Confusion between Congress and the Administration over the operation of the NMSP often is spawned by this complexity. There even appears to be some [a]dministrative confusion over what goals and/or purposes best serve to guide this program. 420


A. Background

President Reagan’s terms of office, according to David Owen, may have been the program’s nadir. Beset with the active opposition from the administration, the existing programs suffered. Staff positions went unfilled, and critics charged that management programs at existing sanctuaries languished. Funding levels stabilized at the beginning of the Reagan era but then actually declined during his second term. The levels of funding requested by the administration were even lower; Congress repeatedly allocated more money than the administration estimated was necessary. Most discouragingly for program advocates, NOAA designated no new sites other than Fagatele Bay, allowed the designation process for others to stagnate, and even removed Monterey Bay from the list of proposed sites. 421

Meanwhile, a series of marine pollution events continued to highlight the need for marine protection. These included algal blooms, mass dolphin deaths, medical waste that washed up on the Atlantic Coast, and the crash of an ore carrier and a car carrier, which resulted in a spill of copper ore and bunker fuel oil adjacent to the Channel Islands NMS.

Of the 29 sites placed on the SEL in 1983, the only site that had been designated by 1988 was the tiny Fagatele Bay, a record which Congress called “unacceptable.”421 In addition to a number of changes to the management and enforcement provisions of the Act, the 1988 Amendments required the Administration to designate four sites, and issue prospectuses and studies on six more according to a set timetable. 422

B. The 1988 Amendments

The 1988 reauthorization process clearly reflected the frustration of Congress with the inaction of the Reagan Administration. While the 1988 Amendments did not go so far as to remove any of the troublesome provisions of earlier amendments, they reflected Congress’ renascent interest in the preservation mission of the program and gave it a needed jump start.423 In addition to a number of changes to the management and enforcement provisions of the Act, the 1988 Amendments required the Administration to designate four sites, and issue prospectuses and studies on six more according to a set timetable. 423

A number of bills dealing with various aspects of the Marine Sanctuaries Program were introduced in 1986 and 1987 in both House and Senate. In September 1986 and again in January 1987, Representative Panetta introduced bills to designate Monterey Bay as an NMS.424 In his introductory statement in 1986, Panetta said that the “decision [in 1983] to remove the bay from the list of active candidate sites was at best arbitrary, and at worst misguided. The reasons given by NOAA at the time bore little relationship to the facts involved.”425 Panetta listed and rebutted each argument that NOAA had advanced in 1983 as to why Monterey Bay was not suitable for designation: “It should be noted that nowhere in the Marine Sanctuaries Act is it contemplated that geographical distribution would be decisive in determining protection or that a coastline as extensive and varies as California’s would be limited to the number of potential sanctuaries.”426 Panetta also argued that the two existing sanctuaries in California did not protect similar resources, as NOAA had claimed; that the exact size would not be determined until designation but would “certainly be smaller than the Channel Islands [s]anctuary”; and that the resources of Monterey Bay faced increasing threats from coastal pollution.427 Panetta’s bill marked the first time in years that Congress expressed an interest in using its powers to designate areas on its own, bypassing the designation process it had fought so hard to perfect.

In addition to Panetta’s bills, there was a concerted effort by the California state legislature and congressional representatives to restrict oil and gas development off the northern California coast. Concerns about oil development off of California and Massachusetts had helped stimulate the passage of the original Act, yet protections from oil development had only been achieved in the Channel Islands and Gulf of the Farallones sanctuaries; Georges Bank was still entirely unprotected. In 1985, Senator Cranston introduced legislation to impose an oil and gas leasing moratorium along parts of the California and Massachusetts coast.428

In September 1986, the California Legislature laid before the Senate a petition that the northern California coast be “set aside as a marine sanctuary, where extraction of fossil fuels, minerals, and other nonrenewable materials, and the
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dumping or burning of toxic wastes, are forbidden and the protection of the marine environment and the needs of the commercial and sports fisheries are assured forever."

Rep. Robert Lagomarsino (R-Cal.) followed up on this proposal in early 1987 by introducing a bill, to “disallow the Secretary of the Interior from issuing oil and gas leases with respect to a geographical area located in the Pacific Ocean off the coastline of the State of California,” and in late 1987 with the Santa Barbara Channel Protection Act. The Santa Barbara Channel Protection Act would have established an “environmental protection zone” in which the Secretary of Transportation would establish standards for all vessels, including oil tankers, passing through the area. The bill would also have amended the NMSA to incorporate language similar to that proposed by Representative Studds in a 1987 bill “to authorize the Secretary of Commerce to recover damages for the injury to or destruction of national marine sanctuary resources” and earmark the recovered damages for sanctuary protection programs. The impetus for the damages provision had been the 1984 groundings of the *Wellwood* in the Key Largo NMS and the *Puerto Rican* very near the Gulf of the Farallones NMS. In both cases, legal settlements of $22 million and $1.7 million respectively were unavailable to reimburse the Sanctuaries Program for its extensive restoration or response costs, because the monies were required to go into the general U.S. Treasury coffers.

Legislation sponsored by Rep. Mike Lowry (D-Wash.) and Senator Hollings formed the basis for the program’s reauthorization in 1988. The resulting amendments set a time-deadline for NOAA review of candidate sites, created a system of special use permits to regulate access to and use of sanctuary resources, and mandated designation of four sites and prospectuses or studies of six more areas.

Members of the House and Senate voiced extreme criticism of the Reagan Administration’s management of the program.

Testimony has demonstrated that program implementation has been unacceptably slow. . . . only one new site covering 163 acres has been designated. Other sites are languishing within NOAA, with no clear indication when critical decisions will be made. . . . A glance at NOAA’s [SEL] provides further evidence of programmatic atrophy. Of the 29 sites placed on the SEL in 1983, NOAA has not completed consideration of a single site. . . . The [committee] considers the Administration’s record of considering and designating new sites over the past four years unacceptable. . . . there has been an evident lack of administrative will . . .

My friend from Washington [Representative Lowry] deserves high praise for recognizing the need to override the intransigence of the NOAA officials who have for too long sough to tear down and destroy the program they were charged with nurturing.

I believe this legislation is necessary to provide a renewed sense of direction to our National Marine Sanctuaries Program, particularly with respect to the long-term goal of establishing consistent authority in the conservation and protection of our nationally significant marine resources.

1. Thirty-Month Deadline

In an attempt to speed up the seemingly interminable studies of candidate sites, Congress required the Secretary either to issue a notice of designation for a proposed site within 30 months of publishing the notice declaring the site an active candidate, or to publish a notice in the *Federal Register* explaining why no designation notice has been issued.

This requirement to act was spurred by the plight of sites such as Cordell Bank, Monterey Bay, Georges Bank, and the many others that had been floating in and out of active candidacy for years, often with no notice given as to why they were not designated.

2. Special Use Permits

While multiple use compatible with resource protection had been declared as a purpose of the Act in 1984, “nonetheless, questions of when, to what extent, and under what conditions, public and private uses of sanctuary resources are appropriate have presented a continually difficult issue for sanctuary managers.” The 1988 Amendments established a system of special use permits to regulate access to and use of sanctuary resources. The need for these permits was raised by the increased interest in commercial use of sanctuaries, e.g., recreational diving, whale watching, boat tours, and the failure of NOAA to issue final regulations implementing the 1984 Amendments. Existing regulations only authorized permits for research, education, and salvage activities and left the agency with no clear means of controlling new concessions and other uses not contemplated at the time of designation.

3. Mandated Designations

Perhaps the most significant provisions of the 1988 Amendments, in terms of the precedent they set, were provisions requiring the Secretary to issue notices of designation, submit prospectuses, and conduct studies of particular sites. The amendments required designation by set dates for Cordell Bank, the Flower Garden Banks, Monterey Bay, and the western Washington Outer Coast. The Secretary also was required to submit a prospectus to Congress on Stellwagen Bank and the northern Puget Sound, and to conduct studies on the appropriateness for designation of the American Shoal, Sombrero Key, and Alligator Reef within the Florida Keys, and with regard to Santa Monica Bay, California.

---
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Finally, a provision was inserted to require the Secretary to complete a report jointly with the Secretary of Transportation on safety in the Channel Islands NMS, including proposals to prevent and respond to future oil pollution incidents in or affecting the sanctuary.444 “While I feel that it is unfortunate that we, in Congress, must legislate these designations, it is the only way I know that we can move the program along,” said Senator Hollings.445

The California sites had been considered for years, and were highlighted for action in part on Sen. Pete Wilson’s (R-Cal.) suggestion.446 Wilson had identified the three sites as “some of the most critical and important marine habitat off all of California.”447 Two of the three had also had long, fruitless experiences in the designation process. Monterey Bay, “despite strong public and State governmental support . . . was suspended [as an active candidate] by NOAA in December 1983, without any opportunity for public comment.”448 Cordell Bank had been nominated in 1981, made an active candidate in 1983, and been formally proposed for designation in 1987. During the year between its proposal and the enactment of the 1988 Amendments, however, no further action had been taken on the site’s designation. According to Senator Cranston, the requirement for study of Santa Monica Bay was made due to its extreme popularity as a recreation site and its need for preservation.449 “The intent of Congress has been made clear—sensitive marine habitat such as can be found off the coast of California should be protected as a marine sanctuary. If the administration won’t take the initiative, then this responsibility falls to Congress.”450

The other sites mentioned by the amendments had all experienced similar inaction. Flower Garden Banks had not been reconsidered as an active candidate since 1983, despite the fact that the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council and the State Department had reversed their earlier objections to designation.451 Stellwagen Bank, the western Washington Outer Coast, and northern Puget Sound had languished on the SEL since 1983, with no sign of action being taken by NOAA.452 It was hoped that the 1988 Amendments would counter the “programmatic atrophy” of the 1980s.453

The House MMFC concluded among other things that the lack of designations had resulted because “the [p]resident has not recommended and Congress has not provided adequate funding to support the necessary research, surveys, and staffing levels” and “there has been an evident lack of administrative will within NOAA to complete the designation process.”454 So, in addition to mandating more sites for study, Congress increased funding authorizations and required that annual budget submissions be divided into program functions, so that Congress would have a better handle on whether requests were for designation, management, or enforcement.455

4. Meeting Designation Deadlines

Regardless of its new deadlines, the Reagan Administration failed to meet the congressional mandate and continued to drag its feet on several of the sites. In May 1989, five months after the deadline set by the 1988 Amendments, President George H.W. Bush designated Cordell Bank, where oil development was a major issue.456 Despite the House MMFC having heard testimony in 1988 that urged it “to establish a ban on oil and gas development within Cordell Bank, the committee initially deferred this issue to NOAA.”457 The terms of designation, however, only prohibited oil and gas leasing within 13.7 square nautical miles of the 300-square-nautical-mile sanctuary.458 The DEIS had inexplicably not even considered banning oil and gas development within the entire sanctuary. The final environmental impact statement (FEIS) had found that “hydrocarbon exploration, development, and production activities could threaten Sanctuary resources (impacts from seismic exploration, oil discharges from accidental spills including well blow-outs, and on-site discharges of drill cuttings and drilling muds),” but opined that it was not necessary to ban oil and gas in the entire sanctuary at that time.459

In response to the FEIS, public comments and a letter from the EPA were submitted “stating that, based on information in the FEIS, a[s]anctuary-wide ban on hydrocarbon development appeared to be the environmentally preferable alternative.”460 Pressure from conservation organizations and the public and EPA’s contradiction of NOAA’s findings led NOAA to issue a proposed rule to ban oil and gas activities within the rest of the sanctuary, at the same time that it designated the sanctuary with a limited ban.461

Congress, unhappy with the additional delays and uncertainty in achieving a complete ban on hydrocarbon development, stepped in again and by statute prohibited exploration, development, or production of oil, natural gas, or minerals in the entire Cordell Bank NMS.462 As the House MMFC said in its report on the issue:

In a nation which leads the world in energy consumption and relies on imported oil for nearly one-half of its supplies, and off the coast of a State that is a leading energy consumer, such decisions cannot be made lightly. However, in the case of Cordell Bank, the committee has decided it is prudent to “Just Say No.” . . . The [c]ommittee believes that leaving the question of oil and gas regulation open-ended sends ambiguous signals to the oil and gas industry.463
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Of the other required designations, Flower Garden Banks was to have been designated by NOAA by March 31, 1989, yet designation did not occur by NOAA until December 5, 1991. The moratorium on oil and gas that had been proposed in 1979 was nowhere to be seen in the final designation, which allowed leasing and exploration to continue in some areas of the sanctuary. 

The law also:

- designated by December 31, 1989, but did not see protection until Congress gave up on NOAA and designated it in 1992.
- The western Washington Outer Coast, which was to have been designated no later than June 30, 1990, was not designated until 1994 as the Olympic Coast NMS. Congress’ attempts to guide the administration proved to be a dismal failure, with NOAA ignoring specific timetables.

5. Florida Keys NMS Designation by Congress

The years leading up to the Florida Keys designation had shown the need for urgent action to stem vessel groundings, of which there had been three significant and recent ones, and declines in water quality. Bills to designate the Keys were introduced in November 1989 by Rep. Dante Fascell (D-Fla.) and Representative Jones, and by Sen. Bob Graham (D-Fla.) in March 1990. According to Senator Graham, there was “broad support for this legislation from both commercial users, recreational users, and environmentalists.” After discussion and amendment, these bills led the way to another Fascell-sponsored measure, which was enacted less than a month later, on November 16, 1990.

Among its extensive area, the sanctuary incorporated the already existent Key Largo and Looe Key sanctuaries, along with Alligator and Sombrero Reefs, and American Shoal, which Congress had told NOAA to study for designation back in 1988. The law also:

- codified a Coast Guard “area to be avoided,” directing commercial vessels around rather than over the reef;
- prohibited all mineral and hydrocarbon leasing, exploration, development, and production;
- ordered the Secretary of Commerce to prepare a comprehensive management plan within 30 months, in consultation with appropriate federal, state, and local government authorities, and with the Advisory Council established by the Act;
- established an Advisory Council to assist the Secretary in the development and implementation of the sanctuary’s comprehensive management plan, including conclusions on zoning; and
- required the Administrator of EPA and the governor of Florida to develop a comprehensive water quality protection program in consultation with the Secretary of Commerce.

The goals of the comprehensive management plan were to:

1. facilitate all public and private uses of the sanctuary consistent with the primary objective of sanctuary resource protection;
2. consider temporal and geographic zoning, to ensure protection of sanctuary resources;
3. incorporate regulations necessary to enforce the elements of the comprehensive water quality program . . . ;
4. identify needs for research and establish a long-term ecological monitoring program;
5. identify alternative sources of funding needed to fully implement the plan’s provisions and supplement appropriations . . . ;
6. ensure coordination and cooperation between sanctuary managers and other federal, state, and local authorities with jurisdiction within or adjacent to the sanctuary; and
7. promote education, among users of the sanctuary, about coral reef conservation and navigational safety.

The emphasis on the protection of sanctuary resources and the provisions on zoning and long-term ecological monitoring served to focus sanctuary management on preservation rather than multiple uses. As the Wilderness Society said in their letter of support to Senator Graham: “This legislation charts a course toward real protection for the Florida Keys coral reef resource . . . your legislation may well become a model for future marine designations elsewhere in the United States.” Although Congress had included several innovative provisions, such as the water quality protection program, the Advisory Council, and the concept of zoning, these provisions were specific to the Florida Keys sanctuary. It remained to be seen whether Congress would apply them to the entire program.

C. The 1992 Amendments

By 1992, public support for the Sanctuaries Program had increased. This was in part because of campaigns by conservation groups to highlight the sanctuaries as part of the solution to preventing a repeat of the recent events such as the devastating Exxon Valdez oil spill, freighter groundings in the Florida Keys, and two major oil spills on the Olympic Coast. Additionally, biodiversity conservation was a
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topic of increasing international attention. Stellwagen Bank was threatened by proposals for a floating casino, sand and gravel mining, and an EPA proposal for a disposal site only 12 miles west of the proposed sanctuary borders.\footnote{476}

Also generating interest were two reports on the program released prior to the start of the 1992 reauthorization process; both called for substantial change and lauded the program as necessary and effective at protection.\footnote{477} The report by G. Carleton Ray and M.G. McCormick-Ray, \textit{A Future for Marine Sanctuaries}, provided fodder for further discussions on the program’s scope and goals. The Rays found that the program suffered from a “lack of sufficient leadership, support, personnel, expertise, and influence, to carry out even its existing statutory mission. That is, the Congress has placed demands on the program greater than the institution designated to carry them out.”\footnote{478} The report also suggested that an emphasis be placed on defining and creating a “‘nationally significant’ sanctuary system.”\footnote{479}

On the heels of the Rays’ report, NOAA’s Assistant Administrator formed the Marine Sanctuaries Review Team to make recommendations on ways to improve the program. The review team issued its report in February 1991.

In general, the panel has concluded that this program affords this Administration a rare opportunity to take important and bold steps to protect and enhance these important parts of our heritage, and in the process, to create a model for the rest of the world of how to respond to this challenge...\footnote{480}

...In the past, NOAA’s administration of the Marine Sanctuaries Program has lacked leadership, focus, resources and visibility, and the program has suffered for it. It has generally been treated as the runt of the NOAA litter, receiving only occasional pats on the head as executive and legislative attention was focused on its larger and better endowed siblings.\footnote{481}

The review team suggested a $30 million budget, shortening the designation process, creating a clear vision statement, securing representation of all 12 marine biogeographical provinces, implementing comprehensive and coordinated interagency management by zoning and other methods, and creating user fees similar to the National Park Service’s “Golden Eagle Passport” to help support the program.\footnote{482}

The report rejected calls to change the name of the program, arguing that no clear and compelling reason existed, and that such a change would cause additional public confusion.\footnote{483}

With substantial guidance and interest, the authorizing committees substantially rewrote the Act. Representatives Hertel and Studds and Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.) each introduced sanctuary bills that were relatively similar.\footnote{484} The final language of the public law drew from all of them, but predominantly from the House bills.\footnote{485} Among other changes, the 1992 Amendments:

- Added four new program purposes to the five that already existed;
- Allowed for designations to be made when existing state and federal authorities needed to be supplemented, not just when they are inadequate;
- Required a site’s contribution to “maintenance of critical habitat of endangered species” to be one of the factors considered in the study process;
- Required interagency cooperation on activities either within or outside sanctuaries that “are likely to destroy, cause the loss of, or injure any sanctuary resource”;
- Required management plan reviews for each sanctuary every five years;
- Granted NOAA authority to create Sanctuary Advisory Councils to assist in the management of the sanctuaries, based on the success of the Florida Keys Council; and
- Designated the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale, Monterey Bay, and Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuaries.\footnote{486}

The overall direction of the 1992 Amendments can be characterized as a move towards preservation, but again, Congress failed to remove multiple use and other conflicting provisions.

1. Program Purposes

Reflecting a diversity of views in Congress on the purpose of the program, the amendments revised the 1984 purposes and added four more purposes in an attempt to clarify the intent of the Act.\footnote{487} Congress stated that the purpose of the program is to identify and designate areas of special national significance (rather than just identifying special areas).\footnote{488} While the purposes of enhancing public awareness and the facilitation of all public and private uses were left intact and unchanged, the four new purposes were to: (1) “develop and implement coordinated plans for protection and management of these areas” with appropriate agencies, governments, organizations, and other interests “concerned with the continuing health and resilience of these marine areas”; (2) “create models of, and incentives for, ways to conserve and manage these areas”; (3) “cooperate with global programs encouraging conservation of marine resources”; and (4) “maintain, restore, and enhance living resources by providing places for species that depend upon these marine areas to survive and propagate.”\footnote{489}

The second of the new purposes was a lofty goal that conceivably could allow the Sanctuaries Program to become a guiding light for management of protected marine areas. The inclusion of a provision that authorized the Secretary to create Sanctuary Advisory Councils patterned after the suc-
cess of the Florida Keys Council is an example of the beneficial way the program can be used to test innovative management techniques.

The fourth purpose emphasized protection of species’ habitats because “protection of these special areas can contribute to maintaining a natural assemblage of living resources for future generations,” and because the areas may possess qualities which give them international significance in addition to national significance.489 This provision opened the door (again) to wildlife sanctuaries. NOAA itself had envisioned wildlife-oriented sanctuaries in its 1974 regulations, but this concept had disappeared in the interim.

2. Expansion of Consulted Parties and NOAA Influence on Other Agencies’ Actions

To ensure implementation of coordinated plans, the amendments included several new consultation requirements. The involvement of the Secretary of the Interior in the drafting of the resource assessment report during the consideration for designation was broadened, to include consultation with the Secretaries of Defense and Energy and the Administrator of EPA on “any past, present, or proposed future disposal or discharge of materials in the vicinity of the proposed sanctuary.”490 The requirement to allow the federal Regional Fishery Management Councils to draft fishing regulations was also broadened, requiring cooperation with other appropriate fishery management authorities such as state and local managers.491

The amendments also made any federal agency action subject to consultation with the Secretary of Commerce, even if it occurs outside of a sanctuary, if the action is likely to “destroy, cause the loss of, or injure any sanctuary resource.”492 As part of this consultation, the acting agency must provide the Secretary of Commerce with a written statement describing the action and its potential effects on sanctuary resources and must consider the Secretary of Commerce’s recommended alternatives. If the acting agency decides not to adhere to the Secretary’s recommendations, it must provide a written statement giving reasons for acting otherwise.493

The House report added further clarity to the consultation provision, specifying that the term “agency action” is intended to be broadly applied to direct actions, and licenses, permits, and other authorizations issued by federal agencies to third parties. The committee intended “that agency actions encompass all actions that are reasonably likely to affect sanctuary resources while those resources are within sanctuary boundaries, including the cumulative and secondary effects of such actions.”494

The committee noted that some sanctuary “resources, such as fish, move in and out of a sanctuary, and thus, may be physically injured or destroyed by lawful activities outside the boundaries of that sanctuary. The committee intends that the prohibition on damaging sanctuary resources “apply to: (1) activities inside sanctuary boundaries affecting sanctuary resources that occur within the boundaries of a sanctuary; and (2) activities outside sanctuary boundaries that affect sanctuary resources while those resources are within the sanctuary.”495 Representative Young explained that “we are not attempting to prohibit activities such as commercial fishing that occur outside of a sanctuary, even though those same fish may be found in the sanctuary.”496

While only a power of consultation and not a mandate that any particular action be taken, the review provision was the first time that sanctuaries were given any influence over activities outside their borders.

The 1992 Amendments about interagency consultation and review of agency actions reflected a growing interest in protecting sanctuary resources. Interagency cooperation was raised at this point in time in part because Representative Studds, who was chairman of the Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation and the Environment, was personally engaged in the debate over designating Stellwagen Bank. NOAA had been able to wield little power in fighting a proposed sewage outfall which would discharge only 12 miles west of the proposed Stellwagen Bank sanctuary boundary, or in blocking a potential sand and gravel mining operation within the proposed sanctuary. Another problem was the disposal near Stellwagen Bank of contaminated dredge spoils from the Boston harbor area.497

Led by Studds, Congress cited Stellwagen as an example of why NOAA needed a clarified role and more influence in other agencies’ actions that might affect sanctuaries.498

3. Multiple Use

The Marine Sanctuaries Review Team argued that multiple use, while raised during early NMSA debate, was never adequately explained, “nor were the ambiguities in the concept ever discussed, still less resolved.”499 Instead of applying an ill-defined multiple use approach, the report suggested using zones to separate areas of strict preservation from areas where various uses can be accommodated.500 The Rays argued, similarly, that the sanctuaries can be a model for greater ocean management by providing “replenishment areas” for fisheries, where no fishing is allowed.501

Congressional views on what uses should be allowed in sanctuaries seem to depend primarily on the particular issues affecting a congressperson’s local sanctuary rather than on a coherent national vision for the entire sanctuary system. For example, Representative Studds was one of the most vocal, frustrated by what he saw as delay tactics to prevent designation of Stellwagen and protect certain private user interests. He was outraged that sand and gravel mining would even be considered in Stellwagen Bank, as habitat protection was part of the very reason for establishing the sanctuary.502 Representatives Panetta, Fasceal, and Hertel were also frustrated by the Administration’s delays and its
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The general sense from statements by congressmen during this time is that there are some uses that are unacceptable in sanctuaries because they risk damaging the resources that were at the heart of designations. While this would be the logical meaning of the Act’s purpose of facilitating all compatible uses, NOAA had routinely considered allowing potentially damaging uses in sanctuaries during the designation process, e.g., the consideration of sand and gravel mining in Stellwagen and of oil and gas development in Monterey Bay. Despite the numerous pro-protection statements made on the House and Senate floor and in committee reports and hearings, no changes were made to guide NOAA in what uses to allow in sanctuaries. Multiple use remained undefined in the Act and the purpose of facilitating compatible uses remained unchanged. So, too, did the provision allowing Regional Fishery Management Councils to propose draft fishing regulations in sanctuaries.

4. Management Plan Reviews

Without recorded discussion, Congress included a provision to require sanctuary management plans to be reviewed every five years:

Not more than five years after the date of designation of any national marine sanctuary, and thereafter at intervals not exceeding five years, the Secretary shall evaluate the substantive progress toward implementing the management plan and goals for the sanctuary, especially the effectiveness of site-specific management techniques, and shall revise the management plan and regulations as necessary to fulfill the purposes and policies of this title.

The importance of this provision is that it mandates occasional review and updates, but some have questioned the frequency of the reviews:

The requirement for management plan reviews provides flexibility to account for new scientific understandings and management. But, the five year review cycle called for in the Sanctuaries Act means that protections within sanctuaries are not necessarily long-lasting. In contrast, the Wilderness Act allows for review but does not require it. Similarly, Congress has required that the management plans for national forests undergo review only once every 10 to 15 years. This builds in a degree of stability to the management plan. It allows enough time for ecosystems to begin showing some response to protections before such protections are reviewed.

In addition, if a review determines that large changes need to occur, such as to regulate fishing when such power had not been reserved in the designation terms, then the entire process of public review, agency consultation, and development of an environmental impact statement has to be gone through again to implement the change. This suggests that the real problem may be with the Act’s provision requiring changes to the designation terms to undergo lengthy review, rather than with the five-year review. However, requiring a review every five years is probably unrealistic given that the time it takes to conduct a review is so lengthy.

5. Sanctuary Advisory Councils

The 1992 Amendments made Sanctuary Advisory Councils optional for all sanctuaries. The Sanctuary Advisory Councils were intended to “provide assistance to the Secretary regarding the designation and management of national marine sanctuaries.” In designating the Florida Keys NMS, Congress had mandated the Secretary to create such a council with 15 members from various interest and conservation groups, to assist in development and implementation of the sanctuary’s management plan. The 1992 Amendments, however, gave the Secretary complete discretion as to how many members came from which agency or interest group, with no requirement for representation for a particular group. Additionally, the councils were removed from the purview of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) in the hopes of streamlining their appointment, which had been time-consuming in the Florida Keys.

While exempting the councils from FACA, provisions for “good government,” such as a requirement for public participation, were included in the MPRSA.

6. Funding for the Program

The reports and testimony before Congress of both the NOAA Marine Sanctuaries Review Team and the Rays highlighted the tremendous problem of the program’s inadequate funding. As time went on, it became all too apparent that designation and management costs were far greater than those anticipated in 1984. It was not until 1994 that the program’s authorizations for appropriations again topped $10 million. By then, however, there were 12 sanctuaries requiring management, education, and enforcement. The program was estimated to need over $30 million just to deal with current sanctuaries, let alone take on the expense of new designations. These budgetary constraints had meant that places deemed to be valid “special places” had gone unprotected because of the program’s budget woes. The removal from active candidacy of Norfolk Canyon in 1997, Ten Fathom/Big Rock in 1986 and Monterey Bay in 1983 were all attributed by NOAA to a lack of adequate funding.
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By 1992, Congress was ready to adequately fund the program. The solution proposed by Senator Stevens and incorporated into the 1992 Amendments was to increase authorizations and to require the program’s budget requests to be broken down by category, so that Congress could better track where the money was going.517 Whereas Congress had authorized $5.95 million for the program in FY 1992 (down $60,000 from the previous year), the amendments authorized $8 million for FY 1993, $12.5 million for FY 1994, $15 million for FY 1995, and $20 million for FY 1996.518

7. Additional Provisions of the Amendments

The 1992 Amendments also addressed enforcement and alternate funding sources for the program.519 Liability for damage to sanctuaries was declared to be without a cap limiting it to a certain amount.520 Liability also was expanded to include interest on response costs and damages, and to allow vessels to be seized to help pay any fines levied against an offender.521 To assist with funding the program, Congress created a two-year pilot project to enhance funding for designation and management by creating an official NMS symbol and selling the rights to the symbol to sponsors.522 The section on cooperative agreements was also expanded to include more types of agreements with additional parties, broadening the ability of the program to receive outside support.523

8. New Sanctuaries Designated by Congress in 1992

Perhaps the most important provisions of the 1992 Amendments were those legislatively designating Monterey Bay NMS, the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale Sanctuary, and Stellwagen Bank NMS.524 With these congressional designations and NOAA’s designation of Flower Garden Banks by NOAA in January 1992 (in response to a congressional mandate), the area under the control of the program was doubled in size. The new sanctuaries represented resources not previously included in the program, including humpback and other whales and a submarine canyon, but added only one previously unrepresented biogeographic region.525

As Representative Hertel noted, Congress intervened in these designations because they were interested in “finalizing the lengthy and tedious designation process where the merits of specific sites are clear and where these sites require immediate management consideration.”526 Before Congress stepped in, the Administration had been mired in debate over whether to allow sand and gravel mining in Stellwagen Bank, whether to designate Monterey Bay or once again remove it from active candidacy, and whether to side with NOAA or the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) on allowing the continued use of the Hawaiian Islands for military training.

Congress protected Stellwagen Bank and Monterey Bay by excluding some of the most pernicious threats. Representative Studds found that the fact that the DOI would even consider the possibility of sand and gravel mining in a highly productive marine ecosystem is nothing short of ludicrous. Stellwagen Bank is sand and gravel—mine it, and you destroy the very reason for establishing this sanctuary in the first place . . . . This ridiculous debate must be stopped here and now. Government by special interest does not fly in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts—government by the people does.527 Congress, distrusting the administration’s resolution of mining in Stellwagen Bank, therefore legislatively prohibited sand and gravel mining in the sanctuary, and gave NOAA consultation rights in other agency decisions that may (as opposed to the stricter standard of “likely to” provided in the new requirement for interagency consultation) affect sanctuary resources.528 Congress also protected Monterey Bay from oil and gas extraction, and mandated cooperative work toward safer vessel transportation in the sanctuary.529 However, neither the Monterey Bay nor Stellwagen Bank congressional designations required for regulation of commercial fishing, testimony to the power of local fishing constituencies. Thus, it was left up to NOAA to decide whether to regulate fishing in the Monterey Bay designation document and the Stellwagen Bank management plan. In the final designation document for Monterey Bay, NOAA explicitly chose not to regulate fishing, using this logic:

Fishing is not being regulated as part of the sanctuary regime and is not included in the designation document as an activity subject to future regulation. Fisheries management will remain under the existing jurisdiction of the state of California, NMFS and PFMC. Sanctuary prohibitions that may indirectly affect fishing activities have been written to explicitly exempt aquaculture, kelp harvesting, and traditional fishing activities.

Existing fishery management agencies are primarily concerned with the regulation and management of fish stocks for a healthy fishery. In contrast, the sanctuary program as a different and broader mandate under the MPRSA to protect all sanctuary resources on an ecosystem wide basis. Thus, while fishery agencies may be concerned about certain fishing efforts and techniques in relation to fish stock abundance and distribution the Sanctuary program is also concerned about the potential incidental impacts of specific fishery technique on all sanctuary resources including benthic habitats or marine mammals as well as the role the target species plays in the health of the ecosystem. In the case of the Monterey
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Bay area fish resources are already extensively managed by existing authorities.\textsuperscript{530} NOAA came to a different conclusion about the program’s role in regulating fishing at Stellwagen Bank. Stellwagen Bank’s designation document included activities, e.g., discharge of any matter within the sanctuary, operation of any vessel within the sanctuary, and altering the sanctuary’s seafloor, within the “scope of regulation” which could be used to restrict fishing.\textsuperscript{531}

In its consideration of the Stellwagen Bank proposal, NOAA has identified threats to the Bank environment against which there currently is either insufficient protection or no protection. For example, while NMFS and the New England Fishery Management Council attempt to address concerns of overfishing, the Sanctuary program can play an important supplementary role of protecting habitat and systems upon which fish species rely, without interfering with other regulatory regimes. A primary interest of a national marine sanctuary designation is to fill such existing regulatory gaps, and to enhance the existing regulatory authorities of other agencies.

NOAA/NOS has determined that while the regulatory structure for management of fisheries is adequate, current implementation of that structure is not fully attaining the objectives mandated under MFCMA. The NEFMC and NMFS are currently responding to a Court order to revise the FMP’s for groundfish species, so as to design a rebuilding program for those stocks. NOAA/NOS believes this is an appropriate mechanism to address the current problems related to groundfish stocks. In addition, Congress is developing legislation to address this problem. Therefore, NOAA/NOS is neither regulating fishing nor listing fishing as an activity subject to a Sanctuary regulation. NOAA/NOS intends to work as closely with the NEFMC and NMFS to establish, via the Sanctuary, a broad forum representing multiple sources of possible assistance to the NEFMC and NMFS in the attainment of mutual objectives; and will also work with those entities on the impacts of fishing upon other Sanctuary resources and other Sanctuary users.\textsuperscript{532}

The final management plan for Stellwagen Bank excluded traditional fishing from regulation.\textsuperscript{533} By leaving fishing subject to regulation in the designation document, however, NOAA allowed for regulation of fishing to occur merely by amendment of the management plan.

Sen. Daniel Inouye (D-Haw.) introduced a bill that would have stepped into the interagency turf wars between NOAA and the DOD. The bill would have allowed the DOD to continue ongoing activities as long as actions were taken to minimize any impact on the whales and would have allowed new DOD activities only if there was no potential for significant adverse impact on humpback whales and their habitat or if the Secretary of Commerce exempted such new activities based on consideration of the national interest and the purposes of the sanctuary.\textsuperscript{534} However, Congress did not adopt the Inouye language, designating the sanctuary but leaving the development of a comprehensive management plan up to the Secretary of Commerce.

What is most clear from the congressional designations of 1992 is that Congress felt that NOAA had failed to properly interpret and implement the Act. All three of the designated sanctuaries were chosen at large sizes, and two were protected from some industrial uses. In designating the largest of the size alternatives for Monterey Bay NMS, Congress essentially disregarded the size issue.\textsuperscript{536} At 4,023 square nautical miles, Monterey Bay was significantly larger than the 1,258-square-nautical-mile Channel Islands designation, which some in Congress had previously proposed as an upper size limit.

Also evident was the influence of new scientific conclusions on protection of the oceans, and the power of public support for the program. Rep. Neil Abercrombie (D-Haw.) received over 5,200 constituent comments in support of the Humpback Whale Sanctuary, and public awareness of the devastation caused by oil spills and freighter groundings led to the change in congressional attitude.\textsuperscript{537} The Rays’ report had concluded that sanctuary size should “reflect ecosystem properties and the degree of human threat” and that there can be no criteria for an “ultimate size” for the program but that the program must be left flexible or it will be “self-limiting.”\textsuperscript{538} This increased public support and scientific backing contributed to the newfound congressional disinterest in size limits. Congress was focused on protecting areas from oil spills, freighter groundings, and other threats that had shown how destructive they could be.

9. Natural Diversity

As the amendments to and discussions of the bills leading up to the 1992 Amendments demonstrate, the importance of natural diversity was considered and ultimately rejected for inclusion in the final 1992 Amendments. Representative Studds’ bill, as introduced, would have added “natural diversity” to the NMSA in the findings, twice in the purposes and policies, and in the factors to be considered for sanctuary designation.\textsuperscript{539} All uses of the term were toned down before the bill was passed by the House, and further trimmed by the time it was incorporated into Hertel’s bill. In the end, Studds’ proposed finding was watered down to: “protection of these special areas can contribute to maintaining a natural assemblage of living resources for future generations.”\textsuperscript{540} Despite alleged agreement in the committee, all other references to diversity or biogeographic representation were deleted in the final amendments.\textsuperscript{541}
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\textsuperscript{541} Representative Hertel, in expressing his opinions in the report on the Studds bill, said that “[w]hile there was agreement that the criteria for designation of marine sanctuaries did not require that every biogeographic region be represented by the national program, a full
10. Conclusion

In the 1992 Amendments, Congress sought to guide NOAA toward preservation by introducing more terms and more purposes connected with biodiversity and ecosystem health. However, by adding yet more purposes and duties and by leaving in the language about facilitation of all compatible public and private uses, the end result was an Act of greater complexity and diffuse mandates. The fact that Congress found it necessary to designate several sanctuaries and restrict uses that NOAA was unwilling to, was an indicator that the Act was bogged down by contraction and its multitude of mandates.

D. 1994: The Designation of the Olympic Coast NMS

The debate over the preservation versus multiple use continued with the considerations of the Northwest Straits and the addition of Stetson Bank to the Flower Garden Banks NMS. On May 11, 1994, NOAA designated the Olympic Coast NMS off of Washington State and abutting Olympic National Park. NOAA had placed the site, also known as the western Washington Outer Coast, on the SEL in 1983. In 1988, Congress mandated that the sanctuary be designated by June 30, 1990. NOAA began public hearings in April 1989. Meanwhile, in 1992, Congress passed the Oceans Act, one provision of which prohibited oil and gas development once the western Washington site was designated. While the record is silent on the oil and gas prohibition, it is most likely that Congress did not trust NOAA to arrive at a prohibition on its own. When finally designated in 1994 as the Olympic Coast NMS, NOAA’s regulations prohibited numerous activities, including hydrocarbon or mineral exploration or development; some types of discharging (but deposit of dredge spoils related to harbor maintenance was allowed); altering the seabed (though damage by uses such as traditional fishing methods was exempted); and airplane overflights below specified altitudes. In accordance with the 1984 Amendments, existing activities were allowed to continue if permits allowing them were issued prior to the date of the sanctuary’s designation.

E. The 1996 Amendments

In 1996, the Act was amended again. The changes to the Act’s provisions were minor, but the amendments also expanded two sanctuaries and prohibited designation of a third unless Congress expressly allowed it. The amendments expanded the Flower Garden Banks NMS to include Stetson Bank and allowed for expansion of the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale Sanctuary to include Kahooolawe Island. Designation of a Northwest Straits (Puget Sound) NMS was prohibited unless Congress passed a law specifically allowing the area to become a sanctuary. Rep. Solomon Ortiz (D-Tex.), Rep. Jack Metcalf (R-Wash.), Representative Abercrombie, and Sen. Patty Murray (D-Wash.) supported these changes in their respective states in response to constituent desires.

The provision prohibiting a Northwest Straits sanctuary was the result of failure of the local jurisdictions in the Puget Sound area to buy-in to the sanctuary process during the eight years that the area had been under consideration as an active candidate. Unlike most of the other marine sanctuaries, the Northwest Straits site is located predominately in state waters. Without local support, the governor might exercise his power under the Act to veto the portion in state waters, thus negating the purpose of designation. The sense in the community and the local government was that local people and institutions were capable of managing the area, and that a sanctuary would only add an extra layer of tension and federal bureaucracy without providing additional benefits. As Brian Calvert, Port Commissioner for the Friday Harbor Port District in San Juan County, testified, anative citizens working with local and state governments are the best and more efficient way of managing this resource. The further decisions, rule making and management gets from the place being managed, the less effective it will be and the less involvement you will find from people like me . . . The federal government is too blunt an instrument to manage the many sensitive issues needed to maintain water quality, the unique quality of human life, the quality of our economy, the quality of marine habitat and the myriad of other issues which require balance and consideration.

Senator Murray echoed these sentiments:

I was concerned that the creation of a NOAA-controlled advisory committee would undermine the very intent of bringing local community members together to consider the resource protection needs of the Northwest Straits in an objective and open forum. Many members of the local communities have serious concerns about the performance of NOAA over the last several years with regard to the proposed sanctuary.

Apparently, just four years after enacting a Sanctuary Advisory Council provision, Congress was beginning to have second thoughts. The Sanctuary Advisory Councils had been created to address the very type of concerns expressed by San Juan residents, Senator Murray and Representative Metcalf. However, the idea of creating a SAC to assist NOAA with designation and management was now seen as counterproductive, at least in the Northwest Straits, because of public distrust in federal (NOAA) oversight of their local array of representative ecosystems should be a long-term goal.” H.R. REP. NO. 102-565, at 37.
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members of Congress, and more than 500 ocean experts.556 Vice President Albert Gore, several cabinet members and nia, which was attended by President William J. Clinton, off by a National Ocean Conference in Monterey, Califor-

Year of the Ocean heightened this public awareness, capped by NOAA in 2000 as the 13th sanctuary.560 The 2000 Amendments to the Act, led predominately by Representative Saxton and Sens. John McCain (R-Ariz.) and Olympia Snowe (R-Me.), included significant changes to all aspects of the Act.561 Representative Farr noted that public interest in the oceans remained an important political force, with several polls showing that “more than [one-half] of Americans have observed that the conditions of our coasts are worsening, especially due to pollution and over-

F. The 2000 Amendments

In 1997, the National Research Council concluded in a report, Striking a Balance: Improving Stewardship of Marine Areas, that there is need for a comprehensive regulatory or management framework for current or future activities in federal and state waters or on or under the seabed of the United States.554 Public polls showed high awareness of the worsening conditions of our coasts, particularly with respect to pollution and overfishing.555 The 1998 International Year of the Ocean heightened this public awareness, capped off by a National Ocean Conference in Monterey, California, which was attended by President William J. Clinton, Vice President Albert Gore, several cabinet members and members of Congress, and more than 500 ocean experts.556 Shortly thereafter, President Clinton issued an executive memorandum which included prohibitions on oil and gas exploration or development in any of our NMS.557

1... withdraw from disposition by leasing for a time period without specific expiration those areas of the [OCS] currently designated Marine Sanctuaries under the [MPRSA]. Nothing in this withdrawal affects the rights under existing leases in these areas. Each of these withdrawals is subject to revocation by the [p]resident in the interest of national security.558

In one brief act, Clinton accomplished what Congress and NOAA had been haggling over for more than 25 years. The memorandum did not, however, cover existing leases in the Channel Islands or Flower Garden Banks sanctuaries or those in close proximity to sanctuaries that could have impacts on sanctuary resources.

In 2000, President Clinton issued an executive order to establish a northwestern Hawaiian Islands Coral Reef Ecosystem Reserve.559 Additionally, the Thunder Bay NMS, primarily known for its historic shipwrecks, was designated by NOAA in 2000 as the 13th sanctuary.560

The 2000 Amendments to the Act, led predominately by Representative Saxton and Sens. John McCain (R-Ariz.) and Olympia Snowe (R-Me.), included significant changes to all aspects of the Act.561 Representative Farr noted that public interest in the oceans remained an important political force, with several polls showing that “more than [one-half] of Americans have observed that the conditions of our coasts are worsening, especially due to pollution and overfishing, and they want us, [m]embers of Congress, to do something about it.”562 The 2000 Amendments were Congress’ answer.

Specifically, the 2000 Amendments:

- added a finding on the benefits of sanctuaries to scientific, cultural, and archaeological resources;
- added a ninth purpose “to maintain the natural biological communities in the national marine sanctuaries, and to protect, and where appropriate, restore and enhance natural habitats, populations, and ecological processes”;
- formally established a “system” to encompass all sanctuaries;
- added three new factors to be considered in making new designations: biodiversity, ecological importance, and archaeological, cultural, and historical importance;
- clarified and streamlined designation procedures;
- prohibited new designations unless the program is determined to have met financial goals;
- enhanced enforcement provisions;
- placed emphasis on the need for long-term monitoring (as opposed to just monitoring) and wise and sustainable use of marine resources; and
- made permanent the trial Marine Sanctuaries Program logo from the 1996 Amendments.563

The amendments also made two exceptions to the new provision that limited designations for financial reasons, authorizing designation of Thunder Bay and the northwestern Hawaiian Islands NMS.564 Finally, the amendments required the Secretary to establish a Dr. Nancy Foster Scholarship
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Program to “award graduate education scholarships in oceanography, marine biology or maritime archeology.”

1. Sanctuaries as a System

In 1991, NOAA's Marine Sanctuaries Review Team had set a vision that by the year 2000, the National Marine Sanctuaries Program will manage a comprehensive and integrated system of the nation’s most significant marine areas, managed on the basis of ecologically sound, well-researched principles of resource protection and sustainable use and will focus as well on improving public understanding of the nation’s marine heritage and in extending sound marine resource management principles to areas beyond sanctuary boundaries.

Twenty-eight years after the Sanctuaries Program was created, Congress declared that the marine sanctuaries constituted components of a system. The findings stated that management of sanctuaries as an NMS system will:

(A) improve the conservation, understanding, management, and wise and sustainable use of marine resources;
(B) enhance public awareness, understanding, and appreciation of the marine environment; and
(C) maintain for future generations the habitat, and ecological services, of the natural assemblage of living resources that inhabit these areas.

The new focus on the “system” of NMS has thus far been in name only. “System” implies clear definitions of what a marine sanctuary is, and clear, uniform guidelines about how sanctuaries are supposed to be selected and managed. However, the NMS system remains a group of disparately managed parts rather than a cohesive program with a unified vision. Nevertheless, the system concept is important because it heightens the value of individual sanctuaries and points toward a desired future state.

2. Recemphasis on the Program’s Primary Mandate

Drawing on the 1992 consideration of “natural diversity,” the 2000 Amendments added a new purpose “to maintain the natural biological communities in the national marine sanctuaries, and to protect, and where appropriate, restore and enhance natural habitats, populations, and ecological processes,” partially redirecting the Act to its original roots of preservation and restoration. The 2000 Amendments also added more factors to those the Secretary must consider in making future designations. These include: the area’s scientific and monitoring value, the feasibility of employing innovative management approaches, and the value of the area as an addition to the system. NOAA claimed the provisions “clarify that resource protection includes maintaining the entire ecosystem, including the structure of natural biodiversity and species assemblages and ecological processes.” The impact of this recemphasis, however, was severely tempered by the failure to simplify the program’s purposes or to reduce the emphasis on facilitation of compatible uses. In fact, individual members of Congress and committee reports all made comments that appear to strengthen the place of multiple use in the program, rather than to diminish it.

The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Technology emphasized that the primary purpose is resource protection “while” facilitating all multiple uses, and said that “as a general rule, activities like drilling, mining, dredging, commercial fishing, sport fishing, boating, scuba diving, and marine tourism are generally allowed where practicable.” In other words, while the primary purpose of a sanctuary is protection, no use is outright prohibited and all may be allowed if they are “practicable” or “compatible.” Senators McCain and Snowe declared that they saw the strength of the program to be its emphasis on a “responsible balance” between conservation and compatible multiple uses. It is unclear why a responsible balance between conservation and compatible multiple uses would be needed if the multiple uses are actually compatible with conservation. These comments highlight one of the greatest weaknesses of the Act: the lack of any definition of what constitutes a “compatible” activity such as that found in the Refuge Administration Act.

The 2000 Amendments also reflected a division between Congress and the Administration. Whereas President Clinton had banned all new oil and gas development in marine sanctuaries as of 1998, congressional statements made during the 2000 reauthorization and amendment process made it clear that many in Congress still felt that use of sanctuaries for oil and gas may be appropriate in some cases. The 2000 Amendments would have been the appropriate place to finally enact a clear legislated prohibition on oil and gas development in marine sanctuaries, given President Clinton’s stance and the various moratoria then in effect on OCS leasing in significant portions of U.S. coastal waters. Instead, Congress ignored the issue.

3. Funding Constraints on New Sanctuaries

On Earth Day 1999, Representative Farr said that “[w]e have created [NMS], which are essentially national parks in the ocean. We have 12 of those, yet with less than 1% of the funding that we give to our national parks. We have 378 national parks, 155 national forests, but only 12 national marine sanctuaries.” Addressing the lack of funding, Congress that year nearly doubled the program’s budget from roughly $14 million in FY 1996 to $26 million in FY 2000, still falling short of the $30 million identified as necessary in 1991 by the NOAA Review Team and Rays’ reports. Ironically, Representative Farr said this only a year-and-
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one-half prior to the 2000 Amendments that essentially banned new sanctuaries for financial reasons.

The 2000 Amendments prevented the designation of new sanctuaries by the Secretary unless he finds that

(A) the addition of a new sanctuary will not have a negative impact on the System; and

(B) sufficient resources were available in the [FY] in which the finding is made to—

i. effectively implement sanctuary management plans for each sanctuary in the System; and

ii. complete site characterization studies and inventory known sanctuary resources, including cultural resources, for each sanctuary in the System within 10 years after the date that the finding is made if the resources available for those activities are maintained at the same level for each [FY] in that 10-year period.

Although the 2000 Amendments were portrayed as a conservation-minded advance to the NMSA, the moratorium was not desired by most conservation groups involved in the process or by NOAA. The moratorium was opposed by the conservation community because it implements a standard that is nearly impossible to meet. The provisions of the moratorium require the Secretary to undertake new burdens, without any new funding, in a program that already stretches its appropriations further than any other resource preservation program.

The concept of focusing the program on improving management of existing sanctuaries, rather than continuing to designate additional sanctuaries, had been raised by the review team in its 1991 report. By 2000, the idea had gained wide support on the authorizing committees, and was confirmed by a National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA) report, which concluded that

[t]his is probably not the right time to create more sanctuaries. Perhaps if Congress were to increase the budget and the clout of the program dramatically, the program could handle additional sites, but no one is talking about such a step now. Eventually, the program could grow to include more sites. There are only a few small sites along the Atlantic Coast and in the Gulf of Mexico now, and none in Alaska. However, at this point, the program cannot afford to spend its resources on a long, expensive process to add more sites.

Senator McCain voiced his approval for the restriction by arguing that “by prioritizing our actions over the next few years on making the existing sanctuaries fully operational with education and research programs, a full complement of staff, active public outreach programs, and enforcement we will strengthen the system and help it to reach its full potential.”

Representative Saxton stated similar sentiments: the “biggest hurdle is inadequate funding for basic management and outreach activities.” Representative Saxton contended that NOAA’s concerns about the moratorium were addressed by the provisions that allow new designations if they will not negatively impact management of existing sanctuaries or interfere with the sanctuary resource surveys.

4. Conclusion

The addition of a new purpose of restoring and maintaining natural ecosystems and processes, and several other preservation-oriented provisions in the 2000 Amendments were important in highlighting the Act’s preservation goal, but in reality was not much of an advance because of the remaining and numerous nonresource factors and standards that promote multiple use. In addition, the moratorium on growth, other than the approved northwestern Hawaiian Islands sanctuary, means that the sanctuaries-creation process, imperfect though it is, has ground to a halt until Congress chooses to restart it.

V. The Unfilled Preservation Mandate

A. Background

The NMSA has experienced a complex and turbulent evolution. Having precipitated numerous sanctuary designation battles, suffered stop and go implementation, and been the subject of repeated regulatory and legislative amendments over three decades, how effective has the Act been in achieving its preservation purpose?

Some observers have rightly extolled the successes and potential of the Sanctuaries Program under difficult circumstances. Owen notes the program has functioned as a popular and effective limit on oil and gas drilling, particularly along the California coast. It has been similarly effective in protecting other limited areas from selected threats; Stellwagen Bank is intact, unmined and without floating casinos, and the reefs in the Florida Keys are better protected from shipping traffic. All of this protection, moreover, grew out of an uncommon level of bipartisan support and cooperation. The program also offers states a source of pride and communities a potentially defining connection to their surrounding environment. Finally, it has provided a platform for the potential development of future protection schemes.

Although existing sanctuaries encompass a variety of qualities that make them nationally or internationally significant, they fail to add up to a complete marine preservation system. Moreover, given past experience with the Act’s conflicting and numerous mandates, there is little likelihood that a sanctuary system that preserves the full array of the nation’s unique and representative marine features and resources will be realized under the current law.

B. Limited Scope of the Sanctuary System

The scientific consensus is very strong: many of the ocean ecosystems of the United States are in dire and worsening condition. At the same time, public support for ocean protection is growing. Is the Sanctuaries Program capa-
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ble of preserving and restoring ocean ecosystems in a timely fashion?

In the 32 years since the Act’s passage, 13 sanctuaries have been established that cover approximately 14,065 square nautical miles, as noted in Table 1. This area equals 0.4% of the nation’s EEZ. The sanctuaries range in size from less than 1 square nautical mile (Monitor) to 4,023 square nautical miles (Monterey Bay). Most sanctuaries are relatively small, with eight under 1,000 square nautical miles. Five sanctuaries are between 1,000 and 4,100 square nautical miles in size. The authorized addition of a northwestern Hawaiian Islands Sanctuary of more than 99,500 square nautical miles will increase the size of the current system by sevenfold. But even with this addition, the system would encompass only 3.38% of the U.S. oceans.

Congress has never specified what constitutes an ideal sanctuary system, only that the Act intends to protect special areas that possess national significance. Although NOAA’s regional survey teams identified a number of candidate sites in the early 1980s, NOAA has never undertaken a rigorous survey of U.S. ocean waters, similar to the comprehensive wilderness inventories and studies mandated by the Wilderness Act, to determine what marine resource types and areas are adequately protected and which ones merit protection.

1. Resources Missing

Many desirable resources and areas are missing from the system. There are large swaths of the nation’s oceans that have no sanctuaries. A look at a map will show blank spaces off many coastal states. No sanctuaries have been designated in the Caribbean or in the North Pacific. There are just three sanctuaries along the entire Atlantic seaboard, one in South Florida, and one in the Gulf of Mexico. On the West Coast, California has four sanctuaries, and Washington one, but Oregon and Alaska have none. Ironically, even George Banks, the area Representative Keith set out to protect when he introduced sanctuary legislation in 1967, is missing from the system. Furthermore, only one-half of the 12 marine biotic regions identified by the Rays are represented in existing sanctuaries, as noted in Table 2.

Another example of the system’s incompleteness is its inadequate coverage of both endangered and commercially valuable species. In its 1974 regulations, NOAA identified preserving genetic resources, including spawning and nursery grounds and migratory pathways, as one purpose of a sanctuary designation NOAA reconfirmed this in 1988. Congress agreed with NOAA, and in 1992 added as a purpose of the Act: “to maintain, restore, and enhance living resources by providing places for species that depend upon these marine areas to survive and propagate.” In the 2000 Amendments, Congress declared that one of the purposes of the Act is “to maintain the natural biological communities in the national marine sanctuaries, and to protect, and where appropriate, restore and enhance natural habitats, populations, and ecological processes.” The Act further specifies that among the factors to be considered in creating a sanctuary are “maintenance of ecologically or commercially important or threatened species or species assemblages, maintenance of critical habitat of endangered species, and the biogeographic representation of the site.”

There are currently 21 domestic marine species listed as endangered and 13 as threatened, as listed in Table 3. There has been no comprehensive assessment by NOAA of what or how many endangered marine species and critical habitats are encompassed in sanctuaries, or what additional sanctuaries are needed to help conserve these species. Regarding commercial species, although the Act has been used to protect ocean areas from oil development and pollution, it has not been used to protect fisheries stocks from overfishing or uniformly applied to protect sanctuary bottom habitats from destruction by commercial fishermen. For example, bottom trawling, the most environmentally destructive method of commercial fishing, is allowed in Stellwagen Bank and Monterey Bay sanctuaries, but banned in other sanctuaries.

2. What Does Protection Mean?

The Turnstone Group notes that no sanctuary has been set aside as a “fully protected area.” As defined by the Turnstone Group, a fully protected area means an area designated based on its “importance to ecosystem structure, function or process or their esthetic or other values,” and in which all extractive or potentially disruptive activities are prohibited, resource protection is the singular goal, and protection is permanent. Fully protected zones or sub-areas have been created in two sanctuaries: Florida Keys, Fagatele Bay and proposed in a third, the Channel Islands. All or large portions of the northwestern Hawaiian Islands also will qualify as fully protected zones when the designation process is complete. While it is conceivable the Act could be used to establish sanctuaries whose sole purpose is full protection, the Act has never been used this way.

The Act’s purpose of facilitating all uses means that resource conflicts within sanctuaries are common. Generally, it is against the law to “destroy, cause the loss of, or injure any sanctuary resource managed under law or regulations.” However, the prohibition on destruction of managed resources applies only to resources identified in individual sanctuary designation documents as the subject of protection. In addition, the designation document, as implemented by the management plan, determines which uses or activities shall be subject to regulations. Uses not listed are not subject to regulation. For example, NOAA’s management plan for Stellwagen expressly excludes fishing as subject to the regulation that prohibits altering the sanctuary seabed, despite research that NAPA says “has documented how bottom-trawling has leveled the seabed at
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Stellwagen and stripped vegetation." 596 The Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale Sanctuary, established primarily for research and education about humpback whales, does not regulate fishing in the sanctuary, even though "overfishing of bottom fish... and live capture of reef fish for the pet trade have depleted stocks sharply." 597 Flower Garden Banks, a relatively small sanctuary set in an oil producing area, prohibits oil and gas development in some areas of the sanctuary but not others. 598

According to the Turnstone Group,

Even when a sanctuary does prohibit activities in general, there are often exceptions for specific and often significant exceptions.

Some of these exceptions are minor but others substantially weaken protection. For instance, many sanctuaries prohibit discharge or deposit of materials in sanctuary waters, but include exceptions for minor activities such as discharge of deck washdown water. However, Monterey Bay and Gulf of the Farallones... include exceptions for disposing of dredge material and the Farallones provides an exception for the discharge of sewage. The Flower Garden Banks prohibits the use of explosives but then gives an exception to the use of explosives for oil and gas exploration. 599

While one may determine what resources are being protected at each sanctuary by consulting the designation document or the current Code of Federal Regulations, it is more difficult to determine the status and trend of any particular resource because NOAA has not developed baseline information or effective monitoring programs. 600 Today, few sanctuaries can report with much specificity how their resources are faring based on objective measures.

3. Oil and Commercial Fishing

Two of the biggest threats to sanctuary resources, oil development and commercial fishing, have proved flashpoints in sanctuary designations throughout the Act's history. As things have turned out, new oil development has been prohibited in the sanctuaries system, at least for the moment. Although there were assertions when the Act passed and afterwards that oil development could be a compatible use of a sanctuary, a number of sanctuaries specifically prohibited new oil and gas development at the time they were designated by NOAA, e.g., Channel Islands, Gulf of the Farallones, or by Congress, e.g., Monterey Bay, Cordell Banks. In fact, it was the desire of local citizens to exclude oil from their shores that impelled the creation of sanctuaries such as Monterey Bay and Channel Islands.

More recently, President Clinton issued an executive memorandum to the Secretary of the Interior in 1998 that extended until June 30, 2012 the prohibition on the granting of new oil and gas leases in all sanctuaries, but the issue of oil development is by no means settled. 601 The Clinton memo-
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must prepare the regulations.\footnote{609} Although the Sanctuaries Act technically gives the Secretary the power to object to a council recommendation that would harm sanctuary resources, the Act, notes the Turnstone Group, [just] the burden on the Secretary to show why the regulations from [c]ouncils (that are generally less protective and more interested in resource exploitation) are incompatible with the goals and objectives of a sanctuaries designation. Given the multiple-use standard in the Sanctuaries Act, this finding is a difficult one to make. To our knowledge, this provision has never been used [by the Secretary] to protect [s]anctuary resources from the effects of fishing.\footnote{610}

In addition, secretarial action to protect fish in sanctuaries is constrained by the Secretary’s conflicting responsibilities. Sanctuaries are managed by the National Ocean Service, and fisheries by the NMFS, both bureaus within the DOC. According to the Turnstone Group, conflicts between the two bureaus typically “get resolved in favor of [the fisheries service] at low levels before ever reaching the level of the Secretary.”\footnote{611}

Reluctance on the Secretary’s part to challenge council-drafted fishery rules for sanctuaries has been further reinforced by Congress’ own failure to address head-on the negative impacts of fishing on sanctuaries. For example, the legislative designations of Monterey Bay and Stellwagen Bank were silent on commercial fisheries regulation, leaving it to NOAA to decide whether to include these activities in the list of what would be regulated or prohibited.\footnote{612} As a result, neither sanctuary has played a significant role in stopping the drastic decline of certain fish populations in their respective regions. These declines of fish populations and structural habitat impacted by some commercial fishing areas have also affected recreational fishing opportunities.

Clearly, the Sanctuaries Act has been interpreted to give deference to the Regional Fishery Management Councils regarding how to best manage commercial and recreational fishing in sanctuaries. This deference is at odds with the law’s purpose of providing for “comprehensive and coordinated conservation and management” of special ocean areas.\footnote{613} How can sanctuaries management be comprehensive if sanctuary managers do not have controlling authority over fish or fish habitat within a sanctuary?

4. Moratorium on New Sanctuaries

While the Sanctuaries Program has clearly failed to identify, inventory, and protect the full array of marine resources and places meriting preservation, efforts to designate additional sanctuaries had come to a halt by the mid-1990s, by which time NOAA had inactivated the SEL on the ground that it was to be revised.\footnote{614} Before the revisions occurred, new designations were foreclosed by the moratorium mandated by Congress in the 2000 Amendments.\footnote{615} The lifting of the moratorium is contingent upon the Secretary publishing a “finding” that the “addition of a new sanctuary will not have a negative impact on the system,” and that the DOC budget has sufficient resources in the year of any new designation to inventory known sanctuary resources and complete site characterization studies for all sanctuaries within 10 years, if current funding levels are maintained.\footnote{616}

The moratorium is a signal that additions to the sanctuary system are not a high priority for the program’s congressional authorizing committees until such time as NOAA proposes an adequate plan and budget for managing existing sanctuaries, and Congress itself provides the appropriations. While the moratorium has had one positive consequence—forcing NOAA to develop a management program for congressional review—it throws a pall of uncertainty over the program because there is no set date for the moratorium’s expiration. It is hard to imagine a similar no-growth injunction being placed on the national park or wildlife refuge systems.

C. Structural Flaws of the Sanctuaries Act

1. Lack of Preservation Focus

The Turnstone Group calls the NMSA a paradox because “it provides authority for meaningful protection on the one hand, and then substantially undermines it with the other. The effect on the water is few real protections in marine sanctuaries.”\footnote{617} Among other things,

the Act “makes it difficult to prohibit activities”; fisheries management [in sanctuaries] is essentially controlled by the NMFS;

the Act’s multiple use mandate “makes it difficult to implement regulations that are contentious or that significantly impact politically well-connected user groups”\footnote{618};

the requirement to review sanctuary management plans every five years undermines long-term protection; and

the Act’s multiple use mandate and exhaustive consultation requirements make it “fundamentally different” from laws governing other protected systems like parks and wilderness areas which have an overarching conservation frame work.\footnote{618}

While we agree the law is riddled with incongruities, in our view, the fundamental flaw of the Sanctuaries Act is its lack of a singular focus on preservation. This conclusion is all the more obvious when the Sanctuaries Act is compared to the Wilderness Act, which was enacted just eight years earlier.

The Wilderness Act provides a valuable comparison for the Sanctuaries Program for two reasons. First, the singular objective of the Wilderness Act is preservation of “untrammeled” wilderness. Second, while implementation of the Wilderness Act has not been trouble-free by any means, it has produced very successful outcomes.
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2. Wilderness Act Model

In his short history of the Wilderness Act, Douglas Scott identifies the features of that Act that have made it such an effective conservation tool. The Wilderness Act:

“established a clear unambiguous national policy to preserve wilderness, recognizing wilderness itself as a resource of value”;

provided a specific definition of wilderness which could be applied practically in the field;

established a permanent wilderness preservation system, described its extent and designated the first 9.1 million acres of wilderness (equivalent to 10,740 square nautical miles of water);

“set out a single, consistent management directive” that applied to all wilderness areas which, among other things, clearly specified allowed and prohibited uses;

mandated a clearly specified wilderness review process,” which included an inventory of all federal roadless areas 5,000 acres and larger, and required the executive branch to recommended all suitable wilderness areas to Congress within 10 years;

“asserted the exclusive power of the Congress to designate wilderness areas” and to maintain them as wilderness until Congress decided otherwise; and

“constituted the best, most practical mechanism to actually preserve wilderness in perpetuity.”

In short, the Wilderness Act established a comprehensive, well-defined program with the singular purpose of conserving America’s remaining wilderness in perpetuity. The Wilderness Act has led to the designation of wilderness in 46 states. While there have been many political battles over whether particular areas were suitable for or should be designated as wilderness, once designated, wilderness areas must be managed in accordance with uniform preservation standards prescribed in the law. Furthermore, once established, wilderness areas are not subject to change in boundaries or degrees of protection, except by further act of Congress.

In contrast, the Sanctuaries Act has produced just 13 sanctuaries, which constitute less than 0.4% of U.S. waters. Although amended many times since 1972, the Sanctuaries Act still lacks a singular focus on preservation and a rigorous process to achieve it. Moreover, the Secretary of Commerce is not required to establish any particular sanctuary or number of sanctuaries or even to comprehensively inventory the nation’s waters for candidate areas. The Sanctuaries Act’s conflicting goals of preservation and multiple use, its discretionary and open ended nature, its lack of clear definitions and protection standards, and the multiple intervention points it provides for stakeholders and Congress have burdened the program with enormous implementation difficulties and inefficiencies. The Act’s results speak for themselves.

3. Preservation and Multiple Use

Several observers have argued that the primary or central mission of the NMSA has always been protection or preservation, and that NOAA has simply failed to aggressively pursue this mission. We believe the reality is more complex. While it is true that preservation (or protection) always has been a purpose of the Act, it is not the Act’s singular purpose. More than anything, it is the multiple use provision (and related provisions) that has prevented the development of a marine sanctuary system that lives up to its name.

Even though the Act states that “protection” is the primary objective, by also mandating the facilitation of all public and private uses, the legislation gives standing to resource users who can challenge the Secretary’s decision to prohibit certain activities, and creates the expectation among resource users that their use will be facilitated. The Secretary must then defend his or her regulatory decisions by demonstrating that such activities are not “compatible” with resource protection. This fact raises the bar for determining whether an activity should be allowed and fundamentally changes the question the Secretary must answer before regulating an activity. Instead of the precautionary question “might this activity harm the resource?” the test is more complex. The Secretary must in effect, answer the question: “Does this activity harm the resource enough in comparison to the benefits people get from that activity to justify regulating it?”

Tarnas found the pursuit of multiple use in sanctuaries “unworkable” because both the meaning of the term and its practical application are unclear. If preservation is the primary purpose of sanctuaries, at what point do multiple uses compromise resource protection? Furthermore, says Tarnas, according to some observers, application of multiple use management is “ineffective.” What ocean users “call multiple use appears to amount to a policy of non-exclusion of their favored uses.”

Multiple use management would only make sense, says Tarnas, if it were applied comprehensively to the entire ocean to “balance the whole range of marine uses.”

Conflicting activities could be separated, complementary activities allowed together. Designated areas would have different levels of use restrictions to achieve different purposes. For example, a marine protected area, being part of a larger interactive marine ecosystem, would restrict those consumptive uses that conflict with the primary purpose of resource protection.

The Marine Sanctuaries Program, observes Tarnas, has “assumed the task of trying to provide both the overall multiple use management of large ocean areas, and the specialized protective management of smaller areas. Doing both has been difficult and has possibly weakened the program.”
Tarnas’ observations ring true. If most of the ocean is generally open to all uses, then the most direct and effective way to preserve ocean places is to set some of them aside for the singular purpose of preservation just as national parks and wilderness areas have been created on land. Only truly compatible uses of sanctuaries, such as education, science, and low-impact recreation would be allowed. A comprehensive ocean zoning policy, if we had one, would divide the ocean into a number of different use zones, including preservation zones. This was the strategy recommended by the President’s Science Advisory Committee in its 1966 call for a marine wilderness preservation system.

VI. Conclusion

Lacking as it does the singular preservation focus of the Wilderness Act, the Sanctuaries Act has proved to be an unreliable vehicle for the timely preservation of the full array of the nation’s marine resources and special places in a comprehensive national system.

That the Sanctuaries Act is ineffective as a reliable preservation statute is reflected in the Act’s implementation history. Because of its incongruous and conflicting mandates, lack of strategic implementation guidelines, and failure to prohibit incompatible uses, or define uniform protection standards, the Act proved baffling to NOAA and a continuing frustration to its authorizing committees. Furthermore, the Act’s frequent reinvention by Congress and NOAA, though well-intentioned, has not really gotten at the root of the Act’s problems.

With the purposes and uses of each sanctuary up for grabs during the designation process, highly contentious and lengthy battles have been waged between conservationists and user groups over a number of candidate sites. Indeed, this contention is almost guaranteed by the Act’s elaborate designation process.

When NOAA became bogged down in designation battles in the 1980s, a protection-leaning Congress first was forced to mandate deadlines for NOAA to designate certain sanctuaries, then had to bypass a dysfunctional process to designate Florida Keys, the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale, Monterey Bay, and Stellwagen Bank marine sanctuaries. In addition, when Congress found itself unhappy with NOAA’s protection strategies for certain candidate sanctuaries, it intervened legislatively to prohibit new oil and gas leases at Cordell Bank and Olympic Coast, included an oil development ban in its legislative designation of Monterey Bay, and prohibited sand and gravel mining (but not oil development) at Stellwagen.

At other times, Congress has been more charitable toward certain user groups or local constituencies. For example, Congress specifically prohibited the designation of a Northwest Straits sanctuary by NOAA because local users feared federal oversight would result in greater use restrictions without a corresponding increase in protection to the area’s resources. Congress also created sanctuaries, e.g., Monterey Bay, in which commercial fishing activities were not subject to regulation under the terms of the legislative designation, despite recognition that fish stocks in those areas were in decline.

The Act is now so constrained by its own architecture that it stands little chance of ever producing the comprehensive system of marine preservation areas envisioned by early visionaries, who hoped to create a system or marine wilderness preserves analogous to the terrestrial wilderness system. The blueprint of a permanent marine sanctuary system with the singular purpose of preservation was rejected in favor of a law that required preservation to be balanced with other uses within a sanctuary. As a result, progress toward protecting America’s ocean resources has been nowhere near that needed to achieve the national network of marine conservation areas scientists say are needed to protect and restore ocean life.

In order to be capable of establishing a system of marine preservation areas that only allows uses that are truly compatible with preservation, the Sanctuaries Act would have to undergo substantial amendment. Alternatively, Congress could authorize a separate system whose components could include any areas of the ocean, including presently managed or protected areas, which met the new law’s preservation and protection criteria. This was precisely the approach taken by the Wilderness Act, which provided a wilderness overlay on existing parks, refuges, forests, and public lands, and allowed compatible uses as defined by the law. Whichever approach is taken, a bold, vigorous, and systematic effort will be needed to identify, protect, and preserve the full array of marine habitats and features during the next 10 years before they are irretrievably degraded or lost. Current trends do not bode well for conservation.

629. Id. at 294.
## Table 1: Sanctuary Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanctuary Name</th>
<th>Designation Date</th>
<th>Square Nautical Miles</th>
<th>New Oil/Gas Leases</th>
<th>Bottom Trawling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USS Monitor</td>
<td>1/30/75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Islands</td>
<td>9/22/80</td>
<td>1,258</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>Restricted to Certain Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf of the Farallones</td>
<td>1/16/81</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>Allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray’s Reef</td>
<td>1/16/81</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fagatele Bay</td>
<td>4/29/86</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cordell Bank</td>
<td>5/24/89</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>Allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Keys</td>
<td>11/16/90</td>
<td>2,870</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>Restricted to Certain Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flower Garden Banks</td>
<td>1/17/92</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey Bay</td>
<td>9/18/92</td>
<td>4,023</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>Restricted to Certain Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stellwagen Bank</td>
<td>11/4/92</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>Restricted to Certain Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Islands</td>
<td>11/4/92</td>
<td>1,035</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympic Coast</td>
<td>7/16/94</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>Allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunder Bay</td>
<td>10/7/00</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total System</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>14,065</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| NWHI Coral Reef      | 12/4/00          | 99,500                | Prohibited         |                 |
| Ecosystem Reserve    |                  |                       |                    |                 |

1 Florida Keys NMS was designated on 11/16/90 and subsumed Key Largo (designated in 1975) and Looe Key (designated in 1981).
2 Designated by Congress.
3 Designation required by Congress.
4 Congress added Stetson Bank to the Flower Garden Banks NMS in 1996.
5 NWHI is listed as an Active Candidate for sanctuary designation.
Table 2: Sanctuary Representation of Biogeographical Regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanctuary Name</th>
<th>Acadian</th>
<th>Virginian</th>
<th>Carolinian</th>
<th>West Indian</th>
<th>Louisianian</th>
<th>Veracruzan</th>
<th>Californian</th>
<th>Oregonian</th>
<th>Sitkan</th>
<th>Aleutian</th>
<th>Arctic</th>
<th>Indo-Pacific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USS Monitor</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Islands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf of the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farallones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray's Reef</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fagatele Bay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cordell Bank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Keys</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flower Garden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey Bay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stellwagen Bank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Islands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humpback Whale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympic Coast</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Endangered Marine Species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Populations Protected</th>
<th>Year Designated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic salmon</td>
<td>NY to Maine</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue whale</td>
<td>All populations</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowhead whale</td>
<td>All populations (occur off N. AK)</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean monk seal</td>
<td>All populations (thought to be extinct)</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinook salmon</td>
<td>2 populations in CA and WA</td>
<td>1994, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fin whale</td>
<td>All populations (occur in Mid- and N. Atlantic)</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green sea turtle</td>
<td>Breeding populations off FL and the Pacific Coast of Mexico</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian monk seal</td>
<td>All populations (occur around HI)</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawksbill sea turtle</td>
<td>All populations</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humpback whale</td>
<td>All populations</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kemp’s ridley sea turtle</td>
<td>All populations</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leatherback sea turtle</td>
<td>All populations</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern right whale</td>
<td>All populations (occur in N. Atlantic)</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive ridley sea turtle</td>
<td>Mexican nesting population</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sei whale</td>
<td>All populations</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortnose sturgeon</td>
<td>All populations (only occur along E. Coast of U.S.)</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smalltooth sawfish</td>
<td>All populations (only occur along E. Coast of U.S.)</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sockeye salmon</td>
<td>Snake River</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sperm whale</td>
<td>All populations (occur in N. Atlantic)</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steelhead trout</td>
<td>2 populations off CA, WA</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indian Manatee</td>
<td>FL and Antillean (occurring off Puerto Rico) stocks</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White abalone</td>
<td>All populations (occurs only from S. CA to Mexico)</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NMFS, Office of Protected Species.

### Threatened Marine Species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Populations Protected</th>
<th>Year Designated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chinook salmon</td>
<td>7 populations</td>
<td>1992, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chum salmon</td>
<td>2 populations off OR, WA</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green sea turtle</td>
<td>All populations not listed as endangered</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guadalupe fur seal</td>
<td>All populations (occur off S. CA)</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf sturgeon</td>
<td>All populations (predominate in Gulf of Mexico)</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson’s sea grass</td>
<td>All populations (occurs only along E. Coast of FL)</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loggerhead sea turtle</td>
<td>All populations</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive ridley sea turtle</td>
<td>All populations not listed as endangered</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sockeye salmon</td>
<td>Ozette Lake, WA</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern sea otter</td>
<td>CA stock</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steller sea lion</td>
<td>All populations (occur off W. Coast of U.S.)</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NMFS, Office of Protected Species.